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An end to unwanted coil oscillations
The new Keystone ASTATIC Coil throws
out no field --all parasitic oscillations are,
therefore, eliminated.
ONE of the greatest difficulties

By means of special astatic windings, the new Keystone ASTATIC
Coils throw out practically no field,
and if the coils are arranged in the
correct manner, no coupling at all
will occur and reception will not be

which has beset the experimenter has been that of stray
coupling between coils, causing unwanted and parasitic oscillations.
Practically all coils at present on

the market throw out a certain

marred by those extraneous coil

amount of field, with the result that
whenever they are brought in close
proximity violent oscillation takes

noises. Keystone ASTATIC Coils are

made to fit our standard 5 pin bases

and therefore it is an easy matter
to replace your present type.

place.

KEYSTONE
ASTATIC COILS
are used by Mr. P. W. Harris in his 3 -valve Safety Set
described in this issue.

Pat. applied for.

Use -these in your
Special Five
They will fit our standard 5 -pin
bases

as

used

by

Mr. Percy

W. Harris in his " Special Five "
Receiver.

10/6

5 -Pin bases
2/- each.

Send for the Pilot Manual
Send 6d. to cover cost of postage and we will mail

adjust the amount of aerial coupling to suit
your own local conditions and the particular
type of aerial in use.
ASTATIC AERIAL COUPLER.
300-600M., tapped ..
.. 14/6

This Month's Set

11111

3 -VALVE SAFETY SET.
PILOT Kit of Components ..
..
PILOT Panel, drilled and engraved.
Polished Mahogany Cabinet and Baseboard
.

Where the Complete Kit of

Components

Build it the Pilot Way and we guarantee you good results.
£5

0

£1

13
7

0
8
8

are

purchased

with Panel, a Marconi Royalty of 12/6 per Valve Holder is
payable, and must be remitted
with order.

you the 56-pagePilot Manual. It describes many

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.,

Branches-LONDON, 62, High Holborn,
WALTHAMSTOW, 230, Wood

Fully illustrated with many photographs and
diagrams, it should be in the hands A,4 Post

77, City Rd., London, E.C.1

Place,

other sets-from a Crystal to an 8 -valve Super Het.
of

A

ea.

For the model used by Mr. P. W. Harris in
the 3 -valve " Safety " receiver descriBed in
this issue, we have applied the astatic windings to an aerial coupler. A tapping switch
is provided, giving connections to 4 tappings
on the coil, and it is thus a simple matter to

every constructor..

St. PLYMOUTH, 4, Bank of England
LIVERPOOL, 4, Manchester St.

ULL Free
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4 or 6 volt accumulators.
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A THREE -VALVE SAFETY SET
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E., Editor

This thoroughly practical and efficient set, the operation of which can be learnt in
five minutes, will meet the needs of numerous readers. Once adjusted, it cannot be
made to " howl," however clumsily handled.
TN many of the New York " apart anent

houses "

(the

American

name for blocks of flats) you will
now see a notice prohibiting the use
of radiating receivers. Any tenant
found using a set capable of howling
promptly receives notice to quit. As
a result, one hears of apartment
houses containing fifty or sixty
different radio receivers, all operating
loud -speakers, yet not interfering in
the slightest degree with one another
or with the reception in surrounding
buildings.
Indeed, so active is the campaign
against oscillating receivers, that howl-

ing has been, to all intents and purposes, abolished and good long dis,
tance reception made possible.

An Aerial Round the Room
In London and other great cities
there are thousands of people

controls are manipulated, yet its
sensitivity is of a high order, and

when used with an outside aerial the
set is capable of receiving a number

of stations other than that which is
nearest to the listener.

Two Tuning Controls
The simplicity of control will be
evident from the first glance at the
photograph showing the finished instrument. There are but two tuning
dials, one knob for filament adjust-

ment and an " on and off " switch,
so that once the local station adjustment has been found, the set is as
easy to switch on and off as the con-

ventional electric light. Although a
modern neutralised circuit is used to
obtain efficiency, special care has been

taken to avoid the necessity of purchasing a number of expensive parts,

outside

aerial

Particularly in flats, the
conscientious listener is anxious
not to cause any interference

with his neighbours' reception,
and such listeners have not in
the past been particularly well
served in the way of designs to
suit their immediate needs.
The receiver I am describing
this month has been specially
designed to give good and pure
loud -speaker reproduction from
the nearest station, using as an

the set is used.
In view of the trouble caused by the
use of oscillating receivers; this particular instrument has been designed, so
that, once it has received its preliminary adjustments, it cannot be

made to radiate however the tuning

thought necessary to provide

any

terminals at the rear, as the neces-

sary battery leads can be joined
directly to their connecting points,

without the intervention of terminals.
Although primarily designed for the
reception of waves on the bands between 300 and 600 metres, a simple
change of coils enables Daventry to be

included, the change being but the

work of a moment. All coils are con-

tained within the cabinet and un-

sightly external projections are thus
avoided.

The Circuit

The circuit 'used includes one H.F.
valve, a detector and one note

The H.F.

valve is coupled to the aerial
through a new form of low -loss
transformer, this being the
commercial form manufactured
by Messrs. Peto-Scott of a coil
I devised and personally described in Wireless Weekly re-

is

aerial twenty or thirty feet of
insulated wire run round the
picture rail of the room iu which

and the two convenient terminals for
the telephones or loud -speaker, all
leads are taken through the back of
the cabinet in an unobtrusive fashion.
In view of this fact, it has not been

magnifying valve.

living in either flats or houses
where no
accessible.

which go to the front of the panel,

In order that the particular coil may be suited to
widely differing aerials, tapping points and a switch are
cently.

The completed receiver.

and it will be found that with one or
two exceptions the components used

are those which a large number of
experimenters have already in hand.

Dispensing with Battery Terminals

Notice, too, that with the exception

of the aerial and earth connections,

provided on the top, so that
when making the first adjustments of the receiver, the best
connection for the aerial used
can be found at once, and left
at that adjustment.
Tendency to Oscillation

As many readers are aware, a circuit
containing a high -frequency valve

frequently has an inherent tendency

to self -oscillation, due to the fact that
the grid circuit and the anode circuit,
when both tuned, interact; some of
the amplified energy in the anode cir-
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Fig. 1.-By means of the tappings the coil Ll can be made to suit any particular aerial system.
quit (more than enough to replace the
losses in the grid circuit) being
handed back, thus maintaining a
state of continuous oscillation.

Neutralising Methods
In early wireless days the tendency

to self -oscillation

was

reduced

by

damping one of the two circuits, the
Stability thus obtained being paid for
in loss of signal strength and selectivity. Modern receivers with radio frequency amplifiers check the tendency to self -oscillation by neutralising
the cause of the trouble, i.e., the

capacity in the valve itself between
the grid and the anode.
There are a number of methods of
ineutralisinc, a receiver of this kind,
and one of the most effective is that
known as the Rice circuit, which is
;used in the receiver I am describing.
By using such a method, stability can
be obtained without any sacrifice of

signal strength, there being consequently a considerable increase in

efficiency over the older sets.

Reducing External Fields
To continue the digression on the

subject of self -oscillation, I would like
to mention here that in many receivers

the stray 'fields set up by the grid and
anode coils do more to maintain self oscillation than does the self capacity
in the valve, and to neutralise a
receiver with stray fields interacting
is by no means an easy task.
A particular feature of the present
receiver is the use of a special grid
coil (combined with the aerial coupling) wound in such a way as to have
a very small external field. This considerably reduces the chance of interaction between this coil and the coils
forming the transformer which couples

the first and second valves, making
the set easier and more efficient to

G. B.-

The coupling between
neutralise.
the first and second valve is by means
of conventional plug-in coils, while

the detector valve is coupled to the
note magnifier by- means of a low frequency transformer.

Filament Control
As simplicity of adjustment is a

special feature in this set, only one

filament resistance is used to control
all three valves, Which consequently

should all be of the same type. This

not necessarily mean that all
three valves should be of the same
make.
What is intended is that if
one valve is, say, of the .06 ampere
type, the others must also be of the
same kind. As a matter of fact in
testing this receiver with the type of
valve mentioned I used three different
makes of .06 ampere valves simuldoes

taneously with excellent results.

Good.

results can be obtained not only with
any of the

.06

ampere valves

of

reliable make, but also with a number
of others which will subsequently be
mentioned.

Notes on Requirements
The cabinet is of a standard size to
take a 16 -in. x 8 -in. panel, and the
panel itself is also a standard size.
In conformity with the usual practice
in this magazine, the makers' names
are given after all components used,
but in practically all oases (the aerial
coil is an exception) any other reliable
make of similar component can be substituted without loss of efficiency. If

you wish to substitute other makes of

parts, you will not go wrong if you
use those previously recommended in

this paper, as all parts used in constructional articles have been care-

General purpose valves of the '06 ampere type can be used with excellent results.

fully tested before incorporation in
any set.
Components
Here, then, is a complete list of the
components used:One cabinet to take panel 16 in. x
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8 in. x in. (Caxton Wood Turnery
Co., Ltd.).
One ebonite panel 16 in. x 8 in.
in. (Pilot) (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.).
x
Four Belling -Lee indicating terminals (aerial, earth, telephones -,
telephones +) (Belling and Lee, Ltd.).
One Universal aerial coupler (Keystone Astatic) (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.).
One dry cell (Siemens Type T).
Three valve sockets (Benjamin
Electric, Ltd.).
Two variable
condensers, .0008
(Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd.).

One neutralising condenser (British
Radio Corporation).

Two board mounting

(Magnum)

Ltd.).

sockets
and Co.,

coil

(Burne-Jones

One " on and off " switch (Igranio

Electric Co. Ltd.).
One fixed condenser, .0001 (Sangamo).
One fixed condenser, .001 (Sangamo).

One fixed condenser with grid -leak

clips and grid -leak, .0003 and 2
megohms (Therla) (Sel-Ezi Wireless

Supply Co.).
One

filament

30 -ohm

resistance

(Yesly Electical Supplies, Ltd.).
transformer,
One
low -frequency
stage 1 (Gambrell Bros., Ltd.).
Glazite wire for wiring up.
Valves, coils
mentioned.

and batteries to be

How Leads are Connected

It will be noticed, on examining

Fig. 3 and the photographs, that certain wires terminate in spade connectors. It is not essential that these
should be used, and those shown are
of the thin brass type, obtainable from
any wireless dealer for a few pence a
dozen.

I have used them in the set

more for the purpose of tma,bling me
to show clearly the points for external

Certain wires terminate in spade tags to facilitate external connections.

connections in the photographs, and
to enable az rapid change of connections to be made during the Laboratory tests.

It would be just as convenient to

finish off these ends with Clix or Newey
snap connectors, both of which are

very useful in cases where a change
of leads is often desired, but, in a set
like this, it is far cheaper and more
convenient to solder to each of the
points shown a length of flexible wire,
which can be connected on to the bat-

teries when needed.

holes at the back of the cabinet, and
can have small labels tied to them to
indicate their purpose. In adopting
this method, I am following a plan,
which is fast becoming popular with

/6"
AERIAL

These flexible

wires can be threaded through suitable

1%2"

American set manufacturers of connecting flexible leads directly to the
points required, without the use of
terminals.

The Neutralising Condenser
particular neutralising condenser used is of a type not previously
described in this journal, and consists
The

of a circular ebonite base, a smaller
circular brass plate screwed to it, and
connected to a soldering lug, a central threaded rod insulated from the

bottom brass plate, a second brass disc

running on this threaded rod, and an
ebonite knob connected to the lastmentioned brass disc.

By rotating the ebonite knob the
upper plate can be brought closer to

or moved farther away from the lower

----t

13/4°

33/4
l i2

8

5%2

2%2"

2%2"

Fig. 2. --Details of the panel, which is attractively arranged.

5
Blueprint C 1043A.
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plate, thus giving smooth adjustment
of capacity between limits suitable for
use in a circuit such as this. Once the
best position has been found, the neutralising condenser can ,be left adjusted.

This condenser is mounted on

the baseboard of the set in a position
sufficiently accessible to allow initial
adjustment, but also sufficiently out of

the way to prevent it being tampered
with by some curious person. I do
not recommend here as type for panel
mounting, as this would make the leads
too long.

Negative Bias
The use of a single dry cell in the
position shown gives a negative bias
to the grid of the high -frequency valve,
thus adding to the efficiency of
working, and, incidentally, reducing

the anode current consumption, or, in

other words, the drain on the high-

denser. This condenser is placed here,
not for the purpose of raising the

upper limit of the wavelengths that
can be covered with the aerial coil
used (although it also has this effect),

but to avoid a peculiar effect, often
found with the Rice circuit, of an
ultra -high -frequency oscillation set up
when the tuning Condenser is brought
to very small capacity value, such as is

the case when the last few degrees at
the lower end of the scale are used.
With the coil shown, and with the
variable condenser of .0003 capacity,
with a .0001 fixed condenser across it,
a capacity variation of from .0001 to
.0004 is obtained, giving a wavelength
range of from 300 metres to well over
500 metres, thus including all of the
B.B.C. stations, main and relay, excluding Daventry, which, as will be
explained later, can be obtained by
changing the coils.

tension battery. No difficulty will be
found in assembling the components on

the baseboard, for without exception

H.F. Transformer
For the high -frequency transformer

I.P. connection of L.F. transformer
and the primary coil of H.F. trans-

former (H.T. + 1).
(4) Upper telephone or loud -speaker
terminal (H.T. + 2).
(5) I.S. terminal of L.F. transformer
(grid bias negative).
The two remaining connections for

battery leads are the common H.T.
negative and the grid bias positive.

The grid bias positive should go to the
same connection as the L.T. negative
(i.e., the positive terminal of the grid
cell. This is directly connected to the
negative L.T. circuit). H.T. negative can go to either L.T. negative or
L.T. positive; for the preliminary ad-

justments I would suggest that you
connect it to the L.T. negative, as if
by any chance you should short-circuit
the neutralising condenser, by making
the plates touch, the connection to the

L.T. negative will prevent the valve
from being burnt out. When the adjustments have been made, the nega-

tive H.T. can be transferred to the
positive L.T. The advantage of this
latter connection is that the voltage

of the low-tension battery is added to
that of the high tension, thus giving

a slightly higher effective high-tension

voltage with the same H.T. battery,

a small but useful aid to efficiency.

Valves
As previously mentioned, all three
valves must be of the same type,
although several different types may
be used if all three are the same. A

high-tension value of 48 volts for H.T.1

and 90 volts for H.T.2, suits most
valves. Grid bias for the note magnifying valve should have the value as
given by the makers on the valve or
in the box.
valves.

This differs with different
Any wireless dealer can sup-

ply you with a suitable grid -bias
battery with tappings.
Vhe tapping switch on the aerial coupling unit is clearly visible at
the left of the set.
these screw down to it with small wood
screws.

The baseboard supplied with the
Caxton cabinet is already fitted with
side pieces, forming supports for the
front panel, and, onse the two variable
condensers, the filament resistance, the
" on and off " switch, and the
four terminals have been mounted
neon this front panel, it can be secured
without further delay to the uprights
ready for wiring. The baseboard components can then be placed in position,
care being taken to follow the layout
exactly, and the wiring up proceeded
with in the ordinary course. Notice

that the grid condenser with leak is

secured to the second valve socket by
being screwed underneath one of its
terminals. The grid cell for the high frequency valve is not secured to the
baseboard, but is kept in place by the
stiffness of the wire connections to it.

A Curious Effect
Notice that a .0001 fixed condenser
is joined across, and, therefore, in
parallel with, the first variable con -

Notes on Batteries

a - Gambrell B coil in the primary

socket (the (left-hand socket looking

from the front) and a Gambrell C coil

in the secondary socket (right-hand
socket), have been found to give excellent results. In the numbered
makes, a 50 or 60 in the primary and
a 75 in the secondary has also been
found

suitable.

Another

construc-

tional point of interest is the method

of connecting the .001 fixed condenser
between the anode of the detector

valve and the negative filament ter-

minal. Two short stiff leads are sol-

dered to the condenser lugs, and are
screwed underneath the two terminals
of the Benjamin socket.

External Connections
Exterior connections for battery
wires are taken to the following

points :(1) Positive terminal of grid

cell

(L.T. negative connection).
(2) One terminal of " on and
off ' switch (L.T. positive connection).

(3) Intermediate point between the

The set works excellently with the
Philips-Mullard P.M.4 valves, which
also

have

a filament

consumption

sufficiently low to enable the set to
be worked off dry cells if necessary.

If a dry cell filament supply is used,
I would recommend you to use three
.06 -ampere valves, three P.M.4's, or
three of any good type the filament
consumption of which does not exceed
.12 ampere each. As a 30 -ohm fila-

ment resistance is used, it will not be
possible to use valves having a higher
filament consumption than those just
mentioned, but if it is desired to use
bright emitter valves or the semi bright emitters burning a ampere,
then it is only necessary to change
the filament resistance for one of the
6 -ohm variety.

The set will then work

well with these valves or with bright
emitters.

The high-tension battery should be

of the tapped variety, and although
90 volts is better, excellent results can

be obtained with a maximum of 72

volts, this figure being used for H.T.2.
For H.T.1 I recommend not more than

48 volts, as nothing is gained by in-
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creasing the voltage of H.T.1 above
this figure, while, on the contrary, an

increased drain is made upon the hightension battery, thus reducing its life.
If .06 ampere or similar valves are

used (rated at 2.8 to 3 volts on the
filament), three large dry cells in series

can provide the necessary current, or
better still, a small 4 -volt accumulator
designed for running dull emitters.
Adjustment
When the set is completely wired,
insert the coils and put the " on -and off " switch to the " off " position

(pushed right in), the filament resist..
ance to the " off " position, the

neutralising condenser to a fairly wide
opening, and insert three valves in the
sockets. Oonnect up the L.T. battery,

the H.T., grid bias, and telephones,
and put the switch to the " on " posi-

tion. Remember that the P.M.4 valve,
if used, shows no visible glow when

alight. Turn on the filament resist-

ance about one-third of the way for

.06 -ampere valves, or four -fifths or so

for P.M.4 or the .1- or .12 -ampere
valves.
Leave the aerial and earth
wires unconnected at the moment.
Turn the neutralising condenser to a

position about half -way between minimum and maximum opening between
plates, set the switch of the aerial

]

coupler to any one of the studs, put

the first condenser near the zero point
and rotate the second condenser back-

wards and forwards. You will soon
find a point if you are using the
P.M.4 or other dull emitting power
valves, where a " plopping " sound in-

dicates that the set is going in and

out of oscillation as you pass backwards and forwards over the scale.

Neutralising
With the .06 -ampere type of, valve
you will probably not hear such a
sound, and if you are satisfied by turning the condenser backwards and forwards that there is no " plop " (listen
(Continued on p. 791.)
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battery connections and wiring can be followed easily from this diagram. Ask for Blueprint C 1043B.
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CRYSTAL OR VALVE RECTIFICATION ?
By H. J. BARTON-CHAPPLE, WhSch., B.Sc. (Hons.),
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.LEE.

The crystal has many merits as a rectifier, but, like most good things, is subject
to one or two drawbacks. Even so the writer of this article prefers it to the
valve, and below the matter is fully discussed.

the many problems
which come up for discussion in
connection with wireless, one of

171LMONGST

the most persistent is that concerning
crystal rectification versus valve
rectification.
The question is a particularly interesting one, especially in

view of the fact that people are becoming more critical in their demands
as to the quality of reproduction

for the valve must receive " endowments " in the form of an accumu-

lator to light the filament, and, of

course, this battery has to be periodically charged. Added to this, we have
the high-tension battery, while care
in handling is essential or the break-

is no doubt in a large measure due to
this improved reproduction, and anything that can be done to further that
object is worthy of every consideration.

In order to examine the problems
before us it will be necessary to take
a very wide view of the matter; and
certain technicalities, while having an
important bearing on the problems
under discussion, will be avoided where
possible.

Is It Possible ?
Many

people

have

often

asked

whether it is not possible to obtain
all the effects of a valve rectifier with

a piece of apparatus which can be

more easily handled and is quite foolproof, and it is then that crystal considerations become more material.
The initial outlay for a valve to be
used as a rectifier alone is somewhat

costly, and it does not stop at this,

high -frequency

amplification

which

age bill miy assume undue propor-

Ease of Operation
The crystal detector, on the other

strength low -frequency amplification

tions.

receiver.

The increasing popularity of wireless

upon the application of a crystal as a
rectifier.
The number of stages of

can precede the crystal will be fixed
by the initial magnitude of the incoming signal and the characteristic of
the crystal itself, and in order to

desired from this or that particular
Improved Reproduction

Limited Input
Thus we have a certain limit put

hand, is relatively cheap, can be
handled with comparative ease by the
merest novice, and does not need
" endowing." Why then isn't the
crystal used in every case as a
rectifier? Unfortunately, the laws of

nature are such that an advantage is
never unaccompanied by a disadvantage. The crystal cannot deal with
large input powers, as rectification

becomes inefficient owing to the fact
that with large input voltage's the
crystal is made conducting in both
directions. An examination of Fig. 1

will make this clear.
For small input voltages the positive
current is much in excess of the nega-

tive current, but after about 3 volts

(this figure is a variable one, depending on the type of crystal employed)

the negative current begins to increase
rather rapidly, while the positive cur-

rent exhibits a tendency to increase

only slightly. Thus the rectification
efficiency becomes impaired. Damage
may also be done to the crystal if any

attempt is made to deal with large
powers.

bring the signal up to the required
is necessary.

Two Methods
Turning to the valve, however, such
a delimitation is not apparent,

although this statement will depend

upon which method of rectification is
being utilised with the valve in
question. This brings us to another important point, viz., the
fact that a valve will rectify
signals in a manner other than

the usual grid leak and condenser

method. People get so accustomed to
specifying the usual .0003 and.

2 megohms that the other method
known as anode current or bottom
bend rectification seems forced into
the background.

Anode Current Rectification
Readers of our journals will have
noticed, however, that recently there
have been receivers described which
employ this principle. To quote one
or two cases we have " A Set for Valve
Rectification Experiments," by Mr.

A. V. D. Hort in the March issue of
of some qualitative tests were given
for both methods, the " Remarkable
Five -Valve Receiver," by the Radio
Press Laboratories in the April number of the same journal, and again
MODERN WIRELESS, where the results

R
--a

" A Single Control
Four -Valve
Receiver," by Mr. A. Johnson -Randall

--.1

k.

I,

Fig. 1.-In the case of
a crystal, large input

,...4

....,

4

3

2

I

2

VOLTS

3

4t

voltages tend to equalise

the positive and nega-

tive currents, and the
rectification efficiency
becomes impaired.

in the May issue Of MODERN WIRELESS.

What Happens
Let us consider for a moment what
happens when an incoming signal is
brought on to the input terminals of

the rectifier. Taking the case of the
crystal first, we will assume the char-

acteristic takes the form A 13 C of

Fig. 2. A voltage cycle will cause a
current change similar to that shown
on the right' of the figure, and we

have a greater increase of current
than decrease, so the average effect is
to produce a current in the output
circuit which fluctuates or alternates
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at an acoustic frequency, and produces the desired sound of speech or
music.

Type of Circuit Used
Anode current rectification works
on almost an identical principle, and
here advantage is taken of the bend
in the anode current/grid voltage

Distortion in Other Places
If that is the case; why do we find

this method still being employed? The
answer to this question lies in the
fact that the other pieces of apparatus
associated with the circuit, such as
transformers, loud -speakers, etc., produce distortion in themselves, and

thus the contribution made by the
grid leak and condenser rectification
a relatively
small proportion of the whole.

method is reduced to

A

Are There Drawbacks ?
Returning once again to our anode
current rectification, what objections
can be found to the system? Well,
the characteristic at the bottom bend
portion is not sufficiently sharp and
steep to give aloud signals unless the
input voltage is comparatively large.
This means that one must be near to
a main broadcasting station, or add

ti

VotrAra

Rastazvvr

stages of high -frequency amplification

Cemeenn- eloWYE

4-bovr PorrAce ClhfrE

to produce the desired effect on the
more distant stations.
Soft valves, i.e., valves with, a certain percentage of gas present, fulfil

the necessary stipulations as far as

Fig. 2.-In this figure A 8 C represents
the characteristic curve of the crystal,

while the other curves represent the
input voltage variation and the current
change it causes.

the characteristic is concerned, but
the gas is very susceptible to changes
of pressure and temperature, and consequently- their action is prone to
irregularities.

Li -

Cl

Fig. 3.-An anode current rectification
circuit.

The

battery

G.B.

gives a

negative bias to the grid of VI.

Which is the Best ?
Taking all these facts into consideration, I feel forced to the conclusion that for the distortionless reproduction of speech and music the

crystal detector is the best. No amplification is at present practicable as far
as the crystal itself is concerned, such
as we have with the case of the valve,
but provided careful adjustment of the

catswhisker on the crystal surface is
made (or regarding this as an objection a resort is made to permanent or
semi -permanent forms) and the limitations mentioned at the beginning of

characteristic (the bottom bend being
most generally used) so that the aver-

age effect in the anode circuit is an

audio -frequency change which affects
the telephones or loud -speaker.
The usual type of circuit for a valve
connected to function with anode current rectification is shown in Fig. 3.
A negative bias is given to the grid

of the valve through a small tapped
dry

battery,

fine

variations

being

made possible with the aid of the
potentiometer across the low-tension
supply. The value of this bias will
naturally depend on the magnitudes
of the filament and high-tension voltages utilised for the valve, but it is
always arranged for the steady condi-

tion to be such that no grid current
flows.

Leaky Condenser Rectification
With the familiar grid leak and

condenser

method

of

A view from the top of one of the masts at the Rugby Wireless Station,
showing the insulators an d one end of the cage aerial.

rectification

(sometimes called cumulative grid or
grid -current) the steady potential or
voltage on the grid is adjusted by
means of the particular grid leak employed.

The incoming signals are brought on

to the grid, and the shape of the re-

sultant current curve in the anode circuit will depend upon the, values ?of
the grid leak and condenser. Now, it
is. possible to so adjust the values of

the grid leak and condenser that no
distortion will be produced for a given
audio frequency, but for all other frequencies exact reproduction of the
signal will not take place.

The Damping Effect
On the other hand, whereas with the

cumulative grid method damping is
introduced since grid current flows,

this article are allowed for, then the
palm must be awarded to the humble
crystal.

with the other type of rectification the

Your Opinion. Welcomed
Following this we have the valve

The same damping effect is
present in a more marked degree with
the crystal, but this objection can be
minimised by arranging suitable tappings on the input coil-methods which

the reservation that the input to this
valve must be large, while last in

negative bias given to the grid is
sufficient to prevent this damping
action.

will

le familiar

to readers of THE

WIRELESS OEN STRECTOR.

used as an anode current rectifier with

order of merit is the grid leak and

condenser. Any comment that readers
may like to make in view of their own
experiences. will be welcomed by the
Editor.
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HOW TO MAKE A FOLDING FRAME AERIAL
By PHILIP H. WOOD, BSc. (Hons.), F.P.S.L.
The efficient frame aerial described below costs only seven shillings to make and is so constructed
that it will fold into a very small compass.

FRAME aerials do not seem to

have achieved any great degree
of popularity in this country, but the
increasing employment of supersonic
heterodyne receivers has brought them
into greater prominence of late.
Furthermore, it has been established

that even a crystal set can be made
to give good results in conjunction
with a frame aerial, and a receiver
designed expressly for that purpose
was described in the April 24 issue

of Wireless (Vol. 3, No. 8).

The Frame's Advantages
Some listeners, through the limita-

tions imposed by the apartments in
which they dwell, have little or no
COUNTERSUNK

sories to purchase, and in this article

I propose to give constructional dctails

of a collapsible frame aerial which is
both inexpensive and easy to construct. Just one word of warning :
although the constructional work involved is not difficult, it will take a
fair amount of time; personally, it
took me over six hours of actual working time to complete the instrument.

Materials Required
It will be most convenient to give
first of all a list of the components

and materials required for making an
exact copy of the aerial shown in the
photographs. You will need :Two 3 -ft. lengths and one 1 -ft. 6 -in.
length of well -seasoned hardwood,
in. square. (Hobbies, Ltd.)
One strong brass hinge, I in. across.

One 4 B.A. screw,1 in. long, with
nut and washer. This screw should
have a countersunk head and be of
brass.

Two strips of stout brass, each 3 in.

tirrttt-1

by a in.
One piece of springy brass, about
14 in. by

Fig. 1.-The twelve turns of wire pass
through holes drilled in the wooden
arms spaced as shown here.
choice in the matter of aerial equipment, and are forced to employ frame
aerials; but even those who have
facilities for the erection of a reason-

in.

6 in. of 2 B.A. brass studding.
Seven 2 B.A. nuts and washers.
Seven f -in. brass wood screw; with

countersunk heads.
One small round -head wood screw.
Two Fin: round -heed wood screws.
30 yards of single rubber -covered
flex.

Ebonite strip, 5 in. by 1 in. by

in.

Three " Clix " plugs and sockets.

(Autoveyors, Ltd.)
One 3 -in. condeltser dial.

Two small pieces of ebonite tubing

or other material to make spacing
washers

in. thick.

Notes on Components
The wood will probably be obtainable

from any cabinet -maker's or from a
shop dealing

in

fretwork supplies.

Cheap soft wood is useless, but you
should have no difficulty in getting
good quality material, ready planed,
for about twopence a foot, so that
the wood will cost you something
between a shilling and eighteenpence.

You will notice that I have em-

phasised that the metal fittings should
be of brass, the reason being that the

presence of any magnetic material,
i.e., iron or steel, in the immediate
vicinity of the windings might cause a
loss in efficiency and other undesirable
effects.

Preparing the Wood
Now foy the carpentry. The two
side arms are each 17 .in. long, and

can be cut from one of the 3 -ft. lengths

of wood, leaving a couple of inches
over; of course. Smooth the cut
surfaces with glasspaper, and with a
coarse file slightly bevel the edges of
what will be the outside ends of each
arm.

ably good outdoor aerial should not

forget the advantages possessed by one

of the former type.
Briefly, these are its compactness,
its directional properties (invaluable

4.B.A

.

SCREW

4.B.A.SCREW

in eliminating interference) and its
of being struck by lightning in the
comparative freedom from the danger
stormy summer months.

According to

the S.B.C. there has been only one

WOOL

authenticated case of a frame aerial
being struck by lightning, whereas

SCREWS

HINGE

numerous outdoor aerials have suffered

damage from that cause, as many as

half a dozen being torn down by a
single lightning discharge during a
recent storm in North London.

FRONT

Popular Prejudice
There

is

no

doubt

REAR
FASTEN/NC

that many

CLIP

listeners are prejudiced against the
use of a frame aerial on account of

its unwieldiness, but if one of folding

type is employed, the frame can be
made to collapse into a very small
compass when not in use-a point of
great importance when travelling,
especially in regard to portable sets.
Good quality folding frame aerials
are, however, fairly expensive acres-

SCREW
;FOR CLIP

Fig. 2. -Brass plates are used as bearings and guides for the swivelling

side crms- while a hinge allows the whole top structure to fold downwards.
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Measaring from these outside ends,
make a row of twelve marks along the
centre line of the top surface of each

arm, starting E in. from the end, the
in. apart. At each
marks to be

point drill a hole right through the
wood of sufficient diameter just to
accommodate the flex you intend to
use. With a countersinking bit open
out the start of each hole on the top

surface of the wood and the corre-

sponding point on the under -surface,
as shown in Fig. I.
It is important that the holes
should go perpendicularly through the
wood, so that the row of holes has the
same appearance when viewed from
either surface of the material.

Shaping the Arms
Next deal with the " inner " ends
of the arms-i.e., the ends which will.
be fixed to the centre post of the
frame. The upper portion of each end
must be rounded off to the shape of a

The Base
The construction of the base pre-

sents

little

difficulty.

Two

Other Holes Required
A 4 B.A. clearance hole is needed in

9 -in.

the middle of each plate near the top

lengths of the fin, square wood are
required. These are grooved at the
centres and put together to form a
cross, being also drilled to take the
2

B.A.

spindle,

as

indicated

that in the back plate being
countersunk to take the head of a
edge,

4 B.A. screw, while Fig. 2 also shows

that a second hole is required in the

in

front plate about in. below the other.
This is to take a woodscrew, which
assists in the fixing of this plate.
Two additional holes are needed in

Fig. 3 (A). The holes are reamed out

or drilled larger for a portion of their
depth to accommodate the clamping
nuts.
To complete the base the two pieces

the back plate, these being for the
screws which fix both this plate and
the hinge. The positions of these
holes may be found by placing the

are put together with a cross -halving
joint, as stated above, and a piece of
2 B.A. studding 21 in. long passed
through the central holes and clamped
in position by means of
nuts, as indicated in
Fig. 3 (n). One end of

hinge in position in

the middle of the
plate with its back
level with the lower

the spindle lies flush
with the lower surface

edge and marking

quadrant, as indicated by the dotted
lines seen in the two upper sketches
in Fig. 2. This rounding -off process

is to allow the arms to be folded

against the centre post when the com-

pleted aerial is not in use.
Holes for Spindles
When this is done, drill a 2 B.A.
clearance hole through the inner end
of each arm, from back to front, to
take the spindles, as shown in Fig. 2.

This hole is, of course, midway between

and parallel to the upper and lower
surfaces of the arm, and its centre
should be a tiny fraction of an inch
less than s in. from the end.
Finish elf the arms where necessary

with fine glasspaper, and put them
aside for the time being. Now the

central upright post can be dealt with.
This

is made in two sections,

one

171 in. long and the other 18f in.-just
3 ft. altogether.

The Top Section
The top section is the shorter, and

its upper end must be drilled with
in exactly

the same
manner as the side arms. The lower
twelve

holes

The whole frame
is pivoted on the
wooden base, its

When extended

the aerial presents
a pleasing appearance. Connections

angular
being

are made to it by

by means of th e

plugs and sockets.

section, which is 181 in, in length, is
drilled from side to side with thirteen
clearance holes 1 in. apart, the first
hole being 12 in. from the upper end
of the section. This will leave you

of the cross, While the other projects

A'hole should be drilled from the front

centre post of the frame.

with a clear space of about 2 in. to
form a supporting leg for the frame.

surface of the wood to intersect with
the eighth side -to -side hole, counting
from the top, as in Fig. 3 (c).

Finishing Off
The lower end of this length of wood
must next be drilled to take the 2 B.A.

spindle upon which the whole frame

turns, a hole being drilled centrally

up through the end to a depth of

about 2 in.

When these operations

are finished the wood may he varnished
or waxed, if desired, to improve its
appearance.

rotation
measured

dial.

_

for 2 in., and thus farms a spike,
which slips into the hole prepared for
the purpose in the lower end of the
Bearing Plates
Two brass plates form the bearings
for the spindles which support the two
side arms of the aerial. These are
3 in. by -I in.. and each must be drilled
with two 2 B.A. clearance holes to
take the spindles. which are made of
pieces of 2 B.A. studding 11 in. Song.
These holes must be 1 in. (half the
thickness of the wooden arms) away

from the centre post, which is
thick ; therefore it is obvious that
they are placed a in. in from the ends
of the brass, plates (see Fig: 2).
11 -

with a punch the places where the holes
come (see Fig. 2, rear view).

Fastening Clip
The fastening clip is to be fixed

under the front plate and is drilled
with two holes in the same relative
positions as those in the front plate,

And a third hole in its lower half for
clipping over a small wood screw,

which will be inserted in the lower
portion of the "centre post.
You can now fix the plates, hinge
and clip in position, as shown in
Fig. 2, a, 4 B.A. tapping hole being
previously' drilled through the lower
end of the upper portion of the centre

take the 4 B.A. fastening
The lower edges of the plates
must be levei with the end of the
post to
screw.
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manner until seven complete turns

ends to take up any slack you have

The Tapping Point
The seventh turn will finish at the
eighth hole in the lower leg, counting
from the top, and this is the hole

Sockets for Connections
A strip of ebonite 5 in. by 1 in. is
used for mounting the Clix sockets,
which are employed for connecting
purposes. Tho ebonite is drilled as
in Fig. 3 (a), two small holes being

wooden post and be disposed symmetrically about the latter.
Mounting the Plates

have been put on.

First pass the 4 B.A. screw through
the back plate (making sure its head
lies snugly in the countersunk hole)
and screw it through the hole drilled
in the wooden post. Slip first the cliff
and then the front plate over the end
which protrudes through the wood and

which is pierced by an additional open-

ing from the front. Pull the

flex

through this opening with the aid of
.a wire hook until you have a doub e

A

managed to pull through.

wanted

for

the round -head

wood

screws used for fixing, while three
larger holes are made for the sockets.

The latter may now be fitted with
and fastened in position with the

coloured bushes, pushed into the holes

9"

4

11

INSIDE

milled nuts supplied with them,
This strip is mounted as shown in

Fig. 3 (n), short lengths of ebonite

I

C)

I.

TAP

HOLES FOR
F/X/NC SCREWS
r

II OUTSIDE

C

tube being used as washers to hold it
away from the wood.
The tapping
connection and end leads aro cut to

the required length, bared at their

ends and soldered to the Clix sockets,
care being taken that both strands of
the double tapping lead are securely
soldered to the middle socket.

2.8.A.Roo

Indicating Dial

WOOD
SCREWS

DIAL

D

Fig. 3.-More constructional details are indicated in these four scale
drawings, which show the base, socket strip, tapping and general
assembly respectively.

clamp them securely by means of a

nut and washer.
Next complete the fixing of the front

plate and clip by means of a wood
screw.

The hinge can now be fastened

over the back plate, the fixing screws
passing through the holes prevaously
drilled in the latter into the wood.

The hinge will probably overlap the
head of the 4 B.A. screw, but as the
latter is lying flush in its countersunk hole, no difficulty arises.

Completing the Assembly
The lower flange of the hinge can

now be sorewed to the top of the lower
post, and the side arms inserted

between the side plates and fastened
in position by the 2 B.A. spindles and
nuts. See that the arms can be raised
and lowered with ease and that the

Finally, a condenser dial is fastened
by two screws to the lower end of the
centre leg to form both a firm bearing
and an indicator. The central hole of
this dial must be in line with the hole

in the leg which is to accommodate

the spindle, and should be reamed out

so that the latter slides through it
easily.

loop about 3 in. long for tapping

purposes. Tie a knot at the point
where the looped flex emerges from the

front hole (see Fig. 3 (c)), and then

How It Folds
On releasing the fastening clip of the

continue winding until the twelve

frame, the upper portion falls back,
while the arms fold in to lie parallel

at the thirteenth hole in the lower

all four arms lie together, as seen in
the photograph, forming a compact

turns in all have been put on, ending

leg of the frame. Knot the flex hero
to prevent it from slipping back and
cut off the excess, after leaving about
4 in. for connecting purposes.

Taking up the Slack
Keeping the frame quite rigid, get
a friend to help you tighten up the
windings. You will have to start from
the tapping point, working inwards

for the seven smaller turns put on

first and outwards for the remaining
five turns. Readjust the knots at the

with it. When completely collapsed,

bundle only about 19 in. long by 4 in.
diameter, -with the base removed.
The base is quite small, but even that
can be pulled to pieces in a few seconds
if desired.

The tapping provided is approximately at the electrical centre of the
aerial and may prove useful in certain
circumstances.
Next month it is

hoped that an article on the use of

frame aerials will appear
journal.

in this

hinge is working properly.

Winding Process
Assuming that the frame folds up

properly and is mechanically satisfactory, the winding process may be commenced.

First see that the flex

is

completely free from tangles, and place

the frame with its arms extended flat
on a table, with the " front "
upwards.

Thread one end of the flex through

the highest hole in the lower centre
leg from right to Thft and tie a knot
in it about 4 in. from the end. Now
take the free end of the flex and pull
it through the " inside" hole of .the
right-hand arm, and so on, continuing
the windings in an anti -clockwise

This photograph shows how the frame appears when folded.
weight is only 11 pounds.

The total
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SLIDING CONTACTS FOR CRYSTAL SETS
By H. BRAMFORD.

These simple sliders can be used in conjunction with a
suitable coil for a variety of purposes.
0.0.000000000000Cx><>00000.00.0<X>0000000000000000000

OF all the types of tuning arrangements available for use in conjunction.

with the crystal

re-

ceiver, few can surpass the principle of

a sliding contact upon an inductance

coil for both efficiency and simplicity.
This article describes how to make a
Strong Springy Brass Strii,

V

it"

)

.

11111111117allIME

may be of closely wound enamelled or
cotton -covered wire of any desirable
gauge, the covering of the wire being
partly removed by the simple process
of scraping along the line of the path
taken by the slider. The number of
turns of wire upon such a coil will, of
course, be in accordance with the purpose for which such a coil is intended.
The actual coil used consisted of 50

going to the telephones and thence to
earth. The aerial is then connected
direct to the terminal of the slider S,.
Thus, by the use of these simple
sliders, one may construct an efficient
crystal receiver which gives excellent
results in practice. There are, of
AERIAL

turns of No. 22 S.W.G. enamelled wire,

closely wound on a stout 'cardboard
former measuring 3 in. in length by
3 in. in external diameter.

Various Adaptations
Fig. 3 shows a theoretical circuit

diagram which

suggests

a

simple

method by which two of these sliders

Fig. 1.-Details and dimensions of the
slider. The ebonite strip should be
as light as possible to avoid undue

strain on the brass contact.

Siinple type of slider which is easy to
construct -and entails little or no work,
and how to employ it in a set.

First consider the construction of

may be employed. First prepare an
inductance coil somewhat on the lines
described. Bare the wire on opposite
sides of this coil along the path taken
by each of the sliders. Provide two
terminals upon the actual former, one
connected to the beginning of the winding upon the former, X, and the other,
Y, to the end of the winding.

EARTH

Fig. 3.-A suggested use of two sliders

in a simple crystal circuit for taking
crystal and aerial tappings.
course, various other ways of adapting
these sliders to any given circuit, and

as has been suggested, one, two, or
three sliders may be used.

in dethe slider itself,
sign and may be made for a few pence.
In order to adapt the idea in a number
of ways, it is good scheme while
-occupied in the construction to
make, say, three or four of these sliders
at the same time.

A Tapped -Coil Receiver
It is now 'a simple matter to construct an efficient receiver, by incorporating in addition to these items a

0630430f6'49049eGOOt73c33g4T9,0

a baseboard, and two telephone ter-

Material

may be left to the ingenuity of the

"TWIN -VALVE"
RECEIVER

a ,T.poofsb0004ET,Es,&ooisvpip

Cylindrical Ebonite former

thank Mr. Scott -Taggart for his excel-

The only material which will be
necessary for the making of one slider

is as follows :-

variable condenser, a crystal detector,
minals.

Construction or arrangement

A strip of ebonite, 4 in. long by a in,

in. thick.
Some fairly strong, springy strip

Construction of Slider
The details relating to the actual

For the last six months I have
been looking for a really good two-

valver, and this is the best I have ever
come across, especially as I am using
a very poor aerial. The set, although
only roughly wired, is very stable and
fairly selective. SIT, the local station,
comes in at excellent loud -speaker

bare wire or
close wound
enamelled

wire

sions.

Fig. 2.-A slider in use on an ordinary
solenoid coil. The turns are bared

Little need be said in relation

exception of the fact that it will be
seen from the drawing that the springy

brass strip, having been cut and bent
to the shape indicated and drilled with

a 4 B.A.

clearance hole, is finally
secured to the .ebonite piece -by means

of the terminal.

Practical Use
Fig. 2 shows how one of these sliders
would be used upon an inductance
wound upon an ordinary cylindrical
former. The winding upon this former

SIR, -I am writing this letter to
lent circuit in the Twin -Valve Re10).

Space wound

construction of one of these sliders are
clearly shown in the diagram, Fig. 1,
together with all the necessary dimen-

to this part of the work, with the

rzi

ceiver " (Radio Press Envelope No.

wide by

brass, g in. wide.
One 4 B.A. terminal, complete with
nuts and washers.

A 13 -YEAR -OLD

a CONSTRUCTOR AND HIS

strength, quite as loud as, and much
clearer than, some three -valve sets I

along the path taken by the contact

arm.
reader. The connections would be as
follows : Connect the variable condenser to the two terminals upon the

coil former, as shown in the circuit.

The moving vane connection should be

taken to the terminal which is connected to earth. Connection is then
made from the terminal upon the
slider S, to one side of the crystal
detector, the other side of the detector

have heard and made. On the first

night it was made Radio -Toulouse came

in at good 'phone strength, as well as
many other Continental stations which

I diccnot wait to identify. I have also
had several English stations including
London, Nottingham, Manchester and
Leeds-Bradford, at excellent 'phone
strength. I am only 131 years of age,
and think this is very good under the
aforesaid conditions. I close by wishing your publications (of which I am
a regular reader) every success.
Yours faithfully,
Birmingham.

V. E. CLIFT.
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MAKING USE OF

H.F. CHOKES
Some notes on the construction and employment of high b.

frequency chokes and the principles involved.

2..W.

By J. H. REYNER,'B.Sc. (Hons.),
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

MODERN design shows an increas-

ing tendency towards the use

of high -frequency chokes in
various portions of an amplifying

circuit. It is proposed in this article
to discuss some of the applications of
the principle, and also the reasons for
the effects which are obtained. First

of any high -frequency current in the

circuit. We shall see later how to
design a coil which gives the best
results in practice, but if the choke is
reasonably efficient, then the amount

way through the condenser, whereas
as we increase the value, so wore and
more high -frequency current flows

round the circuit, and the reaction
effect is increased.

of all, therefore, let us have a definition of a high -frequency choke.

What is a Choke ?

3

Strictly speaking, a choke coil is an

inductance of such a value that it
offers

a very high

C5

II

MIN

Ca

impedanee or

2

C,

choking action to a current flowing
through it. It is well known that a
coil of wire will have little effect on
an ordinary steady current, beyond
that which is due to the resistance of

B

T

the wire itself.

If the current flowing is varied in

any way, however, then the magnetic
field of the coil has also to be varied,
and any such attempt is strongly resisted by the coil, which much prefers

to remain in a state of equilibrium.
The ultimate effect, therefore, is not

E

Fig. 2.-The high-tension feed current and the H.F. oscillating current
are completely separated by the choke L2 in this arrangement.

of high -frequency current which

is

allowed to pass is very small indeed.

The Reinartz Arrangement
One of the earliest circuits making
use of a choking action of this kind

was the original Reinartz arrangement. A circuit of this type is shown
in Fig. 1. Here we have varying
voltages applied across the grid and
filament of the valve, and these cause

amplified currents to flow in the anode
circuit. Now the anode circuit contains two branches. One of these is
E

Fig. 1.-In the Rcinartz methcd of
reaction control a choke L3 is used to

stop the H.F. currents from passing
through the telephones.

the coil tends to damp out any variation of current, and -the more rapid
the variation the greater will be the
damping out or choking effect.

Stopping the H.F. Currents
If we have a circuit carrying a wire-

less current, which is varying at an
extremely rapid rate, then the effect
of placing a choke coil in the circuit

will be practically to prevent the flow

through the choke coil L the telephones, and the high-tension battery,
while the other is through the condenser C2 and the coil L,.

condenser C3 distinctly higher than
that of the alternative path through
the choke coil and the telephones. The
choke coil in this case- is so designed

that it only exercises an appreciable
choking effect on the high -frequency
currents, leaving the low -frequency
telephone currents practically unaffected.
The original

Reinartz circuit
omitted the choke L and relied upon
the telephone windings to produce a
choking effect. It was recommended
that the primary of a low -frequency
transformer or some other such device

Condenser Control
Now the choke coil; as we have just

seen, acts as a barrier to the high frequency currents, so that the only
alternative path is through the condenser Ca and the coil Ti.2

Effect on L.F. Currents
The low -frequency currents, on the
other hand, find the impedance of the

This coil

is coupled to the coil L, in the grid

circuit of the valve in such a manner
as to cause reaction, and the extent of
this reaction can be controlled by
varying the value of the condenser C.
If this condenser' is made very small,

then only a small proportion of the
high -frequency current can force its

should be inserted in series with the
telephones to act as an additional bar-

rier to the high -frequency currents.
When the action of the circuit was
better understood, however, it was
realised that the provision of the high -

frequency choke such as is shown in
Figure 1. was a better and more scientific solution of the problem.

A Definite Separation

In this circuit, -therefore, we have

definitely

separated

the

high -fre-

quency and the low -frequency currents.. The former flow through the
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reaction circuit, and are controlled by

the condenser C The low -frequency

currents flow through the telephones,
finding the impedance, of the reaction
circuit too high for them. This principle of the separation of the currents
is very useful, and may be extended
still further.

C

Ii

H.T. Fluctuations
It is sometimes found desirable to

2r

C.

keep the high -frequency currents out
of the high-tension battery. If the
''battery has any appreciable, internal
resistance, then the voltage across the
battery will not be steady, but will be
subject to small fluctuations.in accordance with the high -frequency currents
flowing through the batteries, and :this
will sometimes produce sufficient reac-

tion effect in the receiver to cause it
to howl.

The circuit shown in Figure 2

is

one in which the high -frequency currents have been kept Out of the hightension battery by using a choke coil.

The currents in the anode circuit of

the valve V, are prevented from flowing through the high-tension battery
by the choke coil L so that they take
the alternative path through the condenser C2 and the tapped portion of
the coil L,. The high -frequency energy

is thus handed on to the tuned cir-

cult L C,,' which is connected across
the grid and filament of the valve V
while the high-tension supply to the
valve V, is obtained through the choke
coil L2.

Fig. 3.-If the condenser C2 has only a small capacity self -oscillation
can be kept in check very easily.

tivity and the stability of the particular receiv'-. In the case shown the
condenser C with a suitable leak connected across it, is inserted in the
grid lead of the valve V, in order to
effect rectification, while the reaction

coil L, in the anode circuit of V, is
coupled to L, to produce reaction to

Here again we have a complete sepa-

ration of the high-tension feed current
and the high -frequency oscillating current, and this very often gives a
marked improvement both in the selec-

The condenser C.
should be fairly large, say .01, and by
a method of trial and error a suitable
tapping on the coil L, can readily be
found. The coil should be tapped
every few turns up to about one-third
of the whole.

Another Circuit

the desired extent.

Checking Self -Oscillation
Although this" circuitwill eliminate

the tendency to oscillate due to any
resistance in the high-tension battery
lead, it' does not overcome any diffi-

Improved Selectivity

.of the coil La.

culty due to the fact that both the
grid and arc anode circuits of the
valve V, are tuned. Self -oscillation,

therefore, due to this cause is checked
by connecting the anode tap from the
valve V, across, only a small portion

Another method employing a somewhat similar arrangement is that
shown in Figure 3. Here, as before,
the high -frequency currents are kept

away from the high-tension battery

by means of the choke coil L2, and the
high -frequency energy is therefore

handed on to -the next valve through
the condenser C2. In this case, however, the condenser C, is connected to
the top end of the coil L but the condenser

itself

is

very

considerably

smaller and is also variable. It will
be found that if this condenser is made
very small any tendency to self -oscillation may easily be kept in check, while
selectivity can be considerably im-

proved by an arrangement such
this.

a:

Actually the condenser C, can con-

veniently be made as small as .00005, a

neutralising condenser serving very

well for the purpose. Reaction in this
case has been provided by means of a

coil L, coupled to L,, the reaction
itself being controlled by the con-

denser C so obtaining a form of
Reinartz connection. The choke coil

L, has therefore been inserted in the

anode lead of the valve V2 in order to
prevent the high -frequency current in
that circuit from passing through the
high-tension battery
instead of
through the reaction coil.

The two third -stage power amplifiers at Rugby.
used in each.

Utilising Chokes
These are just a few of the various
types of circuits which may be employed utilising a high -frequency
choke. It is usually found that both
selectivity and stability are improved
if the high -frequency currents can be
confined to a small portion of the cirFifteen valves are

cuit only, and are not permitted to
flow through the battery leads and
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low -frequency connections in the set.
We can now turn our attention to the
question of the design of suitable high frequency chokes. We have seen that
in many cases it is desirable that the
choke coil shall pass low -frequency cur 74"4W- %4.11-74 --r74

20"
144'41°- Y4 ::,*-74

high -frequency "current,

instead

of

being damped out by the inductance
of the coil, tends to flow through the
self -capacity of the widings, so that
the choke will be practically shortcircuited.

Details of a tapped choke are show

in Fig. 4. The instrument consists of

a 1 -in. former with five shallow grooves

cut therein, t in. wide and 1/16th in.
deep.

These slots are each filled with

150 turns of 36 -gauge wire, either
double silk or single cotton covered,
the wire being wound on hank fashion.
A choke such as this could be satisfac-

V4 '1.0-74 .)14-7;71

torily used in any of the circuits pre-

Fig. 4.-Very

viously shown.

satisfactory

results are obtainable with a tapped
choke, and the one

/'

shown here is
suitable for any

of the

circuits
discussed.

A Simple Component
Where the circuit, however, is only
intended for use on the lower broad-

cast

band,

a considerably simpler

choke can be made up quite easily by
winding 200 turns of 36 -gauge d.s.o.

or s.e.c. wire on a lin. former in an

ordinary single layer. This choke will
be found to give very satisfactory re-

sults in any ordinary circuit, and is

/50 7weNs At#1365.W6. 5.C.C. in Each S/ot

rents quite easily, but act as a more
or less complete barrier to the high frequency components.

Capacity and Inductance
Now, if we wind a coil of wire, as

we increase the number of turns, so we
increase the inductance of the coil.
The greater the inductance of the coil,

other things being equal, the greater
will be the choking effect of the
arrangement.
At first sight, therefore,

it would appear that the best

type of choke would be one employing
as many turns as is possible to obtain
in a comparatively small space.
This is not the case, however,
because as the number of turns of wire

increased, so the capacity effect
between the various turns also inis

4
Cr

Ini!

I

I

111

I

1!111

kl

Now it is found in practice that the

choke coil still operates in quite an
efficient manner even if the coil is
somewhat above that which will tune
to the particular frequency of the currents to be choked, provided the self capacity is not too great. It is of con-

siderable convenience if one can
anrange that a choke will act efficiently
over a wavelength of, say, 300 to 2,000
or 3,000 metres. This oan, as a matter
of fact, be accomplished in practice by

arranging that the choke shall tune

with its own self -capacity at a wave-

length round about 1,200 to 1,500
metres.
For any wavelength above

shown in Fig. 5.

A Two -Valve Circuit
A circuit which is not often used,

but which nevertheless can be employed

in such circumstances, is that shown
in Fie. 6. Here we have a tuned circuit in the grid circuit of the first
valve, but the anode circuit, instead
of containing a tuned circuit or a
transformer, contains simply a tapped
choke.

The tappingsen this choke coil

are chosen so that for any particular
wavelength band to be received the
choking effect is a maximum, and th;

this, therefore, the choke coil behaves
as an inductance, and the choking
effect

is considerable up to 2,000 or

3,000 metres.

Lower Wavelengths
For wavelengths lower than the
" natural wavelength " of the choke,
the choking effect is somewhat discounted by the increasing tendency for

the current to short circuit through

11,1;11.11

11!

the self -capacity. as we have just seen.

!I

It is found in practice, however, that

!,!

this short circuiting is not serious until
the wavelength becomes comparatively
low, so that a choke such as this could

200 TURNS N°355.W6. DS.0

Fig.

5. --For the broadcast

band a

much more simply constructed choke
will suffice.

creases, and the self -capacity of the

whole coil goes up. There is therefore

a limit at which the coil and the self capacity tune to the frequency of the
high -frequency current which is flowing in the circuit.
Effect of Self -Capacity
Now, as is well known, a coil with

a condenser in parallel acts as a rejector to any currents flowing, if the

coil and condenser are such as to tune
to the frequency of the particular current. Thus, if we increase the number
of turns on a choke coil until the self capacity tunes to the frequency of the
current, we shall obtain a eery efficient
choke. Beyond this point the capacity
exercises an increasing effect, and the

be 'conveniently used on wavelengths as
low as 300 metres.
Definitely more efficient chokes could
be constructed for the lower wave-

lengths, but having in mind the convenience of utilising only one instrument for the whole wavelength range,
one is prepared to sacrifice a certain
amount of efficiency.

Making a Tapped Choke
For the low broadcasting wave-

lengths of from 300 to 500 metres a

choke of a somewhat simpler character

could be utilised. In such a case a
coil tuning to a wavelength of about
400 metres with its own self -capacity
would be eminently satisfactory. The
ideal arrangement, of course, is to
employ a tapped choke, so that as the
longer wavelengths are employed, so
the number of turns in the choke can
be increased, and the choking - effect
increased accordingly.

The aerial of the Radio -Paris Station,
at Clichy.
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made in it, but should this not be

arrangement then acts in a similar

Concluding Remarks

voltage are transferred straight to the

These few remarks will indicate
briefly the increasing importance of
the use of high -frequency chokes.
There are many other uses with which
it is impossible to deal in this article,

manner to a low -frequency choke coupled amplifier.
The high -frequency variations of
grid of the second valve, while the high
tension supply is obtained through the
choke coil. In this case the tapped

choke illustrated in Fig. 4 could very

but the use of this method of separating the high -frequency and

low -

possible a slit may be made in the
rubber, and

the insulation pulled

back, when it will be found that the

insulation will split easily. This may

be continued until enough wire has
been bared.

Braided Coverings
The plaited cotton or silk covering

known as braid with which some wires
are covered, particularly flexible wires,
may be stripped by first cutting

through the braid with a sharp knife
and pulling it off, thus exposing the

rubber, which can then be removed by
the method mentioned above. Flexible
wires must not be bared by dragging
a knife through the insulation, as the

risk of breaking the fine strands
very great.

is

Fig. 6.-Instead of the more usual tuned anode or transformer coupling,

a tapped choke is employed in the anode circuit of V.1 in this arrangement.

easily be employed, and the tappings

could be adjusted by actual trial to
give the best results. It would be
better in such a case definitely to
short circuit the turns not in use
rather than just to cut them out,
because of the possibility of dead-end
effects.
The tapping therefore is
shown as short circuiting those turns
not in use.

frequency currents is one which will

give very fascinating results when properly handled.

Those readers who do not wish to
make up their own chokes can, of
course, obtain very satisfactory articles

already on the market, such as those

made by Lissen, Success, Metropolitan Vickers, and the Marconiphone Co., to
quote a few only.
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IN spite of its name, wireless makes
use of a considerable quantity of
wire, and the different sorts used
in the construction of - even a small

receiver are numerous.

Certain of the wires *e covered

with

insulating materials, such as

'4,1e

be cut off with a knife or twisted
round the wire out of the way. In
the case of double -covered wire, owing
to the fact that the layers of insulating material are wound in opposite
directions, the ends , may be tied
securely in many cases.

cotton, rubber, enamel and silk, and

before connection can be made to such

wire this insulation must, of course,
be removed.

Do Not Scrape It
The common method of removing
the insulation from the wire by scrap-

ing with a knife is not advised, as
both the knife and the wire may be

damaged. The knife edge is blunted

by such use, and quite an appreciable
amount of copper conductor may be
cut away. The best method is to un-

twist the covering with the fingers
until the required amount of wire is
bared, when the loose ends may either

Razor Blades Useful
Where cotton or silk coverings have
to be removed so that tappings can be
made, the use of a safety razor blade
will be found very convenient. The
blade should be kept parallel with the

wire, or nearly so, to prevent cutting
into the conductor. Any fluff which
cannot be cut off may be singed off
with a match or lighted taper.
The covering of very small wires
may sometimes be drawn back with
the fingers to enable enough wire to

"be bared to make a joint or other
connection.
Rubber covering may often be pulled
off

after a small incision has been

London listeners will receive with regret

the news that Uncle Caractacus (Capt.
Cecil A. Lewis) has decided to desert
broadcasting in favour of literary work.

Loud.Speaker Leads
Telephone and loud -speaker cords
should be very carefully treated when
being bared.
Each layer of insulation must be carefully removed until the cotton -protected flex is revealed.

Each separate metal strand should

then be removed from its cotton support and the whole bunch twisted
together and finally soldered.

Enamelled Wire
Enamelled wire, which causes quite

a large amount of trouble to

some

amateurs, may be quite easily cleaned
with a small piece of emery paper.
Sufficient use should be made of the
emery paper just to remove the
enamel, as it is quite possible to considerably reduce the gauge of wire by
overdoing the operation.
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A selective one -valve receiver employing the condenser method of reaction control.

MANY constructors who desire a
set to be really sharp in tuning

hesitate before building a receit er, on the score that a set to be
really selective must, of necessity, employ several valves and many tuned

circuits. That this is most emphatically not the case is proved by the many

selective receivers recently produced,
among which may be mentioned the
writer's " Wfivetrap Reinartz Receiver," described in Wireless Weekly
dated February 3, 1926.
Although this receiver employed
three valves, the last two were note magnifiers, and it is thus possible to
dispense with them, when a very
_AE

popular " Dimic " pattern. On reference to the circuit diagram, it will be

coil socket being employed for mounting purposes. No tuning condenser is

tuned by the variable condenser

the coupling being what is known now-

seen that this coil, the whole of which
is

C, is connected across anode and grid
of the valve V,, a grid condenser and
leak being employed in order that
rectification shall take place.

used in conjunction with this coil,

adays as " tight coupling," the older
name being " semi-aperiodic."

The Centre Tap
The centre tapping upon the coil L,

Reaction Control
Interposed between the anode of

the valve and the upper end of the

tuning circuit is a variable condenser
Ca, which controls the reaction effect,
the high-tension feed to the valve

being made through the telephones
and a high -frequency choke coil L

this latter being necessary in order to

prevent the high -frequency component
of the anode current from flowing

is taken directly to the positive lead
to the valve filament; thus the grid
leak may be joined across the condenser. in early experiments with
this circuit, the leak was joined across

grid and positive filament, but as

results seemed to favour the positive
connection of the centre tapping, the
leak was, in the final form of the set,
joined as indicated, this being the

simpler manner from the constructional viewpoint.

Components

2

1111

H. T.

.

Fig. 1.-After considerable experiment this circuit
was found to give
best results and
is

the

employed

in

receiver

described.

TH/5 CONNECT/ON Pf AV BE TRIED

selective single -valve receiver will result. With the set referred to it was
possible to cut out London at 11- miles,

away to filament through the telephones and high-tension battery, in
which case we should not obtain the

speaker.

In order that reaction may be obtained, it is necessary that the high -

Fallowing upon this, the writer described a two -valve receiver in Wireless, under the title of " Selectivity,"
the article appearing in the issue

dated February 13, 1926.

This set con-

sisted of a detector and one note magnifier ; thus another selective
single -valuer could be made by dispensing with the second valve.

The Present Design
The receiver with which this article

is primarily, concerned employs a
centre -tapped coil for tuning purposes, this being of the deservedly

list

of components

may be, taken as 'comprising these
necessary for the construction of this
set, the manufacturers' names mentioned being those of the actual parts
employed.
however,

It may safely be assumed,

that other pieces of apparatus of equal merit may be substituted for those specified, without
detriment to the functioning of the
receiver, except such as may herein-

E

and to receive Cardiff on the loud-

The following

full reaction effect.

frequency current should flow through
the condenser C, back to the grid of the
valve, when we have a good control by
means of the condenser Ca, which
should have a low minimum value, a
good neutralising condenser being
eminently suitable.

Aerial Coupling
The aerial is coupled to the tuned
circuit by means of the coil L which
is fixed in its relationship to L,, and
which may conveniently be of the plugin variety, a single board -mounting

after be mezitioned.
in this connection it should be noted

that, should components other than
these specified be used, care must be
taken to ensure that sufficient room
is available for their accommodation
upon the panel or baseboard, as otherwise considerable disappointment may

result from the fact that a larger
panel or baseboard will be required,

thus increasing the cost, and incurring
some unnecessary delay in the construction of the receiver.
The following will be required :-

One panel of guaranteed, branded

ebonite, 12 in. by 6 in. by is in.
" Cameo " cabinet, baseboard, and
brackets (Carrington Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.).
One " Utility " slew -motion :0005

square -law variable condenser (Wilkins

& Wright, Ltd.).
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The Baseboard Components
The coil mounts, valve holder, and
grid condenser may then be fastened

position by means of the wood
care being taken to ensure that the
in

screws mentioned in the foregoing list,

socket for the choke coil L, is not displaced relative to Li, from the relative
A

view

of the

baseboard wiring

and layout from
above.

position shown in Fig. 3 and the
photographs. The choke should be at
right angles to, and in line with, the
centre of L, in order that any interaction between these two coils may be
reduced to a minimum.

The Terminal Strips
Next comes the construction of the
terminal strips. In the case of the
larger strip the terminals are spaced
1 in. apart, while two smaller holes are

required at about -A- in. from the lower

One No. 1 " Dimic " coil with base
L. McMichael, Ltd.).
One " Antiphonic " valve holder
(Burndept Wireless, Ltd.).
condenser
One " Neutrovernia "
(Gambrell Bros., Ltd.).

One " Atlas " filament control (H.
Clarke & Co. (Mcr,), Ltd.).
One " Atlas " .0003 condenser and
2-megohm leak (H. Clarke & Co.
(Mcr.), Ltd.).

Eight terminals.
Eighteen small wood screws for
securing components, brackets, and terminal strips to the baseboard.
One piece of ebonite, 5 in. by 2 in.
by I in., for battery terminals.
One piece of ebonite, 2 in. by 2 in.
by 4 in., for aerial and earth terminals.

countersunk

Construction
The first step in the constructional
work involved should be the drilling

of the panel for securing it to the

6B.A.

screws,

edge of the strip, one 'near each end,
to take the screws which secure the
strip to the baseboard. The smaller
strip is similar in construction, having

instead only two terminals, spaced
1 in. apart. As will be seen, this

smaller strip is secured to the left, and

the larger to the right, of the baseboard, the set being viewed from the
front in this case.

This will be a fairly easy
matter if the baseboard be laid upon
brackets.

a flat surface, the brackets rested upon

Two single -coil mounts.

Four

in long, with nuts and washers, for
securing the panel to the brackets.
Glazite for wiring up.
Radio Press panel transfers.

it, and the panel held in a vertical

position in contact with the front edge
of the baseboard. The positions of the
necessary holes may then be marked
by means of a scriber, after which
a drill may be brought into use. Next

drill the remaining five holei in the
panel, and mount the components
after having secured the
panel to the brackets, which should
already be screwed to the baseboard.
thereon,

The Question of Fillets
A point in construction arises here
which should be mentioned. If the
cabinet you obtain has what are called
" fillets," that is, strips of wood down
each side of the front opening, take
care to set in your brackets sufficiently
to allow the set to be pushed home into

the cabinet. If this point is overlooked, it will either be necessary to
remove the fillets or to refix the
brackets in a better position, the latter
if

12"

L

TUNING

2

taj

FILAMENT
RESISTANCE

Lk'

C.)

0

O

REACTION

TEL

,"
Fig. 2. ---How to drill the panel. Blueprint C 1045.4.
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aerial socket L1, while for the high frequency choke a large coil, say No.
250 or larger, should be employed. I
use a Gambrell F or G.

The Valve Question
Coming now to the type of valve to
be used in this set, I would unhesi-

tatingly recommend the Marconi or

Osram D.E.5 B., or equivalent valve in

other makes, such as the D.F.A.4 in

the Mullard range, as being eminently
suitable for this circuit. I have, however,

used with success such other

valves as the Marconi D.E.2, Cosmos.
S.P.l8, Nelson Multi, and Osram
D.E.3B.

Initial Tests
In order to prevent possible damage

to the valve by reason of an error in
wiring it is advisable to test through
before

The choke coil seen

on the left is mounted

at right angles to the
others.

joining up the high-tension

battery. This is done as follows :Join up the accumulator or L.T.
battery to the correct terminals, insert
the valve, and turn the current on by
means of the resistance provided. If

the valve lights up correctly, turn it

connect the accumulator leads
across the H.T. terminals, and again

off,

course involving the drilling of fresh
holes, thus spoiling the appearance of
the receiver.

Wiring Up

Cz

REACT/ON

Having secured the components and
terminal strips in position, the wiring
may be commenced. Take first of all
the leads from the variable condenser
C to the Dimic coil mount, and secure
these first, as being the most awkward.
The leads from the telephone terminals
on the panel to the choke coil mount
and H.P. positive terminal respectively
should next be affixed, after which the
remainder of the wiring is simple and
easily carried out. Do not omit to join

together the two terminals on the

centre contacts of the Dimic coil
mount as,otherwise you will be. trying
to work with the tuning coil broken in
the middle1

E5ASEBOARI3 12; 7;3/4

The Earth Connection
The earth lead is joined, through

the appropriate terminal, to one side
of the aerial coil mounting, and in my

own case I did not find it necessary
to join the filament of the valve to
earth. Such a connection may be
tried, however, and in the event of

L3

its proving advantageous or beneficial,
may be made permanent.

Coil Sizes
As previously stated, a No. 1 Dimic
coil will be required for_ the broadcast
wave band, this coil covering a range
of 300 to 600 metres when tuned with

a .0005 condenser. A Gambrel! " a "
coil, or its equivalent in the numbered

series, No. 25, may be used in the

H.T. +
111:LI- L.T. 4.
E
A
Fig. 3.-Follow the baseboard layout carefully when constructing the set.
This wiring diagram may be obtained as a full-size blueprint, C 1045B.
72c",
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turn the resistance to the " on " position. The valve should not now light

up, and if it does so, the wiring should
carefully be checked over and the fault
rectified. If, however, the valve does
not light up, remove the L.T. leads to

their correct terminals, and join up

The knob seen below the condenser

the H.T., using about 40 volts.

Reaction Control
Connect up aerial, earth, and telephones, and adjust the reaction condenser to its minimum capacity. Turn
on the valve, and, with the tuning con.

'

dial operates the

slow-motion
gearing of this
component.

denser set near its minimum value,

slowly turn the reaction condenser to-

wards the maximum until a rushing
sound is heard, probably preceded by

a faint " plop," which indicates that

capacity, otherwise the whole
oscillate violently.

will

In practice it was found that such

a condition was very difficult to sati_fy.

Fig. 4.-This cir-

cuit was tried first

of all, but proved
unsatisfactory for

the reasons
explained.

and after much time had been spent in
endeavouring to perfect the circuit, it
was eventually shelved and the present
arrangement adopted, the latter proving more satisfactory for the requirements of readers of this journal. The
arrangement of Fig. 4 will receive
further attention, and although it
might prove useful in the hands of ate

expert, it would appear hardly to be

recommended to the novice on account

of the ease with which it oscillates.

the set is in the oscillating condition,

when the reaction condenser should im-

mediately be slackened back slightly.

On rotating the tuning

condenser,

using the vernier motion, which should
be operative over the whole scale, the
nearest station will be heard, when the
reaction may be increased slightly, but
not sufficiently to cause the speech or

music to become distorted, a state of

affairs which indicates oscillation, and
has to be studiously avoided.
A little practice, preferably conducted outside broadcasting hours; will

soon enable the constructor to handle
the receiver well, although it may be
pointed out that the use of a condenser
with sufficient reduction gearing or
friction drive is imperative, as tuning
is so sharp that it is very easy to miss

a station, even when using the fine

tuning device.

If, in adjusting the reaction for
various settings of the tuning control,

it is found that the receiver will not

stop oscillating on the very low readings of the condenser with the reaction
condenser turned back as far as it will
go, the effect should be tried of inserting different sizes of coil into the choke
socket.

An Unsatisfactory Circuit
Fig. 4 shows a form of circuit which

was tried in early experiments with
this receiver, and it will be noticed
that the centre tapping on the coil is
joined to the

Test Results
When used in conjunction with the
writer's standard P.M.G. aerial in
South -East London at about 4i miles
from 2L0 it was found possible to cut
out signals from that station in three
or four degrees on either side of the

loudest point, it being quite easy to
miss the transmission altogether if the
condenser was rotated by means of the
main knob instead of the slow-motion

When tuned in correctly,
drive.
signals from London were well up to

the average for a single -valve set, being

rather too loud for comfortable head (Continued on page 790.)

choke and telephones,
these

latter being

shunted by a
variable con-

denser. In this
arrangement it

The H.F. Choke
In adjusting the reaction condenser

just to produce oscillation with the

tuning condenser set at its maximum
value, it should be noticed that as the
tuning condenser is rotated toward its
minimum position, the oscillation gets
stronger, until eventually a howl is
produced.
This may be obviated by

is essential that
the circuit L,
C, T be of very
low

minimum

giving the reaction control condenser a
few turns in a counter -clockwise directtion. This shows that, in order to keep

the set just off the oscillating condition, one must when working on the
edge of oscillation with the tuning con-

denser set anywhere other than at its
minimum reading slightly slacken back

the reaction before reducing
setting of the tuning condenser.

the

It will be seen from this photd-

graph that the wiring is quite
straightforward.
729
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CHOOSING AND USING
YOUR CRYSTAL DETECTOR
The crystal holder-Wood's metal-Catswhiskers-Contact pressureMetals to use-Enclosed and permanent detectors.
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FOLLOWING last month's notes
on the methods of tuning com-

monly employed in crystal receivers, it is proposed in this article
to discuss the crystal detector itself.
The detector normally consists of a
suitable crystal held in some convenient manner, with which a metal
plate or wire or' a second crystal
makes

contact.

Of

the

possible"

arrangements, that in which a wire
is employed is by far the most common, the wire usually being known
The plate
as the " catswhisker."
method of making contact with the
crystal is usually limited to the carborundum detector, in which a steel
plate or stout wire is dsed in conjunction with a piece of carborundum
(silicon carbide), a small potential
being applied across the crystal to get
the best results.

The Two -Crystal Detector
Double -crystal

cfpo.43

first, some device 'for holding 'the
crystal; second, the contact wire or
catswhisker; and third, the movable
support which holds the catswhisker
and allows its position to be adjusted
with respect to the crystal.

Cups and Holding Devices
A common form of holder for the
-crystal is shown in Fig. 1 (a), and
consists of a. brass cnp fitted with setscrews for clamping the crystal in
position. This method usually results
in a good electrical connection,
especially if the lower portion of the
crystal is wrapped in thin metal foil.

Probably the only drawback to this
form of crystal cup is that it is easy
to break pieces off the crystal when

tightening the set -screws, thus causing
considerable waste of what may be an

expensive mineral, and at the same
time reducing the area available for

OW9q!f9cS9g0 483gc9,89,89

be available for probing with the catswhisker.

The Catswhisker
Now for the catswhisker itself-how
shall it be shaped and of what metal
shall it be made? Fig. 2 illustrates
five possible forms which the cats whisker may take. (a) Consists of a
straight piece of wire, and is not
generally suitable for the fine-grained
synthetic crystals commonly employed
at the present day,
It gives a firm contact without
springiness, and hence unless the pressure employed is fairly heavy, the
whisker is liable to be dislodged if the
detector suffers a slight jar. So that
unless a really heavy pressure has to
be maintained on the crystal, this type
of catswhisker is unsuitable. The coin -

are

crystals employed in the combination
are usually of different composition,

(a)

gt8(830

" searching ' with the catswhisker.

arrangements

perhaps not now as popular as they
used to be. They are often called
I" perikon " detectors, and lthe two
Set SCREWS

Gq3

SCREW -ON CAP

(b)

Not for Small Crystals
The type of cup provided with a

ring -like cap which screws on to a
hollowed -out brass base is now often

met with, and this to some extent

lessens the danger of crystal breakage
in the clamping process. Small pieces
of crystal cannot be conveniently

mounted in such a cup, however, as
they tend to slip through the aperture
in the cap. This cup is illustrated at
(b) in Fig. 1.
A third form of holder for the
crystal is seen in Fig. 1 (c). This is
a spring claw device and has the
merit that it exposes a large surface
of the crystal and provides a very
reliable connection.

Use of Wood's Metal
Fig. I.-Three common types of crystal
holder are illustrated here (a) probably
being the most familiar.

Perhaps the best method of all from
an electrical point of view is to mount
the crystal in Wood's metal-an alloy
of low melting point. This metal

softens at so low a temperature that
a crystal can be safely pressed into a

such as ziucite and bornite, to name
only one " pair." However, despite
the decreased popularity of this type

cup partly filled with the molten alloy
without suffering any harm from excessive heat. Ordinary solder must

often employed in the assembly of permanent and semi -permanent detectors.

melting point is sufficiently high to
impair the crystal's properties.
There are, of course, many possible

of detector as far as general use is
concerned, this arrangement is now

A Popular Type
Since the crystal and catswhisker
type of detector is the commonest, it
will be convenient to discuss that first.
The essentials of such a detector are,

not be used for this purpose, as its

variations of the methods indicated
above, as a study of the windows of
your dealer will show, but whatever

type of fixing is used in your detector
make sure that it gives a reliable connection to the crystal and that it
allows as large an area as possible to

A double -crystal detector in which the

positions of both crystals are adjustable.

monest case in which this form can
be used with success is that of carborundum, where a stout steel wire

(even a gramophone needle) is used
for contact purposes.
Greater springiness characterises
the second catswhisker, shown in

Fig. 2 (b). This consists of a turn
and a half of wire in line with the
contact point, and while giving a
rather lighter pressure than (a), and
being rather less subject to vibration,

yet provides a somewhat heavy contact.

A Light Contact
Of all catswhiskers (c) is easily the

most

popular,

on

account

of

its

general suitability and ease of construction.
It consists simply of a
spiral of fine wire wound in thin

form with a straight
length projecting from each end for
contact and fixing purposes respeccylindrical

tively.

This spiral catswhisker provides a
light and not easily displaced contact
which appears to be especially suited

.to most of the " -it,es " now on the

7313
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"Mellowed by the stealing
hours of Time"
FUNDAMENTALLY there is a great gulf
between the Wuncell and other Dull Emitter
valves. For in the Wuncell there is utilised a
filament which actually improves with use. A
filament which is built up layer upon layer until it
is practically as stout as that used in a bright
emitter valve. A filament, moreover, which
successfully functions at a temperature glow which
is almost invisible.
After all, the cost of a valve depends not merely on

what you pay for it-the length of service you
obtain determines whether that valve has been

cheap or expensive. Measured on that basis, the
Wuncell valve is by far the most economical Dull
Emitter that can be bought-because it lasts longer.
Heat is the great destructive influence which

brings most valves to an untimely
end. In the ordinary Dull Emitter
low current consumption has been
obtained by whittling down the

diameter of the filament almost to
the point of fragility. But the

temperature at which that filament is operated
is still

very little less

than that used in the

average bright emitter. And so inevitably there
is a tremendous stretching and contracting every
time the current is switched on which finds the
first weak spot and culminates in a fracture.
Quite apart from the technical superiority of the
Cossor design-the electron -retaining Grid and
Anode system-which is freely admitted, the
Wuncell filament
An
advantages.

you three distinct
unusual robustness which

offers

precludes the possibility of early burn -out. A
rigidity-due to its unique three-point suspension
-which entirely eliminates microphonic noises.

And, finally, a prolific emission of electrons which
tends to increase as the valve
Types and Prices :
becomes mellowed by use. Truly

*W.I. For Detector and L.F. use 14/x8 Volts. Consumption: 3 amps.
SW z. With red top) for H.F.use 14/-

x8 Volts. Consumption '3 amps.
W 3. The Loud Speaker Valve
18/6
r'8 Volts. Consumption '5 amps.

the Wuncell sets a new and higher
standard in valve economy. The
moment you use one you will
appreciate its outstanding merit.

*Also in special base frith resistance
to suit 2 , 4. or 6 -volt Accumulator 16/ -

2a*zIfe6azItazTfhZazttTitazttgaztfc,Z*;:_lnMR.tZa 'th,/tZ
Issued by A. 0. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5

In rePlyinz to advertisers, please mention Tun WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

Gilbert

d. 4998
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market. Furthermore, should such a
catswhisker become damaged, a new
one can soon be wound, using a match-

stick or knitting needle as a former.

Two More Arrangements
The fourth type of contact wire illustrated in Fig. 2 is somewhat similar to

that just described, except that the
spiral is wound in conical form and
appears to give a lighter and more
springy contact that even the (o)
pattern.

Last of all is the catswhisker-if
such a name can be applied to itshown in Fig. 3 (e). This is merely
a piece of flex with fine strands frayed

out as shown, and its use may be
tried as an experiment.

What Metal Shall be Used ?

The masts of the new Beam Station at Skegness, Lincolnshire, each 275 feet high.

What metal should be used for the
catswhisker? Undoubtedly one that
will not oxidise readily, that will keep
its shape, and will net be so hard as
to damage the crystal. An oxidised
or tarnished catswhisker will result in
a bad electrical contact, which must
Except for
be studiously avoided.
this point, copper makes an excellent
catswhisker and will prove quite suitable, provided that the end which is
in contact with the crystal is snipped
off occasionally to expose a new and

metals to see which gives the best

Two Precious Metals
Silver tarnishes much less rapidly
than copper, and seems to give very
A silver catswhisker
good results.

whisker should be free to move in all

clean metal surface.

costs only about twopence, and is well
worth the small expenditure involved.
A 9 -carat gold catswhisker can be

purchased for a few pence, and, like

free from the
tarnishing trouble, but, at the same
silver, is practically

time, it is doubtful whether gold gives
superior results to silver, so the extra
expense seems hardly justified,
Beware of aluminium. This metal
oxidises fairly rapidly in air, but, since
aluminium oxide is white, the undesirable process cannot be detected. Steel, as has been mentioned

results and most reliable contact with
the crystal you normally employ.
Copper may suit one kind of crystal,
silver

another.

One

crystal

may

need a fine wire and light pressure,
a second a thicker and firmer
contact. You may appreciably im-

prove reception by a little research
work carried out on your own set.

Means of Adjustment
The arm which carries the oats -

directions, so that the whole of the
exposed crystal surface can be explored. Some sort of ball-and-socket

joint is usually employed, and it is
important to see that the ball is held

falling when once it is set in position.
The longitudinal motion of the arm,
which allows the whisker to approach
and recede from the crystal, is per-

haps most important. There is no
' doubt that some form of micrometer
adjustment controlled by a knob and
threaded spindle is to be preferred,
as this allows of exact adjustments of
both position and contact pressure
being made.

-an enclosed detector is much to be
preferred to one of open type. Were
all crystal sets operated under ideal
conditions the question of protection
might not arise, since to start with
an enclosed detector is no more efficient than an open one.

before, gives by far the best results
with carborundum, so there is little
choice when using the latter as the

Effects of Exposure
h must be remembered, however,
that by far the larger proportion of

Experiments to Try
well worth while the little

trouble involved to experiment with the
typos of catswhiskers and various

to form in time, and it will be seen

that the open detector's electrical
efficiency will soon be impaired.

The enclosed type of detector certainly protects the crystal from dust,
and to a large degree keeps out condensed moisture, grease, etc.
Such
a detector, if of ordinary catswhisker

(b)

(a'

crystal sets are used in the living
room or kitchen of the house, and
are subject to an atmosphere which
is smoky, damp with steam, cool or hot

Dust will settle on the
crystal of an open detector in the

by turns.

..onollatoname

(d)

(c)
FLEX PRAYED OC/7"--..-

(e)

Fig. 2.-Not all crystals require the

same degree of pressure, consequently
the design of the catswhisker employed
merits consideration.

that the adjustment of the contact
of

made possible here by plug and socket
mounts.

It is

the crystal surface and cause the cats whisker to tarnish.
Add to these'
effects the film of grease which is likely

type, should have a covering of glass
or some other transparent material, so

whether the detector is to be enclosed
or not. Here there is but one answer

crystal,

condensed steam will tend to injure

firmly enough to prevent the arm

Closed or Open ?
Finally, there is the question

It is often an advantage to be able to
change round the crystals or crystal
and catswhisker. Such a process is

cleanest of rooms, while damp and

wire is a clearly visible operation.

"Permanent " Detectors
" Semi -permanent " and " perma-

nent" detectors are almost invariably
of enclosed type, and fall into three
main classes. The first is that which
employs an ordinary crystal in conjunction with a form of catswhisker

which is more or less automatically ad-

justed by the rotation of a knob.

Usually this type functions extremely
well, and has. the advantage that the
crystal can be replaced by a new one
when its useful life draws to a close.

Another Good Type
A second type is that in which a
spring plunger is fitted with either a
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alms, in, this form again considerable
adjustment is possible, and very satisfactory results are obtainable if a
good combination . of cryital and

crystal or crystal and catswhisker is

incorporated in the device. Unlike
many types of " semi -permanent " detector, the two -crystal arrangement; is
frequently glass -enclosed, so that the
interior details are clearly visible.

Not Recommended

The third type of permanent detector employs a catswhisker fixed in
relation to a crystal. The principle
adopted is that by some means the
most sensitive spot on the crystal is

found, and the catswhisker is then
sealed in position in contact with this
spot.
In the writer's opinion, this
type of detector is open to several

objections-namely, the cats whisker may shift during the sealing
process, or subsequent use may displace
it, while, in any case, the sensitive spot
will in time deteriorate, and since no
adjustment is possible, the detector
will be rendered useless.
grave

Making a Choice
Hence, it is preferable, if a " permanent " detector is to be used, to

employ one which allows of some adjustment of the contact, such as those
of the .._ two types first mentioned.
" Permanent " detectors (including
theSe known as " automatic " and
" semi -permanent ") are to be preferred to those of ordinary " whisker

and cup " type in those types of cir.

in enclosed detector is mach to be
preferred to one of open type.

cuit where a stable contact is desirable.

Reflex circuits may be included in

this category,. and so may those
arrangements incorporating a crystal
detector followed by L.F. stages.
These detectors, being enclosed, are

not affected by dust and daily to any
great extent, and, if of reputable

manufacture, offer a convenient means

of rectification to those who dislike
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AN IMPROVISED BASKET
COIL MOUNT
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ROBABLY one of the most annoy-

it with any adhesive, such as glue or

to be possessed of a. number of
basket coils without any means of
mounting them.

Now take the clothes peg and saw
off part of one of the sides at such a
point that when the long leg of the
peg is bi position the short one on

ing predicaments in which the
in experimenter
may find himself is
This difficulty is easily surmounted

with the aid of a clothes peg-one of

the spring type, as shown in the
figure-and a coil plug.

First file out a slot in the coil plug,
as shown, and drill and tap this. If
it is not desired to make it a permanent job it will be sufficient to fix

O

" seccotine. '

being gripped does not foul the top of
the coil plug. This will be quite
plain from the figure.
After having done this, it is only
necessary to open the jaws of the peg,

push in the basket coil and join the
two 'ends up to the plug and socket.

E. F B.

0

This sketch shows

how a spring
clothes peg and a
coil plug may be
adapted to form a
coil mount.

O

, SPRING CLOTHES PEG

0

TWO NEW RADIO PRESS ENVELOPES
SET CONSTRUCTION MADE EASY.
We have pleasure in announcing the issue of two new Envelopes, each dealing with
the construction and operation of a set of outstanding merit.

ENVELOPE No. 12.
HOW TO BUILD "THE SUPER SEVEN."

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.,Editor of "THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR" and " WIRELES."

This powerful seven -valve superheterodyne receiver gives remarkable selectivity, operates.on

a small frame aerial, and possesses the added advantage of extreme simplicity of tuning.
Complete constructional details and full instructions for operation are given, together with
full-size blue prints of wiring and panel layout, and eleven photographs dearly reproduced

" fiddling " with a catswhisker.

on special art paper, showing all details of the construction and appearance of the finished set.

EBONITE BUSHES.
'We regret that owing to the dropping of two letters the Advertisement
of Messrs. the Dares Radio Co. on

HOW TO BUILD "THE THREE -VALVE DUAL RECEIVER."

00

page 706 of the last issue was headed

" Ebonite - - shes." This, of course,

-

PRICE 5/. or 5/4k post free.

ENVELOPE No. 13.
Designed by John Scott -Taggart, F.Iast.P., A.M.I.E.E.
An economical three -valve set, employing a n fl x circuit of proven utility capable of giving
loud -speaker results from B.11.C. and Continental stations.

Every possible detail is fully explained, and the two full-size blue prints and four sheets
of special photographs render the constructional work perfectly clear and straightforward.

PRICE 2/6 or 2/9 post free.

should have read " Ebonite Bushes,"
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TALKS TO BEGINNERS
Ey

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E., Editor
This is the third of the series of talks to the beginner, the first of which was published in the April issue.
III. --WHEN THE SIGNALS ARRIVE
LAST month we had a talk about
the waves we use in wireless,
the way they come through the
ether to us, and the medium in which
they are created. You will remember
that we followed them to the point

where they set up in our receiving
aerial the little pulsating currents

Which build up in strength if our set
is in. tune with them.

Tiny Currents
Few people realise how tiny these

Scientists have meacurrents are.
sured them, and express their value in
fractions of an ampere. You will prob-

ably know that the ampere is a unit
of current.
In case you have not
troubled a great deal about electric
currents and their value, let us consider a few in daily use, so that we
may compare our tiny aerial current

upon it, will be possibly 15 or 20
microamperes-a microampere being
not a thousandth, but a millionth part
of an ampere!

A Million Times as Much !

As a matter of fact, a far smaller

current than this will giie quite good
signals in a crystal receiver, so that
we can easily imagine a reader in the
winter time sitting with the 'phones
on his bead listening to music from,
say, 21,0 in front of an electric fire,
which is taking just a million times
as much current to operate it, as is
required to make the crystal set function.

Your Headphones
In speaking of the mysteries and fascination of 'wireless broadcasting, w
are apt to overlook the almost mime
boas sensitiveness of the telephone ear-

piece.
As you may know, the tele.
phone earpiece ante -dated wireless
telegraphy, or telephony, by very
many years, and, indeed, has not

greatly changed since its invention by,
the pioneers of wire telephony.

The Rea) Detector
Although we are accustomed to
speak of a crystal or a valve as a wire-

less " detector," the real detector of

energy received from the broadcasting

with them.
.PerhapS you are reading this article
The lamp
under an electric light.
above you has an electric current passing through it. If you are connected
to 100 -volt mains, and you have a 50 watt lamp in the shade above you, the
current passing through the lamp will
be half an ampere. That convenient
little electric fire, which helps to make
your bedroom cosy in the winter time

takes, perhaps, 5 or 6 amperes.

Energy from Your H.T. Battery
Maybe you are listening to jazz

music from your three -valve receiver,

to which is connected a high-tension
battery. So long as the valves are
alight, and the set is operating, current will be drawn from the high-tension battery; the value of that current
is perhaps 3 or 4 milliamperes-a milliampere being a thousandth part of an
ampere.

This current, drawn from the hightension battery, provides the energy
necessary to give you loud signals. It
is, so to speak, the energy " triggered
off " by your aerial current. If you
are situated some 6 or 10 miles from
a main station and have a good aerial,
the value of the oscillating current in
the aerial, set up by the waves falling

An experimental transmission of pictures by wireless in progress in
London. On the left is the American Ambassador, while Capt. Ranger,
of the Radio Corporation of America, the inventor, is seen by the
transmitting apparatus.
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/COSMOS
RADIO

COMPONENTS
Anti -Vibration

Filament Rheostats
and Potentiometers

Valve Holders

With the windings carried on a porcelain bobbin
and having the contact arm moving on its inner
side, the " Cosmos " Filament Rheostat takes up
remarkably little space, is strong in construction,
and has a very smooth and reliable movement.
It is fixed by ONE HOLE anct is provided with a
handsome knob and dial. Made in four types,
two of which are double wound for Dull OR Bright
Valves and one a Potentiometer. The prices are as

follows :Ohms

Lur rr Zi nn tg

PRICE

Single Wound

6.0

Double
Double
Potentiometer

18+2

1.0 amp.
.4-1.5
.2-1.0

4/6
5/0
5/0
6/0

Description

30+4
300

No sponge rubber, which absorbs moisture,
used

in the

construction of

Cosmos

is

Anti -

vibration Valve Holders. They are made in two
types as shown in the illustration. The panel
mounting type can be readily fitted in place of an
ordinary holder, as the fixing screws have standard
spacing, while the baseboard type can he fitted to a
wooden base with wood screws.
Cosmos Anti vibration Valve Holders abolish the objectionable
noises due to vibration and " sound -coupling- and
obviate trouble from the microphonic tendency of
some valves.

( Panel Mounting
Mountirm

PricelBase

,

2

BUY " COSMOS " COMPONENTS IN " COSMOS " CARTONS

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.)

METRO-V1CK HOUSE, 145, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

to761-rt'o,9
RADIO COMPONENTS
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station is the telephone headpiece or
its magnified equivalent-the loudspeaker.

In passing, I. may say that a loudspeaker differs only from a telephone
headpiece in being built td handle a
great deal more energy_Ahan it would
be comfortable to use with headpieces,
and designed to spread the volume and
sound so obtained by means of a hern
or its equiValent. Provided you pass
sufficient energy through a telephone
earpiece, and attach a horn to it3 you.
can get quite- passable loud,speaker
results, and; indeed; the smaller types
of loud -speaker- eonsist for. all. intents
and purposes of a` single telephone eels,
piece screwed into. the base of a horn.

How They Work
Telephones are comparatively simple.
in construction. Each earpiece eon-

shrts of a box of circular form having
a kind of double lid. The outer lid is
generally of ebonite, bakelite or some
such substance, shaped to press comfortably against the ear, -and having

in its centre a small aperture.

The

inner lid consists of a thin flexible disc
of iron generally painted black to pre-

vent it rusting.
The outer edge of the metal box is
generally threaded so that the outer
lid can be screwed .down tight on the
inner one, holding the disc of iron
securely in place.
Underneath the disc of iron are
situated the two poles of an electromagnet, made of special steel, the pole
pieces having on each of them a winding of fine wire.

The Diaphragm and Magnets
These two windings are joined together and the two ends taken to insulated terminals in the back of the

box. or else directly to the cord for connecting to the instrument. The steel
of the electromagnet is . permanently
magnetised, and tends to draw the iron
diSe towards it. In fact it holds it

under a kind of tension. If now we
pass an electric current through the
windings of the electromagnet in one
direction, it will tend to increase the
magnetism and attract the iron diaphragm still further towards the poles
of the magnet. If now we pass the
current in the opposite direction, magnetism will be subtracted from that
of the magnet, and the diaphragm will
be released slightly.

You will realise that if the current

is constant the diaphragm will be held
in one position, and as it does not move
no sound will issue from it. If, how-

ever, we suddenly stop and start the
current, the diaphragm will be drawn
towards or released from the magnet
at every stop and start, so that every

time -we start or stop the current there
will be a click.

Electrical Vibrations into Sound
Vibrations
Now you will understand that any
variation in current through the wind -

A view of the studio of the Radio -Paris Station, Boulevard Haussmann.

ings will vary the position of the diaphragm, and the vibrations so set up
will- cause the diaphragm to emit the

sure and will not move. If, now, you

almost incredibly sensitive to electric

ease.:

sound waves which thus impinge- upon
your ears: The telephone, earpiece- is

current and will giVe distinctly. audible
sounds with. but a few microamperes.
In fact, less than a microampere will
give distinct noises. As then. we have

in the aerial currents set up by the

broadcast waves of more than sufficient
value to make distinctly audible
soundS, why do we not connect the
-

telephones directly to the aerial and thus diSpense with all the paraphernalia of a wireless set?

Why a Set is Wanted
The explanation is that the currents
set up in the aerial are very high
speed alternating currents or oscillating currents, as we call, them, which
apart from the variations impressed
upon them by the changes_ in current
due to the microphone sounds, change

their direction with a speed which may --

be as great as one million cycles per
second.

Obviously the iron diaph-ragm can-

not vibrate at anything like that
speed, and in addition to this, such a
tiny fraction of a second is quite insufficient to allow the current in the
windings to be set up at all. It takes
quite an appreciable time after a battery. is applied to the end of the telephone cord for the current to start
flowing, and. the more wire we have in

the telephone, the longer it will take
for the current to start.

Try this Experiment
A simple analogy will perhaps make
this plain. You have no doubt been

into a hotel or office provided with
swing doors. A gentle, steady pressure on the door will open it quite
easily, but if you strike the dear
sharply, it will resist the sudden pres-

take hold of the handle of the swing
door and: push it in and draw it back
again, you will find you can do this
two or three times a second with fair
Now tako hold, of. it and: try to
draw it in and. out :twice as, rapidly as
before,

An. Impossible Task
You will find it almost impossible to

do this, and you will- readily realise

that any attempt to swing the door
backwards and forwards at anything
more than a few times per second will
be doomed to complete failure.

Similarly, you can make a current
and: fall through the telephone

rise

windings a few hundred or even a
thousand times per second; and the
telephone diaphragm will respond but
the high -frequency currents used for

broadcasting will have no effect. How,
then; can we overcome this diffi,
By converting the currents
cult F
which change their direction so. rapidly

into currents in one direction only.
This process is called rectifying, and
can be performed by either a crystal
or valve.

The Crystal's Peculiar Property
A cuystal detector or " rectifier,"" as

it is much better termed, is a special
mineral. found to possess the peculiar
property of allowing an alternating or
oscilllting current-in fact any electric current you like to deal with-to
pass through it in one direction and
not in the other.
One of the first substances found to
possess this peculiar quality was carwhich is not really a
mineral, but a chemically formed substance known. as silicon carbide, made

borundum,

-

at Niagara Falls by fusing a mass of

salt, sand, sawdust and coke. Next
month I propose to tell you more about

the crystal' and its work.
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Ease and accuracy in tunirg are facilitated by the provision
of dials of adequate size, as explained below.

SKILL in tuning in stations on a

receiver does not consist merely
in the ability to turn the dials of
the variable condensers. To tune in
a orystal set to the local station will
usually not call for much skill in
handling, but the proper control of a
valve receiver, especially a multi -valve

receiver, needs a fair amount of prac-

tice before speed and accuracy are
acquired.
Even with a single -valve set, where

chanical construction may prove a considerable handicap.

Most modern receivers employing
several stages of high -frequency amplification are so designed with matched

stages that to tune three or more
the aerial and anode circuits of a restages is no more difficult than tuning

the conventional
single stage of high -frequency amplification followed by a detector.
ceiver

employing

there is one main tuning condenser

Condenser Settings

tion can be brought in with the certainty that the best signals are being

Nevertheless, in the multi -valve receivers, where two or more of the condenser dials are to be set to the same

and a reaction coupling control, practice is necessary before a distant staheard without any interference having
been caused to the neighbours.

Influence of Set Design

The tuning of such receivers

Now while practice and experience
will necessarily play a large part in the

is usually sharp, and approximate settings of the dials may be far enough
apart from each other to prevent the

good deal depends, too, on the design
of the receiver itself. To begin with,

Under such circumstances much depends on the design of the variable

acquiring of the desired " touch," a
a bad layout may introduce such

serious hand -capacity effects that no
amount of skill will ever make the receiver satisfactory to handle. Again,
components that are not quite up to

the mark in the matter of their me-

insecure dial will

reading.

The Size of the Dial
Assuming, however, that the variable

condensers in a receiver are mechanically sound and that the dials are
secure, it will be found that the choice

of a suitable form of dial will be of

reading for any given station, it is
obviously essential to be able to set
them in this way with the greatest
accuracy.

denser with an

naturally be a handicap, since it will
not be possible to be certain that the
capacity of the condenser is the same
every time the dial is set to a certain

material assistance in accurate tuning.
The tendency nowadays is to increase

the size of dials, a diameter of 4 in.

instead of 3 in. being found an
immense advantage for ease of control.

The 'increase in the size of the dial

allows of the provision of a good-sized
knob which is convenient for the
fingers to grasp, and, further, the
engraved scale automatically becomes

heard.

much more, open, thereby facilitating
the taking of accurate readings.

condensers, and especially on the dials
and knobs fitted for operating them.
When it is desired to calibrate a receiver the need for accuracy and good
design of the tuning controls becomes
particularly apparent. A tuning con -

Large Dials Not Always Necessary
It will be apparent from the above
that it is worth while to fit dials of
large size to a receiver, but it should
be noted that it is not necessary to
go to the trouble of fitting such dials

desired

signal

from

being

to the spindles of all the variable condensers on which they are not already
provided by the makers. On the multistage H.F. type of receiver mentioned
already it will certainly be best to have*
all the dials alike, since by this means
it will be an easy matter to obtain
identical 'readings on all of them.

In a receiver employing only one

stage of high -frequency amplification,
however, with, say, tuned anode coup-

A large dial will give a much more open scale than one of small diameter,
as will be seen from this photograph, while the appearance of the panel is
often considerably enhanced.

ling, it will be sufficient to fit a large
dial to the condenser used for tuning
the anode circuit. The tuning of the
aerial circuit in such receivers, if an
ordinary straight " circuit is used,
is not generally very .critical. For
calibration of the receiver, if this is
carried out, the anode circuit only
need be calibrated, since this will
remain treasonably constant, while the
calibration of the aerial circuit - will
depend on the particular aerial in use
at the moment and on other factors.
It will, therefore, be unnecessary to
fit a special dial to the aerial tuning
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The Dubilicon 30/-

MONEY SAVE IR

II
..

The Dubilicon is a remarkably useful invention. It
will save you money and at the same time enable you
to be quite sure you have the best values of fixed
condensers in every part of your circuit.
The Dubilicon consists of eight condenser units, which
by means of Clix plugs (made by Messrs. Autoveyors,
Ltd., 84, Victoria Street, S.W.1) of which two are
given with every Dubilicon, can be connected to give
a very large number of different capacities, ranging up to
0.011 mfd,

If, for example, you want to find the best capacity to
use in a grid circuit, all you do is try various values
with the Dubilicon in circuit until you have the right
one. Yo'u note the value, and 'then buy a Dubilier
Mica Condenser of that value; and there you are
p00That is why we tell you that, instead of buying a large
number of unnecessary condensers of different values,
and trying each one; you should buy one Dubilicon
for 30/- and save money !'
!

cash prize
ha connection with the Oubilicon, there is an interesting little problem. How many different capacities
can be obtained by using it? For example, taking the
first two units only, you get two values by using
each separately, one by using them in parallel, and
another when they are in series. Total 4. How
many arrangements are possible by using the first
five units, both separately and in various cornbinations ?
To the purchaser of a Dubilicon who sends in a
correct estimate, we will award a cash prize of
£200.
If two or more competitors send in a correct solution, this prize
will be divided equally among them, while if no correct solution is forthcoming, the prize will be awarded to the competitor furnishing
a figure most closely approximating the correct estimate, or divided
among them equally it more than one is included in this category.
By courtesy of the Trader Publishing Co., Ltd., the competition will
be judged by the Editor of the Wireless Trader," whose decision
will be final.
All you have to do is to purchase a Dubilicon from your Wireless
Dealer. It will be given to you in a sealed box containing a numbered

Entry form, and Ai particulars of the competition
as well as instructions for the use of the Dubilicon.
N.B.-You must purchase from a Wireless Dealer.
caanndnothtesusrpailyoiclirtet box must be unbroken. We

We would like you to, remember that only a limited
number of Dubiliconeeing made, so you will be
well advised to buy quickly.
Don't forget that you will be purchasing the most
useful condenser ever made, as well as a chance of
winning L200 outright
!

,36u.ik
R6Cosre.neo

1,f

?RASE MARK

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO 09251 LTD

ADVERT. OF THE DuEILLER CONDENSER Co. (1923)LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON,W. 3.

TELEPHONE; CHISWICK 2241-2.3.

E.R.S. 184
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over a wide
range of frequencies
IF your loud speaker does not give uniformly
good reproduction of all notes, tones,
instruments and voices, the trouble can prob-

ably be eliminated by the use of the B.T.H.

Transformer,

Its chief characteristics are :
HIGH AND CONSTANT AMPLIFICATION
over a wide range of fi clue cies (see curve below).

PERFECT REPRODUCTION, free from distortion,
with maximum volume and absolute purity of tone.

TOTALLY ENCLOSED and thus protected from
moisture, dirt, and mesh inieal damage.

UNIFORM RESULTS enured by the use of a single
spool of molded composition to contain all windings.
Separate spacers not employed.

NEGLIGIBLE LOSSES-the result of careful design
and workmanship.

LARGE CORE perfectly jointed, eliminates stray fields
and renders screening unnecessary.

=

Made in 2 ratios
4:1 and 2:1

25/-

FTRANSFORMERS MM.
AmPumunom cum 111111
WITH B.4.VALVES

CM111111111111=1111111

Mil
1%
111111111111111111111111

milipi_lmwimonwwwilwri

11111161W111111
lisomm
summ
NNE .... imi 2.00 um

imie

Imo

ktr) B.T.H.

L.F. Transformer
Insist on B.T.H- the Best ofAll

The British Thomson Houston Co..Ltd_
Crown House. Aldwych.London W.C..

going to make a set?

Dort forget to use

GL

BRITISH MADE RECD!
COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE"

Red, Yellow,

White, Green,

Blue and BlacK
10 foot

2

foot

COILS

LENGTHS

to

Four assorted

Be

sure

see the
LEW seal
Per 1/2 Coil

colours in

an envelope
Per 11. Pkt.

Obtainable from all dealers
Write for interesting descriptive leaflet
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO, AND SMITHS LTD.
(Makers of Electric II ire for 0110 go years),

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1

This inarli

guarantees quality.
ODD
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condenser if this is not already provided,

"Reinartz " Reaction
In receivers employing one of the

several possible forms of " Reinartz "
circuit, in which the reaction is con-

trolled by means of a variable condenser, it will be best to: Et large dials
to both the main tuning condenser and
that used for reaction -control. For
the reception of distant stations it will

then be possible to set the reaction
control' with great accuracy, the in-

The provision of a goodsized knob on a variable
condenser allows the

fingers to obtain a firm
and comfortable grip.

herent smoothness of this form of reaction being assisted by the improved
mechanism available to the operator.

Geared Condensers.
So faino mention has been made of
gearing or other slow-motion drives
as a help to fine tuning. The large
dial in itself makes a considerable
difference to the " feel " of a receiver
and renders it much more pleasant to
handle. On the shorter waves especially, when one of the " Reinartz ' circuits is used, it becomes possible to
set the receiver so that it is just oscillating for the reception of faint continuous wave signals, and to keep it
in that state much more readily than

Allowing for Backlash
If a condenser or dial with this
defect has been purchased, or if the

in the dial is undesirable for use in

wear and tear, it is possible to- over-

ployed at all, it will usually be best

the dial is rotated, note being taken

edge of the dial.
In conclusion, it should not be over-

component has !developed: backlash from

fingers and with which it is not so
easy to make minute variations of

come the difficulty to a certain extent.
It is necessary to find out to how many
degrees on the dial the movement due
to the backlash corresponds. This is
quite easily done by watching the
moving plates of the condenser while

Well constructed geared dials are an
additional help to fine control, but they

of the number of degrees of free movement. Then when the receiver is
being tuned allowance should be made

with a dial which. somewhatcramps the
capacity.

can be more trouble than they are
worth if backlash is present in the
gearing to any appreciable extent.
Though it is possible to " come up to "

a station slowly, if the exact tuning
point is overshot, backlash in the gear-

ing will mean that the dial has to be
turned- back " loose" on the spindle
for a certain distance, perhaps for a
degree or two.
Unless one is thoroughly accustomed

to the feel of the dial the spindle may
start to move before its movement is
noticed, with the result that the cor-

rect point is overshot again on the
other side.

for this number of degrees whenever

the direction of rotation of the dial
is reversed in carrying out fine tuning.

the variable condenser of a wavemeter.

For the accuracy that is required in
such instruments, if gearing- is em-

to provide some form of external gearing. The dial will then be fixed rigidly
on the spindle in the usual way, and a
slow-motion device wilt be brought into
use independently when required, act-

ing either on the spindle or on the
looked by those who like their receivers

to . possess a good " finish " that the
panel of a receiver is often much

enhanced by the large type of dial,

quite- apart from the additional advantages -secured in ease of operation.

Calibration Precautions
When calibration is carried out on
a dial with a fault of this nature the
dial must be turned in one direction
only while the checking of the various
readings is being carried out. Otherwise some of the readings may be a

degree or so out, depending on the
actual amount of the backlash present.
For this reason gearing which is incorporated in the condenser itself or

When choosing a slowmotion dial for a wave -

meter condenser it is
often best to obtain one
with some form of ex-

ternal gearing, so that
the dial can be rigidly
attached to the spindle.

cfb
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TWO MORE
SUCCESSFUL "MIDGETS "
ViSI.P.68)46g

am just writing you a few

lines to say how much I appreciate the
" Midget " one -valve set described by
Mr. A. S. Clark in the May, 1925, issue
of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. I have
had every number of this good book so
far. My aerial is a twin, about 25 ft.
high and 32 ft. in length. I have got
a poor condenser, it being a standard
type, not a square -law. My earth is
a good one.
I have. received Daventry, London,
Birmingham, Cardiff, Bournemouth,
Manchester, Nottingham, Stoke-onTrent, Radio -Toulouse, Berne, Hamburg, Muenster, Rome, Madrid, and
San Sebastian. I think that this list
is a record one.
My chum has made this set also, and
has had the same success. I hope. that
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR will Con-

tinue its good work for a long time.
Wishing you all' success.
.

hours faithfully,
ERIC HUNT (age 16).

Dudley.
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pOSSIBLY you may have noticed in

the papers recently reports of

attacks upon howlers by infuriated mobs of listeners in several parts

of the country. To say that feeling
has run high is to put it mildly. Masts
have been hewn down-I am speaking
the literal see -this -wet,

see -this -dry

truth-and their sites sown with salt;

aerials have been earthed by the simple

expedient of attaching a brick to a
piece of wire and lobbing it gently

over them ; eyes have been blacked
and pates cracked.
In fact, in several places wireless
enthusiasts have been enjoying themselves as entht iastically and as thoroughly as if they had been inhabitants
of An Irish village on the evening after

June, 1926

" Hullo ! " There was no reply. I
replaced the receiver. The bell rang

Then I rang up exchange.
In short, though I could speak to no
one and no one could speak to me I
again.

There was no answer from exchange.

getting everybody's rings, and
so were lots of other people.
was

Worse and Worse
On the next day my neighbour completed the erection of his aerial, which
hung six inches or so above the 'phone
wires. It was a calm morning, and all
appeared to be well. During the afternoon a breeze sprang up, causing the

unstayed mast to' sway gracefully,
whilst the aerial wire now stretched
taut, now slackened off to repose grace-

fully upon the property of the Post Master General. My telephone again
went mad; madder than ever, for it
brought in rings and bits of conversation and odds and ends from 2LO.

My neighbour realised that he had
been over -ambitious, and took down,
his aerial, breaking my telephone line
in the process. The next day he re slung his wire at a lower level, which
done, he proceeded to tune in.
.

eyes have been blacked
and pates cracked

.

.

a horse fair. I am not surprised,
mind you. Not long ago I observed a
new aerial in course of erection in a
garden which is, as they would say
on the other side of the St. George's
contagious " to my own.
Channel,
Whenever this kind of thing happens
I go goosey all over, and usually my
apprehensions are more than justified.
In this case the worst befell.

Dispensing with a Mast
To begin with, my enthusiastic
neighbour had the brilliant idea of
slinging his aerial over the telephone

wires which cross his garden and mine.
The process was quite simple. Attach-

ing a stone to a length of cord, he
flung it over the wires.

He then fixed

the end of the cord to his aerial wire
and hauled up. At this point he decided to call it a day, and knocked off
until the morrow. Feeling that I had
at any rate one evening's respite I
retired to my den. I had just entered
'when the telephone bell rang.

I pick^d up the receiver and said

Musical Moments
For three weeks now he has been
tuning in 2L0, but not yet has he got
He has been
him quite perfectly.

come back to London, hoping that he
is coquetting with the other stations,
he is sure to come back, too, within a
few minutes.

I was just preparing the other night

to write an- order to the stares for a
hundredweight of dynamite when it
occurred to me that I had better consult my friend, Mr. Gumplethorpe,
before doing anything rash. Having
advanced

by

stages euphemistically

called easy from crystal to valve, Mr.
Gumplethorpe has now returned from
valve to crystal.

Crystal for Comfort
There are, as ho explained to me

when I was shown into his wireless
room, heaps of good points about the
crystal. It does not go up in a blue
flame if you make a wrong connection,

it does not give you shocks when you

try to tighten two terminals simul-

and it costs far less.
Further, it allows you to enjoy wire-

taneously,

less properly, since if there is no loudspeaker your family is not always insisting upon having jazz in order that,
it may dance.

No Gentle Methods
I asked him if he were not bothered
by the doings of my neighbour, who
is also his. Mr. Gumplethorpe replied
with some heat that he was a good deal

almost there on dozens of occasions,

6

but he has never succeeded in getting

out of his set just that last micro micro -ounce after which the single valve beginner strains. Sometimes he

runs rapidly up and down the scale
from a grunt to a squeak, and back

again; sometimes ho does a largo move-

ment of slow, majestic sweeps; sometimes he emits a steady whistle for a
quarter of an hour on end.

A Consultation

.

All this, of course, is very worrying.

If only my neighbour would stick to
2L0 I would not mind so much, for I
could tune hi Hamburg or Belfast or

Birmingham; I might even in a sudden
access of energy change my dells and
get Daventry or Radio -Paris. But if

I do attempt to go further afield it is
as certain as death and taxes that the

other fellow will have the same inspiration. Telepathy? Well, possibly. At

any rate, as soon as I try for Something else, he does the same, and if I

my telephone again
went mad

.

.

.

more than bothered. When I told
him about dynamite he said that he
was not a believer in such gentle
methods of curing howlers. His own

idea was that, having properly dis-

guised ourselves in masks, we should
sally forth armed with nail -studded
clubs to interview the offender. When

we had beaten him into a jelly and
thrown the body into the dustbin we
would pour a few gallons bf petrol
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HIRE PURCHASE.
Messrs. TAYLOR & CO.,
Ltd., 49/53,
Sussex
Place, South Kensington,
S.W.7 (near Sout Kensington Station); are

prepared to arrange for
the sale of A. J.S. Receiv-

ers and Loud Speakers
on easy payments.

is nothing complicated or difficult
Turn a switch
here, and a dial there, and music issues forth
from the Loud Speaker-real music, not a poor

THERE
about AJ.S. Receivers.

A TWO -VALVE LOUD

SPEAKER RECEIVER

This Installation represents

imitation.
Under normal circumstances you have a choice
of programmes ; and, moreover, the programmes
may be received reasonably free from interference owing to the selective design of the circuits.

maximum Radio Value, both
as regards efficiency and
appearance.

Receiver only - £8 2s. 6d.
A, J.S. Junior Lond Speaker,

35/-

Complete with Loud Speaker
and alI accessories,

A.J.S. Receivers are contained within cabinets
of particularly artistic lines. They are beautifully designed
craftsmen.

from

fine

woods

by

£13 18s. 6d.

expert

111/ay we send you particulars ?

The price of the model illustrated, without Loud
Speaker, is £26 15s. complete.

11[Sign the Coupon3I1

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.,

RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON.

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.
Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON.
Telephone: x748 (7 lines). Telegrams: "Reception, Wolverhampton."

London Showrooms : 122-124, Charing Cross Rd.,W.C.

Please send Publications Nos. 118 and 12a, describing
Loud Speakers and Receivers.

Name
Address

Telephone: Regent y161-2. Telegrams: " Ajayesseo, Westcent, London." (i) w.C, June/26.

Issued by

glee

Publicity Dept., A.J.S.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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LEADERSHIP-no matter in what

reputation for superior workmanship

after something better. The makers of the

tone and such unique volume. Wherever
superior quality of reproduction is
appreciated there will you find the
13rown. There's a reason ; ask your
Dealer to demonstrate and you'll under-

field-means a continuous striving

World's first wireless Loud Speaker are
continually seeking new ways of improving the already unexcelled range of

instruments bearing the name of 113rOWn.
In this way do they uphold the JST01V11

which is responsible for such purity of

stand 1131:0W11 success.

Choose your Instrum ent from this Range :
Type H.2.

Type H.1.

21 ins. high.
f5 5
120 ohms
2,000 ohms.. £5 8
4,000 ohms.. £5 10

12 ins. high.

120 ohms .. 12

Type H.B.
ins. in height
and in resistance° of
2,000 or 9,000 ohms
15

5
8

2,000 ohms.. 12
4,000 ohm... £2 10

23

0

In Mahogany or Oak Cabinet,
.. 10 6s.
2,000 or 9,000 ohms

Cabinet
Type

Type H.Q.
ins. high.
Resistance:

Type H.4.

The smallest Brown
Loud Speaker. Only
10 ins. high. 2,000
or 4,000 ohms 41 10

20

2,000 or 4,000 ohms

Type Q.
23 Ins. high.
In resistances of
120, 2,000 or 9,000

ohms ..
£6 0
The only Lou] Speaker which

The
Crystovox

works from a Crystal Sot

£15 16

46 0

Zrown Headphones
Type A. 110. 2,000 or 4,000 ohms
6,000 ohms
..

12 10

/3

Type A.2. Unequalled for sensitiveness.

0

2,000 ohms

..

£1 10

Type F.

Weight only
2,000 ohms ..

6

on,

20/-

%. a 3r0W11, eta., Western Avenue, North Acton, W.3
Retail Showrooms ; 19,

Mortimer Street, W.1, 15, Moorfields, Liverpool, 67, High Street, Southampton.
Scottish Depot; 120, Wellington Street, Glasgow.

Gilbert A d. 5005.

An Opinion

to Respect
" It may interest you to
know that I consider that
your Selector to be the only
Variable Condenser on the
market which is suitable for
incorporation into the ' Split
Coil Neutrodyne' Circuits
which have recently become
so popular. With this circuit
the Condenser tuning the
Anode Coil has both the
rotor and stator at High
Frequency potential and with

7444447-1417,,''",i

:.:tow.erz.e

..,roww1-1-z"'""Ixozze*-n'fe
rolr;,,

.0553 mfd. 14s. Od.

One hole fixing. Other capacities if required.
Descriptive solder upon request.
Colvern Independent Vernier - Price 2s. ed.
Ask your dealer also for the Colvern Low Loss
Price 6s. Od.
Coil Former

Efesca Regenerative Aerial
Tuner is a specially designed
form of Tapped Aerial Coil incorporating Aerial Reaction in a
self-contained Unit.
'The

Reaction is effected by means of a rotor
revolving in a separately wound section

of the Aerial Coil, thereby effecting
maximum reaction over the whole wave
band covered by the coil. Wavelength
range 15o to 2 ,6ao metres in conjunction with a -0005 variable condenser
in parallel.
Complete with Knob, Pointer

and Scale

most Condensers this means
that hand capacity effects are
so troublesome as to make
the circuit not worth while.'
find however that your
I
Selector-even in this circuit

Ask your Wireless Dealer
or Electrician for

quite free of hand
capacity. I wonder that you

COMPONENTS

do not make a point of this
in your advertisements."

Your dealer stocks
the Colvernl

Collinson Precision Screw Co.Ltd. Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,
Walthamstow, London, E.17.

744

AERIAL TUNER

Price 321.. each

-is

,

Reading to
The Colvern Selector Low Loss.
1/3,600th capacity.
.0003 mfd. £1
Capacity '0005 mid. £1 Is. Type P. without gear attachment.
Capacity '0005 mfd. 15s. Od.

Regenerative

Telephone : Walthamstow 533.

Catalogue No. 559;4
describing and illustrating

Write for

EFESCA COMPONENTS,

FALK STADELMANN & CO., Ltd.
83-93, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
ALSO AT GLASGOW, MANCHESTER AND BIRMINGHAM
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Mr.. Gumplethorpe-continued
about the house and set fire to it.
" That," said Mr. Gumplethorpe,
" should settle the fellow's hash, I

will go out," I said, " and see what
this hubbub is about." I went to the
back door and strode out into the
garden, where I was instantly assailed
by a raging mob.
" Yah ! " they

rather fancy."
I pooh-poohed this humanitarian

shouted. " There he is. Grab him,
somebody." In my young days I was

suggestion. I proposed that we should

begin by applying the Chinese Torture
" That," I
of The Thousand Cuts.
said, " should make the chappy howl
to some purpose." This done, my idea
was that we should apply to the soles

something of a sprinter, but never, I

The Terrible Truth
genial of men and has no enemies.

Why, then, was the whole community
thus arrayed against him? Above the

noise of the blows of the axes that
were biting deep into Mr. Gumplethorpe's aerial mast we made out
shouts of " Ether hog " and " Con-

I was just warming to my work when

a brickbat sailed through one of the
panes of the window, and, narrowly

missing Mr. Gumplethorpe's right ear,
reduced his cherished wavemeter to
fragments.
Mr. Gumplethorpe leapt
to the window, leaping back again with
far greater velocity as an exceedingly
dead cat' hurtled through the night air
The cat was followed
towards him.
by an egg, which was even more dead,
its flight through the air being accompanied by howls of execration which
proceeded from the garden.

The Attack
in

every

limb,

Gumplethorpe sank into a chair.

pletely mystified.

The attack seemed utterly unprovoked, for he is the mildest and most

of his feet black -hot soldering irons
connected to the A.C. mains. We
could then slowly roast him before a
fire made from his own wireless gear.
Bombarded !

Trembling

sally forth armed with the poker to do
battle with the mob. Knowing that if
he did so he would instantly be rent in
pieces, I managed with some difficulty
to restrain his ardour. Meantime the
uproar in the garden was increasing.
Mr. Gumplethorpe and I were com-

.

.

an exceedingly dead cat
hurtled through

denser wangler !' and " We'll show you
how to squeal," accompanied by credit.

.

.

think,. have I covered ten yards in such

wonderful time as I did those whioh
separated me from the door. There
are occasions when, as some sapient
person remarked long ago, absence of
body is infinitely better than presence
This was clearly one of
of mind.

them. I withdrew.
I found Mr. Gumplethorpe trembling with rage and quite prepared to

Me.

"I

able vocal imitations of the wireless
howls that we all know so well.

The truth dawned upon us both
simultaneously. They believed that
poor Mr. Gumplethorpe was the fellow
who had been rending the local welkin

of late, and they were out to have his
blood. Scarcely had the terrible truth
upon us when a crash
announced the breaking in of the back

dawned

door, and the next moment the vanguard of the avengers entered Mr.
Gumplethorpe's den.

START RIGHT By Building Your Set on

Straight Line Frequency
Ultra Low Loss
Precision Condensers
'0005 rad. 12/6

.0005 nwfd.

Micro Vernier Recording
Dial, 7/6

IROLITt
PANEL '

DE

'

Easily Worked-use acetone as adhesive,
thus making a strong and neat joint
without screws

LUXE

EFFICI ENT
& ELEGANT

SEND FOR LIST OF

4 Finishes :

The Formo Company

Polished
Black

COMPONENTS
OF ADVANCED DESIGN
MANCHESTER : J. B. Levee,

23, Hartley St., Levenshutme.

CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD.

Telephone: Heaton Moor, 475.

.N.W. 2

f-YOURS FOR 20/---1
The `Tonyphone ' GIL is a two
valve receiver of remarkable selectivity. having a range of well
over 1,000 miles. Receives -all
B.B.C.andmostConttnentalStaHons. Will he sent on approval

complete with all Accessories on
receipt of 20y -.Yo n paya farther
El each month or 5 /- each- week.

Supplied

Polished

Ex Stock

Ma ho gany

Polished
Walnut

Thickness

The

Tonyphone

In handsome Mahogany Cabi-

net Complete with Accumulator,

H.T. Battery, Aerial, r parr of
4,000 ohms Headphones and 2
Valves-r High Frequency and
Detector.

BRITISH

Wavy

Etched
Black
A inset attractive panel finish which does not show scratches or finger marks

afterwards until completed.

Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.

a --

PRICES

Polished Black ...

-1116-ff VI'

Mahogany, Walnutl 3 /t
r Tic
1 and Wavy

3d.
4

1id.
4
1//

Sq. inch
yl

4

IF YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS OUT OF STOCK, PLEASE

INFORM US HIS NAME AND ADDRESS AT ONCE

All Royalties paid.

Illastratet Price Liat tree on application.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS

CO.

(Battery Dept.), Abbey House, Victoria Street. London, S.W.1

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6, GT. PORTLAND STREET

LONDON, W.1

.S.A.

rPblvinz to advertisers, please mention-THE 'WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR.
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Mr. Gumplethorpe
Virtue Triumphant
The leader, the generalissimo, of the
attacking force was no other than our
neighbour of the newly -erected aerial.
With shouts of execration he dashed

to the table,

seized

Mr.

Gumple-

lhorpe's poor little set and held it high
above his head. " This will teach

continued

style a fade-out. " If you want to
find the howler," I cried, " you
haven't far to look," and I pointed an
accusing finger at him. He stammered
and spluttered, but his guilt was
written plainly upon his face. Giving
tongue like a pack of hounds, they fell

upon him and bustled him from the
house.
What happened to him we

him," he yelled, as he dashed it into

the fireplace. And then a silence fell
Upon the room as the crowd surveyed

the bits and pieces that were rolling

upon the floor. They saw the mangled
remains of a crystal detector, with
never a sign of a valve. They glanced
round the room.
No batteries met their gaze, no valve
boxes, no rheostats, none of the things

that go to make up the kind of set
that lets the world know when it is
working. The crowd looked abashed.
Their leader sought hard for words

If all his rose trees have been trampled
flat, their absence, he explains, will
increase the effective height of his
aerial. The felling of his old mast will

give him just the excuse that he

needed for erecting a new one, vastly
taller. His set is in smithereens, but
it had been in existence for nearly a
month, and as Mr. Gumplethorpe is a
real wireless enthusiast, it was about
due for rebuilding. Anyhow, he says,
even if his demesne was laid waste and
his gear pulverised, it was worth all
this and more to get rid of the arch howler.

Have You Had Your
Free Blueprint Yet ?
.

.

tut failed to find them. Another fel-

dashed it into
the fireplace

.

Use the Coupon
(available up to

.

low became spokesman, apologising to

Mr. Gumplethorpe and saying that

they were quite sure that he would
understand.

The Villain's Fate
It was at this moment that I ob-

served the real offender endeavouring
to accomplish what on the movies they

have not inquired, but there has since
been a complete absence of howling in
the district.

and including June

From the Beginning

Write for a blueprint of the

30th) on p.. 792.
set you like best in this issue.

the unfortunate Mr.
Gumplethorpe must start. all over
again. He is very cheerful- about it.
And

now

THE TRUTH ABOUT
L.F. TRANSFORMER IMPEDANCE

Oak or Mahogany Cabinets of Artcraft design
and construction are a
credit to the set you build

E© PA Ft*"

Cabinets "Popular
Type"

Sizes of "Artcraft Popular Type " Cabinets
Pricein Pricein
Oak
Mahog.
10/0
6/0
8/0
12/0
10 x 8 x 6
12/0
18/0
12 X 10 x 8
14/0
19)0
14x 10 X 8
8
x
8
19
14/0
16 x
21/0
29/0
18 X 12X 9
Baseboards Free. Hinged Lids 1/8 extra.
Panel glze Depth

(a) Since amplification depends greatly on high transformer
impedance, the greatest possible impedance should be used at every
stage.

9x 6X6

-,1111.704

Hence it is undesirable for the impedance of the transformer to
(b) Impedance depends on frequency, and to state transformer
impedance without stating the frequency at which it is measured,
conveys nothing.
A good transformer has a high impedance at a frequency as low
as zoo to reproduce low notes satisfactorily.
match that of the valve.

Prices include packing, carriage and insurance to any station in England and
Wales. Prompt delivery guaranteed.

The ARTCRAFT Co.

Send for
Illustrated

rERRAIIT

156, CHERRY ORCHARD RD.. CROYDON
Parr 's dd.

Brochure

INTERVALVE

TRANSFORMERS

CLAYTON

f

EBONITE

TYPE A.F.3

Poor ebonite won't

help to make an efficient set. You want to
be sure of insulation
and unless your ebonite is guaranteed
this will be unlikely.

have the following impedances :

At 100 periods 50,000 ohms
At 500 periods 410,000 ohms
NO BETTER TRANSFORMER
IS AVAILABLE AT ANY PRICE

Ask your dealer for Leaflet Wa 4or

FERRANTI LTD
746

MOUNTED
ON WHAT?

After all, cheap

ebonite is only an

25/ Ratio 3.5 to I
HOLLINWOOD,
LANCASHIRE.

-(,

imitation of Clayton.
Write us for name of

nearest stockist-it's
worth

the trouble.

CLAYTON RUBBER CO. LTD., Dept. E 5.,
Progress Works, Croft St., Clayton, Manchester.
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A page of information of interest to all constructors.
By H. J. BARTON-CHAPPLE, W

/T is

., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

often found that home constructors, when testing out a new
receiver, or even experimenting with
an old one, are prone to cause the set
to oscillate unintentionally. Under
these circumstances, it will not be out
of place to indicate once more the
simple test that can be applied in
order to ascertain the condition of the
receiver as far as " howling " is con-

1/THEN performing wireless experiments or testing a receiving set,
records of -the methods adopted and the

which is connected in the circuit to be

THE effects of hand capacity when
tuning with a condenser prove a
troublesome factor with many wireless
experimenters, and several devices are
adopted in practice either to eliminate

The finger is placed on the
grid terminal of the valve holder,

cerned.

examined, and the nature of the re resultant click (or absence of same) is
indicative of the condition of that
circuit, as the following table shows:Type of Circuit.
Grid condenser, no oscillations
Grid condenser, oscillations
No grid condenser, no oscillations ..
No grid condenser, oscillations
..

THE multi -stranded phosphor bronze
wire, such as the Mars " aerial

wire, makes an excellent catswhisker
for a crystal detector. A short length
should be cut off, and one end of this
should be frayed out to provide a

number of metallic contacts on the face of the crystal, while the other end nrnst
be fixed in the small holding nut which
usually accummodates the ordinary
catswhisker.

corded will become a fund of informa-

tion which may be drawn upon when
necessary.

o)

T.:9

Finger'on grid terminal.

Finger Removed.

Click

Probable click
Loud Click
No click

Loud Click
No click
Click

Click

or reduce these effects:

One such

method, -which will prove quite useful,

is to provide a sort of shield between
the condenser dial land the hand.
This will be best understood by referring to Fig. I, which shows a sheet of
aluminium foil mounted on the underside of the ebonite panel immediately
beneath the dial. This metallic shield,

reduced.

denser dial.
SLOW -MOTION devices for attach-

ing to the ordinary variable con-

denser are often an expensive item,

and the simple arrangement indicated
in Fig. 2 will be found very effective

in many circumstances. A small
bracket, made from sheet brass or

in

This bracket accommodates
a small milled nut and screw, to which
is attached a piece of rubber of cylindrical form.
receiver.

This rubber is arranged to have a

friction grip with the periphery of the
condenser dial, so that, on turning the

milled nut, this dial is rotated very
slowly, the' reduction ratio depending
on the relative diameters of the rubber
and dial.

aaa

it

becomes necessary to
compensate for the- evaporation

WHEN

be very careful ,te -add distilled water.
BONNE
PANEL

11

VIEP2LS1

70 EARTH

ALUN/N/UN FOIL

screwed to the ebonite panel of the

of the electrolyte in an accumulator

CONOENSER KNOB AND DUI

"

then be made as desired, after which
the valve filaments may once more be
heated in a gradual manner.
If this expedient is adopted, sudden
Tikes of current in the anode circuit
will be prevented, and risks of transformer damage are thus considerably

Fig. 2.-How to make and fix a slowmotion device to your variable con-

aluminium, is shaped as shown, being

THE burning out of a low -frequency

happening, the filament current should
be turned off via the filament rheostats,
so that this becomes a gradual change.
Alterations in high-tension voltage can

1111111111

results obtained should be made in a
notebook kept expressly for the purpose. This will not only save a lot of
repetition work, but the notes so re-

11111111 1 1 11111111111

transformer can often be attributed to a too sudden application of
current, and, in order to avoid this

11

Fig. 1.-Hand capacity effects may be
reduced by this method. The foil
may be of any non-magnetic metal,
brass or copper being as effective as
aluminium.

which can be circular in shape, similar
to the condenser dial, should then be

earthed, and the 'alteration in tuning
due to the presence of the hand is then
neutralised:

If ordinary tap water is used injury
to the plates may be caused by the

presence of metallic impurities introduced through this medium.
Also, if you make up your own
electrolyte from strong. sulphuric acid

and distilled water, always add the
acid to the water and never vice
versa, as this will then prevent the -

acid from " spitting" and perhaps
causing injury by splashing on to the
hands or clothes.

A CORRECTION

In the " Notes and Jottings " appearing in our last issue a choke of
" 2 henries " was mentioned in the

first note. Readers are asked to note
that this should have read " 20 henries
or more."
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This compact receiver is especially suitable for the light even-

ings of the summer months, as it incorporates a stage of H.F.
amplification.

Now that the days are getting
longer,

many of the distant

stations will be more difficult to

get, the difficulty being the outcome
of the extended daylight hours.
Those enthusiasts whose receivers
are limited to one valve of conventional type with a swinging reaction
ooil will perhaps in some cases find
that stations which could be received
during, say, January have now, so far

as they are personally concerned, completely disappeared. Such stations as
Radio -Belgique, for instances which

C2
.0003

the reception more possible, but will
at the same time simplify the operation of actually picking up the station,

in that the receiver will not require

to be adjusted to the very edge of self -

oscillation before the desired station
be heard.

Tuning Controls
It is true that the number of con-

trols has been increased, but since the
manipulation of these is not particu-

larly difficult, the margin of safety

given by the H.F. stage would seem to

.-+MAAAA4

are housed within the cabinet; the

R3

latter being fitted to an ebonite strip,
which is in turn secured to the back
edge of a baseboard, the cabinet being

2 Megohins

0

slotted to allow of easy accessibility for
battery connections.

N.C.

C3
L .T. -=7"

Fig. 1.-The H.F. valve V1, is stabilised by the neutralising condenser C3.
No reaction coil is used in this receiver.
closes down about 10 p.m. G.M.T., may

justify the slight complication involved

ness does not fall until after many

sary to vary the coupling between two
coils by swinging them apart, this too
may be looked upon as being an improvement upon the conventional
single -valve circuit utilising a swinging reaction coil.

quite conceivably be inaudible except
during the dark hours, and at the
height of the summer season such darkContinental stations have " closed-

dpwn " for the night. -

A Margin of Safety
In such cases as these it is advisable,

at this time of the year at any rate,

to precede the detector valve with at

least one stage of high -frequency
amplification. Such a measure will
not only assist considerably in making

the H.F. valve is completely stable,
whereupon the only variables which
have to be operated are the grid and
anode tuning condensers, neglecting
the two filament resistances, which,
once set, remain so for the duration

such a way that the valves, coil, H.F.
transformer, in fact, everything except
the controlling knobs and terminals,

"--11

croos

For ordinary purposes this neutralising condenser may be so adjusted that

Points in Design
The receiver illustrated is built in

C4 0003

'

denser.

of the evening's reception.

L2

C,

while the second is a detector of conventional type. The first valve, that
is, the H.F., is stabilised by neutralising the inter -electrode capacity of the
valve itself, and while no provision is
made for reaction, should such an
effect be desired, the requirement is
easily satisfied by a slight alteration
in the setting of the neutralising con-

by the extra valve.
Further, as the reaction control can
be of such a type that it is not neces-

The Present Case
In the receiver to be described two
valves as advocated above are rased,

the first being a high -frequency valve,

The American type of cabinet has
been chosen, with upright panel, and
baseboard, the two being held together
by means of right-angle brackets.
Separate filament resistances have
been provided for the valves, thus
making it possible for various types of
valves to be used in either position ;
further, since these filament resistances are of the " dual " type, valves
of either the bright- or dull -emitter

classes may be used for either both
positions or singly.

The Circuit
The circuit arrangement of the re-

ceiver is one which will not be entirely
new to constant readers of THE WIRE-

LESS CONSTRUCTOR, in that the circuit

was discussed from a theoretical point
by Mr. J. H. Reyner in the last issue.

In the practical design the centre tapped coil L, is of the plug-in types
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and may be either of Lissen or Gambrell manufacture. The H.F. trans-

former L L, is also of the plug-in

type, several makes of which will be
found in the advertisement pages; the
neutralising condenser is of small
capacity, and is in this case a " Neutrovernia " condenser of Gambrell
manufacture.
The condensers across the L, and L,
coils, this latter being the primary
winding of the H.F. transformer, are
.000.5 and .0003 respectively, while the

grid condenser C, and grid leak R
are of .0003 capacity and 2 megohms
resistance.
The connection to the
centre -tap of the grid coil L, is made
by means of a flexible lead, which is

secured at the other end to the earth
terminal fitted to the panel of the set.

In this way the coil may be easily

changed should it be desired to cover
a wavelength beyond the range of the
coil in use at the time.

Components and Materials

here.

Readers desirous of building a receiver of this type should first collect
together the following components and
materials whereupon the actual work

of construction may be commenced.
Following upon the item mentioned

will be found in most cases the name
of the manufacturer (or trade mark),
and though, of course, other suitable
makes may be found in the advertisement pages, the values where given
should he adhered ta.

This latter point seems to be one

which

is sometimes

disregarded,

in

that the builder often seems to fall to

the temptation of using some com-

ponent he already possesses, irrespective of whether its value is suitable or
not.

This departure from the values given

may quite conceivably result in considerable

disappointment

Only one plug-in coil is used,
the H.F. transformer being of
standard barrel type, as shown

following

upon the final testing of the set, in
that the set may not cover the broadcast band, or it may be unstable, or,

on the other hand, it may not give

anything like the results claimed for
it by the author.

One grid condenser, .0003, and leak,
2 megrAgns (Dubilier Condenser Co.,
Ltd.).

What You Will Need
One " Radion " panel 14 in. x 7
in. x 11,- in. (American Hard Rubber

strip.
Four

Co., Ltd.).
Caine° " cabinet and baseboard of
suitable size (Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.).
Two variable condensers, .0005 and

.0003 respectively, both square -law
(Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd., " Popular ").
Two dual filament resistances (L.
McMichael, Ltd.).
One " Neutrovernia ". condenser
(Gambrell Bros., Ltd.).
Two non-microphonic valve holders
(Benjamin Electric, Ltd.).

Four nickel terminals and ebonite

" Belling -Lee "
terminals,
"A "F"
" P " (red), " P "

(black) (Belling & Lee, Ltd.).
Short length of rubber -covered
flexible wire.

Quantity No. 16 " Glazite " con

necting wire.
Radio Press panel transfers.
Two centre -tapped coils, No. 60 and
No, 250 (Lissen; Ltd.), or alternatively
Gambrell C and F centre -tapped coils.
Two H.F. transformers, plug-in
type; one for the 300 -600 -metre range
and the other to cover the wavelength
of 5XX.

Valves to Use

One ordinary type valve holder for

baseboard mounting.
One

coil

mounting.

socket

for

baseboard

the " general-purpose "
types of valve may be used with this
receiver, or alternatively special H.F.
valves may be used. Among those
which have actually been tried are the
Mallard " Red Ring," D.E.8H.F.,
D.E.5b., D.E.3, Cossor " Pink Top "
P2, and various types of " generalAny

of

purpose " valves.

Preparing the Panel
After procuring the components, the

panel

should be

marked out and

drilled in accordance with the instructions given in Fig. 2, which shows the
panel layout. Should any departure

be made, however, in the makes of
components as given in the list above,

care should be taken to see that the
same dimensions are appropriate to

the components chosen; that is to say,
the constructor should assure himself
that the dimensions given will allow of
sufficient clearance, and, if there
should not be, then the measurements
should be modified tc suit individual
General purpose valves will function quite satisfactorily in this set,
while the dual rheostats allow

either bright or- din emitters to
be used.

requirements, though in general the
design must not be departed from.

After the holes have been drilled,
the panel should be fitted to the base-.
board, and the whole slid into the
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cabinet to ascertain that a satisfactory
fit is possible; should the panel stick
or fail to enter the front of the

cabinet, then the edges of the panel

should be filed -until a satisfactory fit
results.

Mounting the Components
So far as the panel components are
concerned, these are all of the " one hole " fixing variety, thereby simpli-

fying to a marked degree the actual
mounting of these. The components

upon the baseboard should be arranged
in the manner shown in the wiring dia-

gram, and may be secured by means

of small wood screws.
The laying out of the baseboard

components should be duplicated as
near as possible to the original, as
seen in the photographs, ample clearanoe being given to each for easy acces-

sibility in wiring up.

The coil socket for the centre -tapped

coil marked L, and the holder for the
plug-in transformer should be widely
separated, so as to avoid stray coupling between them. The ebonite strip
carrying the four battery terminals is
secured edgewise to the baseboard by
means of two substantial wood screws.

Connecting Up
As to the wiring up of the set, this

should be fairly easy, on account of the
" roomy " layout. Except where terminals are provided on the components
The
every connection is soldered.
actual connecting wires should be well

spaced, should not run parallel-particularly those leads which complete
the grid and anode circuits-and
should,

wherever practicable,

cross

other wires at a right angle.
As to the manner in which to start,
or, rather, where to start, it is ad -

Only four terminals appear on the front of the receiver, all battery connections being made at the rear.
visable first to connect the filament
in other sets it is generally not to be
lighting circuit, for those leads which
recommended.
are connected to the filament resistThe reason for the absence of any
ances are partly situated below the
appreciable hand -capacity effects reanode tuning condenser. By reason of
sulting from this connection of the
their position, should the connections
moving element is probably due to the
to the rheostat be left to a later stage,
fact that the anode circuit tuning is
it may be found difficult to apply the
by no means sharp, even when the
soldering iron at the necessary points.
moving vanes are connected in the
more conventional manner; from obCondenser Connections
servation of this point no difference in
It will be noticed that in this set operation could be found, using either
connection ; the selectivity of the set
the fixed vanes of the anode tuning
being given by the fine tuning
condenser are connected to H.T. posiafforded by the grid tuning condenser.
tive, and the reason why this was
done was to simplify the actual wiring
Testing the Set
to the neutralising condenser.
In practice there seems to be no ill Having satisfied oneself that the
effect from this measure so far as the
wiring is correct by a careful check
present receiver is concerned, though
against the wiring diagram (Fig. 8),
3 P8" A

V

Fig. 2.-The panel kyout is symmetrical, and all necessary dimensions are given here. Blueprint C1044A.
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POSITIVELY
NO BACK -LASH

MAKE a note of the exclusive features which are
found combined in the PENTON Type " A "
Geared Coil Holder, and in no other-aids to
better reception, easier tuning, smoother movement and
finer adjustment.
1.

Adjustable Metal Bearing, %shirt,

2.

Metal -to -metal Gears, reducing the speed of the moving
block by S to I, and so secure that the moving block cannot

absolutely banishes
backlash and (by a simple half -turn of the screw) re-engages
the gears if they become worn after long use.

IGRANICPACENT

tall back.
3.

True Straight Line
Frequency Variable Condenser.

Special PENTON Locking Device for securing the moving
block rigidly in any position.
If not yet obtainable from your local Wireless Dealer,
send us his name and address and ask for illustrated
pamphlet, or send P.O. for 6/-, and we will send you '
a PENTON Geared Cail Holder by return, Post Free.

Summer Reception

PRIOEt

6/ -

Extra long anti capacity handle

%eOnly
2:11fect

HoIdeP.

Special plugs
Provide

GEARED

contact

calls for high efficiency

POST FREE
Suitable for panel
mounting or base-

Perfect

electrical

board mounting.

COIL MOLDER

The best period of the year for long-distance reception is passing. With the advance of Summer it will be more difficult to
tune in those distant stations which were picked up so easily a
short time ago.
Only by using highly efficient components in your receiver can

Other pats. pending.

Pat. No. 193150.

THE PENTON ENGINEERING 00.,

15, Cromer Street, Gray's Inn Road,

London,

W.C.1

CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET
Made for Sets, "As good as money can buy,"
"Harmony Four Receiver," "The Melody Three"
Special Cabinets made to Customer's measurements.

a really satisfactory standard of performance be maintained
throughout the year. A great deal depends upon the efficiency
of tuning devices-for it is in the tuning circuits of a receiver
that losses are most detrimental-the available energy is small
and must be carefully conserved.
Build the Igranic-Pacent True -Straight Line Frequency Variable Condenser into your receiver and you may feel confident

that the energy in your aerial is being utilised to the best

Prices quoted.

possible advantage-not dissipated in wasteful losses.
Further, the perfect ease of tuning afforded by the even distri-

bution of stations over your condenser dial will make reception
a real pleasure.
Dust proof bearings give silky tuning movement, and one or
three hole fixing is provided for.
No better Straight -Line Variable Condenser can be obtained

at the price.

.00035 mid. 14/6.

.0005 mfd. 18/6.

Write
for

Ask your

dealer to
Cash with Order. Fumed Oak
Dark or Jacobean Oak
Real Mahogany

...

5

0

El 10
El 14

0
0

El
...
...

Detachable 7" deep Base Board to mount 21" by 7" panel to slide cut of Cabinet front.

ELECTRIC

show you.

List J 18.

*41TW
Exclusive Manufacturing Licensees of Pacent-Radio Essentials,

Also supplied at 10/- extra with two beaded front doors placed
2 ins. in front of the enclosed panel.

149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and perfectly Fitted at low extra cost.

Works : BEDFORD.

All Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass hard surface
SENT FREE.-Catalogue
that cannot be soiled or scratched.
of

standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes
Packed and delivered free in U.K.

and

woods.
NO. C3

( BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, GLASGOW,

BRANCHES 1, LEEDS,

MANCHESTER,

NEWCASTLE.

dkAtt\Alikiiki4/4A44., &AA AikkAANA

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough
In replying to advertisers, please mention THE

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.:
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J.B.

LOW LOSS
GEARED
VERNIER

LOSS.

..

.001

.00071 .. 11/9
.0005 ... 10/6
.0003
01.
.00025
8/9
.0002
.000/.

Get Rid of
Valve Trouble
Get rid

- 8/0

-

THROUGH MANY
EXPERIMENTS

(CO to 11

.. 1716
.00075 .. 16/8
.001

.0005
.0003

.. 15/-

.. 18/6
.00025 .. 18/8

.0002
.0001

..

...

Here is the variable condenser
which provides even more than
mechanical perfection. It le
this often overlooked and additional factor which should
decide your choice of variable

131181-

of these disturbing

noises-prevent
the danger of breakage from
tnicrophonic

condensers.

shock. Ask your dealer for the
new improved Lotus Buoyancy
Valve Holder, which absorbs

When your first experimental
receiver includes J.B. Condensers-you may be
sure that further experiments - however
exacting-cannot call

shock and protects your valves.

for a better condenser.

Valve sockets and springs are
locked together by a mechanical process, making a definite
and permanent connection.

J.B. Condensers are
proud

possessors of

Bakelite

have

consequently

mouldings,

famous throughout the
world for complete

efficiency. The

J.B. Condensers who

nickel

contributed towards
this world-wide renown, are your guides

silver springs and phosphor

viihout

mon
bronze sockets, nickel -plated.

Terminals

21s

\

With

to the Utmost guning
effiCiency.

For successful experi-

ments and the complete efficiency of any

type of receiver you
must build with J.B.
Variable Condensers.

-

2/6 \ VAD0?i:icaPERI

Pat. No. 241805

-m'cR°F**2

R

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,

Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool.
Makers of the famous Lotus Vernier Coil Holder.

.':

,..!.,

GErRARD 7414

THE PELICAN UNIVERNIER

10
IA ?
'..

LONDON (First Floor)

THE MARCH OF

Mi
e

Ueliphane:-

8. POLAND 5T -OXFORD ST

'':-._

'-'-.....011---Z-'

- --...'-'-:

The Pelican Linivernier is steadily moving

'%!..
4, .4..

",

.',

on to more panels because it does give

/,...--

t. ' - -4.,-...., absolute vernier control.

'': ... dil'.

I

/W.

-

.,

(4114
i.: 0 .=

''?iiie

Simply take off the dials of your variable
condensers and put on the " Pelican."

.

Price 6/ 0.

Guaranteed throughout.
al,

Obtainable from all dealers.

-.,are

I

11
JI

Cahill & Company, Ltd.,

I

-- -

64, Newman St., London, W.1.

,;,

g,

ft:4;4e

,01.

4/.

L
rel 0: Ad.

PURITY

SCREENED COILS

I

Developed by Mn. J. H. REYNER, and
described in "Wireless Weekly,"
Magnum Screening box corn-

APERIODIC H.F.
TRANSFORMERS
300,1600,

Aerial Coil

2 5 o/ 5 5 o

D.E. Transformer for use with

5 50

'r2oo,

0500/3000 metres

plete with 6 -pin base mounted I C /.
on ebonite ...
...
... AIR,

10 I 0

4/6
7/6

I;ACH
,__

P

PLUS
POWER
GAMBRELL L.F.
TRANSFORMERS
are built up to the same

standard of efficiency

\ --; ,
,....-

41%,

,t,

In other

words they are unsurpassable at any price.

If unable to obtain
locally, write direct and

ask for literature.
Stage I, 2516

Stage II, 25/6

GAMBRELL BROTHERS, Ltd.

76, VICTORIA ST
LONDON, S.W .I.,

`,-'

)---------7
....,-_- ,--_-----_,-,-,,=,

as the wonderful Gambrel! Coils.

fia- 2

\ -"AR- -17::.....,---.-_,_------._------------,-:

THE NEW MAGNADYNE SUPER -HET
Demonstrations arranged by appointment.

Ni0:1.-

MAGNUM Single
Coil Holder. For
Baseboard Mounting,
as used in several
Radio

Press

sets

PRICE 1 /9

Components supplied for all sets described
Send stamp for Lasts.
tin this issue.

PoURNE-JONES
6 CO., Ltd.
Borough High Street, London, S.E.1
Magnum

House,

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS
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then the valves should be inserted in

their holders. The coil L, and the
H.F. transformer should also be placed
in their correct positions, the flexible

connection from the earth terminal
being taken to the centre tap on the

grid coil (L,), whereupon the accumulator should be connected across the
L.T. terminals, having first turned the
filament rheostats to the " off "
position.

By slowly turning the filament re-

sistances " on," the valves should light
up, the brilliancy of the filaments

being controlled by the arms of the

respective resistances. As a test of the
H.T. connections, the accumulator

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
should now be removed from across the
L.T. terminals and connected across

the H.T. terminals, noting that the
valves do not light up.

Adjusting the Neutralising
Condenser
With a No. 60 or C centre -tapped coil
in the L, socket, a300-600 metres trans-

former in position, and the accumu-

and H.T. battery connected
across the appropriate terminals, connect the telephones; a suitable value
for H.T. voltage is 45-60 volts.
Light the valves to a suitable degree
of brilliancy, and set the grid tuning

lator

condenser C, to, say, 60 deg.; turn the

neutralising condenser in an anti -clockwise direction as far as it will
go, and slowly turn the anode

tuning condenser, whereupon a position will be found where the set will
oscillate. Leaving the two variable
condensers for the moment in these
two positions,
slowly
turn the
neutralising condenser in a clockwise direction until self -oscillation

ceases.

Now turn the anode tuning

condenser first one way and then the

other, and should self -oscillation again

start, turn the neutralising condenser
just a little more in a clockwise direc-

tion until self -oscillation ceases.

AERIAL

EARTH

TO CENTRE

TAP OF Li

L

+ HI- + L.7: "'
Fig. 3.-This wiring guide gives full details of the connections and terminal markings. Ask for Blueprint C1044B.
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Repeat the operation several times
at different settings of both the grid

and anode tuning condensers to make
sure that the set is properly
neutralised, making further adjustments to the small neutralising condenser if necessary.
When the latter has been adjusted .
so that the set will not oscillate over

the full tuning range, the aerial and

The' reaction Effect
Should a station be picked up, and

Results Obtained

signals be very weak, a reaction effect

Using the receiver in South-east
London upon an indifferent aerial, the
first station received after the set was
completed- was Birmingham.

the set does not oscillate,. and so cause

been in constant use for listening Far.

may be obtained by slightly altering
the position of the neutralising condenser, though every care must be
taken in the operation to, ensure that
If. after this', alteration
is made, it is desired to vary the posiinterference..

Since that date the receiver has

poses by the family, and among the
distant stations which have been
identified the following are received
at good telephone strength:Newcastle, Bournemouth, Radio Paris, Daventry, Eeole Superieure,

Hamburg, Rome, Radio -Prague andi

Ha io-B6rne.

Quite a number of German stations

are also received at _varying strengths,
but unfortunately the identity of
these is not known.

Elstree Test Report
The following are the main points

from the test report made by THE

CONSTRUCTOR Laboratories

WIRELESS

at Elstree:-

Operation.--Simple.
V alv e s. -The set worked well with
any general-purpose valves, slightly

better results being obtainable with

high -impedance valves in both sockets.
S electivity . -The tuning on the first

condenser was very sharp, but rather
flat in the case of the second condenser. Newcastle was received with
only slight interference from London.
Stations Heard . -London, Bournemouth; Newcastle, Birmingham, Ecole
Superieure, Hamburg.

Use your blueprint in corjunction with this photogyapk, which shows
how the wiring is arranged.
earth may be connected to their appro.
priate terminals, and the work of
tuning in, may be commence&

Operation
The operation of tuning with a set of
this type is dependent upon the speeds
at which the two condensers should be

turned in relation to one another lt
will generally be found that the C,
condenser will need to be turned a
little faster than the C2 condensernd
with this latter condenser set to,
say, 30 deg., the C, condenser should
be turned from zero toward its higher
readings until the two circuits L, Ck,
and L, C, are in tune.
This condition will generally make
itself manifest by a slight breathing
sound in the telephones, and by turning the two condensers C, and C, at
the

correct speeds,

this breathing,

sound may be maintained throughout
the full tuning range.

Should the focal station be working, handling the set in this way will
soon result in this station being picked
up, and, if done carefully, more

distant stations will also be heard at
different settings of the condensers:

tam of the C1. and C2, condensers, it must be remembered that the. setting
of the neutralising condenser should. be

altered to its fbrmer position, otherwise, when the grid and anode tuning
condensers ara moved in the correct
manner, the set may quite possibly

83c0*

(E3cM34,,cY9

t3cc9t9
cg3

A SINGLE VALVE THREE- V
CIRCUIT RECEIVER
et

g334;' 434
Sin, -I wish to thank Mr. John

burst into self -oscillation.

41,89g434

Reception of 5XX
Should it be desired to receive on
the longer wavelengths, such as, for
instante, those used by Daventry and.

Underdown for the excellent single
valve three -circuit receiver described
in the January, 1926, issue of THE

Radio-Pari&, the No: (i0 centre -tapped:

coil should be changed- to a No: 250
or Ir centre -tapped roil,, while the 300.
600 metre transformer should be

changed to one- covering the longer
wavelengths.

Operation on these king waves is
precisely the same as that upon
300-600) metres, though it may be
found that the neutralising condenser
needs to be readjusted: slightly, not
necessarily se,_ but, nevertheless, a possibility. 'The readjusting operation
should. be performed, if necessary, in

the same manner as previously- described. Once the set is properly
stabilised, the reception of both 5XX
and Radio -Paris may be attempted,
the same coil and transformer being
suitable- for either of these stations:

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

I have' just

built this set, and must say that it has
surpassed all my expectations.

So far I have had, in addition to

the local and Daventry stations,
Radio - Paris, Koenigswusterhausen,
Iltadrid EAJ7, and San Sebastian.

Each of these stations came in at
good 'phone strength and quite free
from distortion.

r have also had at

fair 'phone strength amateurs 6TG
and 50D.

This, I think, is excellent, when I

say that my aerial is only about 18 ft.
high at the free eild and about 65 ft.
long. Earth consists of a galvanised -

iron plate about 3 ft. square buried
directly under the aerial.

Wishing THE WIRELESS CONSTRUC-.

TOR every success:-Yours faithfully,
HOWARD E. L. PHEAZEL

Bournemouth.
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The

DIMIC and H.F. RESISTANCE

Regd. Design. No. 717674.

Patents Pending.

THE question of the High Frequency resistance of Coils is
one of great interest at the present moment, and as a result
certain Coils offered to the public are advertised with figures for
the H.F. resistance which we unhesitatingly challenge. We claim
that, whilst our engineers have designed the " DIMIC " to
have a High Frequency resistance which will give selectivity without loss of the side -bands so essential to perfect reception, the t&

DIMIC has the lowest H.F. resistance of any coil offered to the
public.

In all cases the figures we shall publish will be at the Middle
frequency for which the coil is normally used, and as taken by the
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY.

The H.F. resistance of DIMIC No. 1

is

5.25 ohms at a

frequency corresponding to 400 m., i.e., .026 ohms per [LH.
Its H.F. resistance is the least of its many virtues, and it is the
Coil you will ultimately use. Ask your dealer to show you one and

give you details of its application, or write us direct.
We are always wishful to extend " the helping hand."
Telephone :
Slough 441-442.

Lm-cmicHA

211 LT -D)

Telegrams :
Rad:ether, Slough.

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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The cheapest component

TWO TYPES e

For outside panel
mounting :
Two-way .. 7I-

in your set, yet the

Thyee-way..10/6

For inside baseboard mounting,

most vital of all the Condenser

with 6 in. handle :
Two-way

..

8/

Three-way..12/8

Tuning is
accurate because the

moving block cannot fall.
Holds the heaviest coil securely in posi-

tion and prevents the fading away of
volume.
The vernier movement consists of three sets of enclosed precision
machine cut gears and reduces the speed
of the moving coil block lopy eight times.

From all Radio Dealers.

cirrus

k, tee

vaa° tue 5
SoV

0°

600

VERNIER

CX°6'0 V.
tetl/ IeWs%

VI
9 t"
o r t parts.

COIL HOLDERS

seta

your set is not giving the results you expect

Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,

IFfrom it, scan mentally the components
you have used. Have you, for instance,

Lotus

exercised the same discrimination in selecting

Works, Broadgreen
LIVERPOOL.

Road,

Makers of the new Lotus Buoyancy Valve Holder.

your condenser as you have in the case of
your transformer? For your fixed condenser
on which so much depends-is one of the
least expensive of all the components you buy.

The difference in cost between a genuine
T.C.C. and an un-named condenser is very
slight ; with the latter you are taking a riskwith T.C.C. you obtain
assurance against breakdown.
Choose the T.C.C. Mica Condenser

shown

above.

It

a

LO -LOSS COILS

permanent

in action,
Strong in construction.

Efficient
Prices: No. 25

connectionsa convenient milled

head is provided to ensure a

1/3

16

No. 550

35

so
75

1/9

zoo75

2/9
3i3

4

3/6
25o .. 3/9

embodies all the well-known
T.C.C. features, and owing to
its convenient shape takes up
very little room on the panel :

Condenser-whether Mica or
Mansbridge-has to pass so

because it is sealed from below
instead of from above it is

Complete

Obtainable from all

for issue, you know that its

Pins to

Finston Mfg. Co., Ltd.

proof against the heat of the

soldering iron. For those who

do not wish to solder their

perfect electrical contact.

Finally, because every T.C.C.

Ioo

many tests before it is released

list of

accuracy within a very small
percentage of error is a fore-

Components
post
free.

gone conclusion.

2i-

.. 2/6

45,

Horseferry Road,
Pugs Ad.

No. 33, all capacities between '004

VELVET CONTACT

214

No. 34, all capacities between '0009

and '0001 mfd.

4/

Dealers.

London, S.W.1

Prices:
and '001 mfd.

300

-the outstanding quality
of the New Etherplus

2,'4

V.C. Rheostat!

From all Wireless Shops.

Neat attractive pointer -knob

T. C. C.

CONDENSERS

(Mica & Mansbridge)
Advertisement of Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road,
N. Acton, W.3.
Gilbert Ad. 5026.

756

fits flush to engraved dial, over
one -hole fixing nut.

C
II
LINEZFUS

PRICE
2/3 each

36g :112 or

l

From dealers or from
9-15, Whitecross

MANDAW St., London, E.C.I

RADIO ACCESSORIES
PERFECT
= ENSURE RECEPTION..
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WORKSHOP HINTS
FOR THE

HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Drills for clearance holes-Loose terminalsOne-hole fixing-Taps for ebonite-Constructional toys-Cutting tubes-A non -corrosive
flux-Good and bad soldered joints

El

a
El

O
El
El

GeBEIBBEIBIBEieEtlEIBBEIBEIE38888888888813813
THE CLEARANCE SIZES
TN nearly all tables dealing with

clearance fit, and a size smaller will
allow the pilot -screw method to be

it stated that the drill number
required to make a clearance hole for
a 2B.A. screw is No. 12 Morse, whilst
No. 26 is given for 4B.A. and No. 34
For 6B.A. I have never been able to
understand why these figures are
accepted by almost everyone, since
actually the holes made with these
drills are considerably too largo for the
respective B.A. sizes. This is a matter
of some importance when one is concerned with the mounting of terminals
upon a panel, for if the holes drilled

Loosening Prevented
If these revised clearance sizes are
used for mounting terminals it will
seldom be found that they will work
loose, provided that the nuts on the
lower side of the panels are properly
clamped up with a flat washer beneath
each. Assurance can be made doubly

drilling and tapping sizes one finds

employed.

Making a Set of Taps

If you take a 2B.A. screw, a 4B.A.
and a 6B.A. and pass them through a

sure by smearing the shank of each

Filed

When doing jobs such as these I

generally make the clearance holes for
4B.A. screws with a No. 24 drill. For
2B.A. a No. 10 is suitable, and a No.
80 for 6B.A. If countersunk screws
are used they obtain a very firm grip

Some time ago I showed in these

Screw in Your Terminals

Med (Spam

margin is allowed for a email error.

Lion of the holes.

Fig. 2.-The small metal brackets used
in constructional toys make excellent

gauge plate, you will find that the
largest size slips quite easily into a
No. 13 hole and that it will almost go
into a No. 14. No. 13 is therefore the best size to use, though if
you want a really tight fit here is a
good tip. Make a No. 14 hole and
with a screwdriver turn a 2B.A. screw
straight into it without any tapping;
it will go in quite easily. Remove
the screw, and you will have a hole

into the tapped holes made for their
reception in the condenser, since no

even with these big clearance holes,
owing to the comparatively large
amount of contact surface between
their heads and the countersunk par-,

are such a poor fit that the shanks
tre quite slack in them when inserted,
then it is a difficult matter to ensure
that the terminals shall not work
loose when they have been in use for
some time.

when making the hole. If, therefore,
tightly fitting clearance holes are
made, it is possible that you will have
difficulty in driving the fixing screws

grid -leak clips.

terminal with Chatterton's compound
before inserting it.

Other Cases
On the other hand, there are cases
in which it pays to make your clear-

ance holes on the large size. Suppose,
for example, that you are mounting on
a vertical or horizontal panel a

variable condenser which is not provided

with

a

" one -hole "

fixing.

notes how emergency taps for ebonite
could be made from brass
by

filing up a short length in the way
shown in Fig. 1. Such taps when

new thread ebonite quite well, but the
worst of them is that they do not last
very long. A set of taps that will
stand hard wear is easily made in the
home workshop by, using steel stud-

ding instead of brass. 'This material
TURN TUBE AWAY PROM

HACX-_
SAW

There will usually be three clearance

holes to make in the panel for each

set of firing screws. Even if you make

very careful measurements and take

Steel Studding
Fig. 1.- Hard-wearing steel taps may
easily be made at home.
into which a 2B.A. terminal or other
fitting can be inserted readily by

screwing it in with the fingers.

In the same way a No. 27 drill
(instead of No. 26) makes a tight

clearance h9le for a 4B.A. terminal,
and a still tighter fit can be obtained
by making a No. 28 hole and using a
screw as a pilot in the way described
above. For 6B.A. No. 85 is a good

pains over the marking out and centre.
penching it is quite likely that one or
more of the holes drilled will be very

Tuag

slightly out of its proper positionthere are so many opportunities for
the human factor to creep in and

Fig. 3.- When cutting cardboard or

Sources of Error.
You may be a tiny fraction of an
inch " out " in your measurements

engineers' supplies and is not expensive. Failing studding of this kind,
long steel screws can be turned into
hard-wearing taps for working ebonite
by cutting off their heads, making a
small flat at one end and filling the

cause a small error.

owing to the effects of eye displacement, the point of the centre -punch
may be placed not exactly upon the
crossing of the scribed centre lines,

and you may fail to hold the drill

absolutely at. right -angles to the panel

ebonite tubing the tube should be turned
away from the body.

is obtainable from shops which deal in

other end square.

If you use your small taps, as I

generally do, in the chuck of the hand
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drill instead of in the tap wrench, it
is a good tip to make the cut -away
square portion rather long. The
point of the tap then protrudes from

the far side of the hole before the

cutting

of

threads

begins.

This

enables one to see instantly whether
the tap is starting straight; if it
starts straight it will continue to take
its proper course through the hole that
is being threaded.

Don't Forget the Turpentine
When using home-made taps of this
it must be remembered that

sort

owing to the absence of slots along
the whole length of the cutting threads

the -tap is not able to clear itself so
well as one of the bought variety.

Should you wish to operate two
tuning condensers by the turning of
ono knob you can do so very easily

by fixing to the spindle of each a
sprocket wheel and using a length of
the special chain which fits the teeth
of these wheels. There are scores of
other uses for these parts, and a visit
to the toy shop (or to your boy's toy
cupboard !) will often provide a simple

solution to a puzzling constructional
problem.

Model Engine Parts
It, by the way, you wish to make

geared coil holders or geared variable
condensers with a really smooth action

One should therefore always remove it

and blow away the chips and- dust after the first few -turns have been

It can then be turned' right
through the hole that is being
threaded. To lengthen the lives of
your taps do not forget to use- a littlo
turpentine as a lubricant, especially
made.

Valle
Constant

Resistance
absolutely perfect tone and

constancy under all atmospheric conditions, because it is non -inductively

wire wound on the famous

Varley

Bi-Duplex system, with the turns silk

separated.

This resistance is a sound product of
27 years' experience in intricate and
accurate wire winding.
For inter -valve coupling where freedom

from distortion is required, resistance
capacity is unequalled. To obtain the
height of perfection the resistance unit
should be a Varley.

Wire Wound & Weatherproof

Complete with 7/6

Clips and Base
Wahoat Clips and Base, 6,(0,000 ohms, 8o,000 ohms, ioo,000 ohms

I wonder how many wireless constructors have realised the usefulness

for their work of many of the parts

constructional toys, such as
Meccano, Primus. and the likes? - The
of

little brackets shown in Fig. 2; which
can be bought at any toy shop, make
excellent grid -leak clips,, and they can

be used far a variety of other purposes.

Constant always
The VARLEY MAGNET CO.
(Proprietors: Oliver Pell Control Ltd.)
Of

10
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that in Fig. 4.

S.E.18

gear

wheels

from

a shop

which

specialises in model engine parts. I
recently made a moving coil holder
with a 121 to 1 reduction through a
worm and pinion.
The gears used
were designed for supplying the drive

of a small electric motor to the axis.
There is absolutely no. shake- or backlash in them,
and the action is as near perfection as

of a model locomotive.

They are, for example, most handy
for the baseboard mounting of inductances wound en tubular or low -loss
formers. The holes in Meecano strips

one could desire.

through them, they make good bearings for long 2B.A. spindles.

cardboard or ebonite tubing neatly

and brackets are just too small to
take 213.A. studding, but if they aro
enlarged by running a No. 13 drill
Geared Coil Holders
In this respect they are especially
useful for supporting the actuating

spindles of geared coil holders mounted

behind the panel upon the baseboard

of the receiving set.

Such coil holders

So/der

Telephone: Woolwich 833, 889.

same drawback as

without backlash, I would advise you
to purchase the necessary pinions or

Useful Parts

can be made in the home workshop

Write for Leaflet

WOOLWICH

fers from the

when you are doing quick work with
the tap in the chuck of the drill.

Wire -wound
ensures

Fig. 5.-This joint,
though neat, suf-

Fig. 4. -A soldered " T" or butt -joint
may give trouble, although apparently
sound.
with the help of the straight or
bevelled gears, which are obtainable
in several different sizes. These gear
wheels are drilled and are provided
with set -screws.

They can be fixed

very securely to spindles by running a
2B.A. tap through them. The wheel
is then screwed on to the spindle and
fixed with a set -screw..

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS
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CUTTING. TUBES
OME constructors find it rather

difficult to cut off a length of

and straightly. The best way to set
about the job is this : Make a small
mark (use a scriber in the case of
ebonite, and a pencil for cardboard)
at the -place where the cut is to begin.
Measure the distance from this mark
to an end of the tube, which -is perfectly straight. Go- round the. tube,

making a number of other marks at
intervals at the same distance from the
end of the tube as the first one. If
these are fairly dose- together you. will
not have any difficulty in joining them

so as to make a continuous guide line
right round the tubing.

How to Use the Saw
Now place the tube on the bench

and start the hacksaw carefully on the
marked line. As soon as you have cut

through the wall of the tube at this
point turn the tube slightly in a direction away from the body, as shown in
Fig, 3. As the hacksaw blade should

be- set to cut en the thrust you can.

thus see that the teeth meet the guide
line as they make the cutting stroke.
Cut only with. the " heel ' of the
blade, hording. the saw so that the for.
CONSTRUCTOR.
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ward portion of the blade does not
touch the material either on the
thrust or on the draw. Continue to

surface between the two leads is comparatively large the solder has a better
chance of

turn the tube whilst cutting until you
have gone right round the guide -line.
It will then be found that the cut has
been made perfectly straight. The end
of an ebonite tube should be trimmed

up after cutting with a fine file; for
cardboard tubing it is best to use a
very sharp knife for the purpose.
q.

IS SOLDERING PLAYED OUT ?
few expert constructors of my

NOTacquaintance
a
are beginning serito wonder whether it is not
better to dispense altogether with solously

dered joints in wireless receiving sets.

Their reasons for assuming this attitude, which
would

have

but a short time ago
been regarded as the

Fig. 7.-If a thin wire is twisted roam/
and soldered to a thicker lead a very
reliable joint results.
A piece of No. 18 gauge copper wireimmersed in one of these was almost
entirely dissolved in a. couple of
months.

A Home-made Flux
Here is a formula that I have been

trying recently which gives a flux easy
to work with, though at seems to give
rise to no appreciable amount of cor-

rosion :-

Water ...

Fig. 6.-For joining wires of the same
thickness an " L" joint is excellent.
rankest heresy, are many. Numbers
of readers may have noticed that the
performances of a receiving set are
apt to deteriorate when it has been in
use for some months. The most comare

a
gradual loss of sensitiveness, selectimonly

observed

symptoms

1 part.

Lactic acid ...
Glycerine

Solder

effecting

a firm union.

When the leads are of different size a
very safe joint is that seen in Fig. 7.

The thinner wire is twisted two or
three times round the thicker and a
good blob of solder is run over the
junction with a very hot iron. This
joint can be relied upon not to come

adrift, and I have never known it

responsible for any falling off in the
performances of a receiving set.

Sound Terminal Joints
Figs. 8 and 9 show two joints which
will be found quite reliable for making connections to the shanks of terminals or valve legs. In Fig. 8 the
end of the lead is held parallel with

the shank, the overlap being about
one-third of an inch. It is, of course,
essential to see that the shank is per -

... 1 part.
... 8 parts.

...

Any chemist will make up the flux
from this formula, and it is well
worth a trial.
It certainly seems

most promising so far as I have been
able to test it, and it is possible that
a slight alteration in the proportions
of the ingredients might lead to still
better results.

JOINTS THAT GIVE TROUBLE
T N Figs. 4 and 5 are shown two freA quently used kinds of joint each
of which may give trouble:- The first,
in Fig. 4, is the " T " joint used by

Fig. 9.-A neater joint results if a loop
is made at the end of the wire to take
the terminal shank.
feetly clean before the job is
attempted. Solder- is run in between

the two with a hot iron, and a sound

joint results that will stand a good
deal of rough treatment.

The Fig. 9 terminal joint takes a

provement usually results if all
joints are re -soldered with a hot iron,
which seems to prove that the cause
of the trouble may be traced to some

nection of a lead to the tip of a terminal or valve leg by means of a
The worst of
joints of this kind is that when they

little longer to make, but it has a very
neat appearance, and when it is done
it makes a, solid connection. With a
pair of, round -nosed pliers make a
small loop at the end of the lead.
Place this over the shank of the terminal and squeeze up tightly with flat nosed pliers. Run in sufficient solder

which gradually impairs the connections and introduces a certain

fectly sound.

joint is finished.

vity and signal strength; in fact, the

set becomes less and less lively as time
goes on.
When this occurs an immediate im-

kind of chemical action at the joint

constructors for connecting
leads together. The second is the conmany

" blob " of solder.

give way they often appear to be per-

They are particularly apt to come

amount of resistance at various points.
Then as nearly everyone has dis-

covered by bitter experience, certain

hinds of soldered joints are apt to come

adrift, though to the eye they may
appear to be still perfectly sound.

pERSONALLY
soldering is played out, though I
feel that we must revise our ideas to

some extent and abandon some of

our present methods. The flux question is a very important one. The
purpose of a flux is two -fold; it
assists the melting of the solder, -and

its application to the metal parts that
are to be joined prevents them from
oxidising whilst the work is being
done. Many kinds of flux commonly
used show an acid reaction when tested

with litmus paper; even resin when
heated may have a chemical effect
upon brass and copper Some of the
ready-made liquid fluxes sold in bottles

have a very powerful action indeed.

For Rough Usage
For portable sets and pieces of appa-

ratus that are likely to be subjected
to shocks of a more or less violent

Fig. 8.- Though
not as neat as the
Fig. 5 joint, this

nature an absolutely dependable joint
can be made by a slight elaboration of
the method shown in Fig. 9. Begin

method of making

connections
A QUESTION OF FLUXES
I do not think that

to make a good-sized blob and the

by placing a thin nut on the shank

to terminal shanks
is to be preferred.

of the terminal and run it down until
it is about a quarter of an inch below

the tip. Then slip the loop in the
end of the wire on to the shank of
adrift when subjected either to sudden
jolts or to constant vibration. Personally I have been let down so often

by these joints, after the most caresoldering work and the most
stringent tests, that I have given
them up altogether, and I believe that
other constructors will be wise if they
adopt the same course.

the terminal and follow

second thin nut.

it with a

Lock the two nuts

tightly. Lastly, run solder in between

the nuts.

ful

Better Methods
For joining wires of the same thickness I use nothing but the " L " joint
shown in Fig. 6. This is an easy
joint to make, and since the contact

Wireless Weekly
The 100% Valve Paper.
Every

3d* Wednesday.
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MODERN WIRELESS, the original 1/- monthly Wireless magazine, fully maintains its high standard.
Every issue contains articles interesting and instructive
to you. Take it regularly and keep pace with your hobby.
A SUPERHETERODYNE FOR THE

OPEN AIR. By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
A portable receiver which will appeal to
all who desire a set for use in the open air

and which gives a wide choice of programmes on the loud -speaker from British
and foreign stations.

A MASTER OSCILLATOR TRANS

5

MITTER. By R. W. H. Bloxam (5 LS).
Transmitters will be particularly interested in this efficient 10 -watt transmitter for working on 45 metres.
A SINGLE CONTROL FOUR -VALVE
RECEIVER. By A. Johnson -Randall.
This set has been designed with a single
control for the reception of the local station
and Daventry. Music lovers will appreciate
the pure reproduction given.

A COMBINED REACTION THREE.
VALVE RECEIVER. By E. H. Berry.

The provision made for varying the
inductive reaction and capacitative control
enable the

best proportion for smooth

working to be secured.

AN INDISPENSABLE TESTING UNIT
By H. J. Barton-Chapple, Wh.Sch., B.Sc.

(Hons.), A.C.G. I., D.I.C., A.M. I.E.E.
This simple unit enables accurate
measurements of resistances and capacities
to be made and will prove useful to all
constructors and experimenters.

A MULTIPLE CIRCUIT SINGLE.
VALVE RECEIVER. By E. J. Marriott.
Several

types

cf aerial and reaction

coupling arrangements can be tried with
this set.

OTHER INTERESTING FEATURES.
CIRCUITS THAT WILL NOT HOWL.
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hone.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
SINGLE OR MULTI -VALVE?
By Percy W. Harris, M. I.R.E.
IMPROVISING AERIALS FOR THE COUNTRY OUTING. By A. V. D. Hort, B.A.
LOCAL RECEPTION ON FRAME AERIALS.
By D. J. S. Hartt, B.Sc.
Obtainable from all Newsagents, Booksellers and Bookstalls or direct from
The Publishers.
(Subscription Rates, 151- per annum; 7/6, 6.months.)
Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, Londcn, W.C.2.
I I I 1 I I..r
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OPERATING A SINGLE VALVE SET '
By A. S. CLARK
Do you get the best from your receiver ? The suggestions given below may help you to increase
your range and improve ease of operation.

mil -000.0000,-

E3

THE popularity of single -valve
receivers is very great at the
present time. This is due, no
doubt, to the ease with which they
are 'tuned and to their sensitiveness

when some form of reaction is incorporated. Many people consider a
single -valve receiver just as sensitive
as a multi -valve set where reception
of distant stations is concerned, but
the single -valuer must be 'used very
carefully for DX reception if neighbours are not to be annoyed by howling and all the other weird noises

Put it right first by following the

suggestions given later; or if they

prose of no avail, scrap the set and

build another of good design.
Effect of Design
Two sets employing. the particular
reaction circuit shown in Figure 1 may

vary considerably in the results they
give. Under similar conditions one

reaction set is capable of producing.

I think that it may safely be said

that single -valve sets are responsible

for more than half the shrieks that
are so prevalent at the present time.
This article is therefore written to
give some idea of how to obtain. proper
reaction control, and also to give a

Fig. 2.-In this circuit the condenser
CS controls the feed to the reaction

worth trying by anyone. It will be
noticed that ao telephone condenser is
indicated. In a set made by myself
employing this circuit, a telephone
condenser appeared to upset things
altogether, and was therefore left out.

barely do more than receive the local
station. And all this can be due to
differences in design, which shows that

In Fig. 3 a circuit is shown employing the Reinartz method of obtaining
reaction, which is very good. This
again is controlled by a variable con -

Smooth Control

that it must not be possible to tell

starts to oscillate when reaction is carried beyond its proper and permissible
maximum. If your set does not pos-

Method of Control
Nowadays the use of a swinging
reaction coil seems less popular.
This does not mean that magnetic
reaction is no good, but that a dif-

smoothness of control obtained by this
method is extremely good, and is

one valve.

exactly just when the reaction effect
commences, or at what point the set

Try a grid -leak of smaller value.
Alter the filament current.
Make a better earth connection.
Obtain a different valve.

the reaction coil and to earth. The

few hints on obtaining the best from

control of the reaction should be obtained. By smooth control I mean

Reduce the voltage of the high-

tension.

ferent method of controlling it is now
preferred. In Fig. 1 is given the usual
reaction circuit, in which the position
of coil L, is variable in relation to Ii,.
In Fig. 2 we have a similar circuit
except that the relation of the coils L
and L, is fixed and the degree of
reaction is controlled by a variable
condenser C, connected to one side of

which a badly -controlled single -valve

Before any distant reception can be
successful, it is imperative that smooth

Use a smaller reaction coil.

coil L2.
may be capable of receiving American
broadcasting, while the other will

you must choose a good one, such as
those published from time to time in

Reinartz Reaction

this magazine. It is - necessary to
obtain the last ounce from the set and
the difference made by short wiring
is often very remarkable. So have the
leads and wiring as, short as possible.

Backlash and "Plopping"
Reaction control may be bad in two
ways.

e,

There

may

be

backlash,

that
the set suddenly goes into
oscillation as the reaction control is
advanced to a certain point, but does

not stop until it is turned back to a

Fig. 1.-A commonly used circuit

point before that at which oscillation

The method of aerial coupling shown
is only one of several possible
arrangements.

commenced.

secs this property of smooth reaction
control, do not for any reason attempt
to receive distant stations unless you
want poor results and desire to bring
the wrath of your fellow -listeners on
your head.

with a plop, thus making it impossible

The other trouble is
known as " plopping," which means
that the set goes into oscillation with
a plop and comes out of oscillation
to work the set at its most sensitive
point, just before oscillation starts.
Below is given a list of things to try
in order to get rid of either of these
nuisances : -

Fig. 3.-This is one of the arrange-

ments based4on the Reinartz method
of reaction control.
denser, the coil L, having a coupling
to L,. It is usual, in order to avoid
hand capacity effects, to place the
condenser C, between the other end of
the coil L, and earth. A. circuit employing true capacitative reaction is
given in Fig. 4, but it is often difficult
to make this circuit work well.
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Choice of Variable Condensers
The variable condensers employe&
may. easily have a_ great effect on the
ease of operation of a set. They should.
be of

good

make,

with no back-

lash, and should preferably have some form of slow-motion control. The two,
controls, the tuning and reaction,

the finest coil you ever saw

whatever their- tylpe,. must be simultaneously adjusted. In this way it is
possible to keep the set on the
threshold of oscillation, thus obtaining

the best results without causing any

It may seem a little
difficult to time in distant broadcast.,
ing at first, but 'have a little patience,
and you will later find it quite easy.
interference.

Varying Results
Because your friend may be able- toreceive America sometimes on a single

valve and you cannot, do- not neees-

sarily consider that his set is better

than yours, Conditions make a large.

Three
Eureka features

difference in distant reception, and
you may- have tried when the ether

Low Loss
Hold a Eureka Coil up to the light. See the air
spacings and you'll appreciate the reasons for its
astounding efficiency. Silk covered copper wire

conditions

wound on a solid ebonite former. Connections
are brought through the centre of the coil mount

at his- home, on his aerial, would give

You would expect to pay very much
more for such a beautifully made coil
as the Eureka. Ask your dealer to
show you one. You will be amazed
at its low price.
E20
40-150 metres
E25
55-250 metres
E35
8047,5 metres
E50
120-560 metres
E75
185-760 metres
5100 285-1000 metres

4/3
4/3
4/3.

4/6
4/10
6 /5

E150 360-1500 metres
5200. 470-1375 metres
5250 530-2725 metres

7/8/8/6
All the abase tense -lengths are ob.
gained via a 11005 nerd. variable
condenser in parallel.

all

against

you.

- the highest grade obtainable - unvarnished,
and soldered to the sockets. Electrical losses have

even better results than his.

Mechanical Strength
Most coils are flimsy and readily go out of shape
through handling. The Eureka on the other

hand is wound on a stout ebonite former and
protected by an. additional ebonite band. It is
reinforced internally by an ebonite rib situated
immediately above the plug. This rib takes all
the strain when the coil is withdrawn from its
socket. A Eureka coil should last for yearsit is proof against mishandling.

And Handsome Appearance
A. coil is one of the most conspicuous parts of
your Ser. A cheap -looking coil will make even
the best Set look shoddy. You can be proud of

your Set when you use Eureka Coils - their
smart business -like appearance will reflect the
wisdom of your choice and emphasize your

good judgment.

EfiZEICA.
Low Loss Plu -in-Coils
[Advt. of 'Portable Utilities Co., Ltd. ( dureka 'Radio Products, Fisher St., W.C.
Gilbert Ad., 5011.

762

were

Situation also has a great bearing on
these matters, and possibly your set

been reduced to a minimum. Tests have proved
the Eureka to give infinitely sharper tuning and
to be, therefore, much more selective.

Best of all is its
reasonable price

Fig. 4.-A capacitative reaction circuit
in which C3 is the control.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS

Using a Variable Grid Leak
If you are keen on experimenting
and like trying different valves, it is
a good idea to fix a variable grid leak
to your set in place of a fixed one.
This will make it easy to obtain
smooth reaction control with
valve, since some valves are

each
very

critical in the value of grid -leak they
need.

Batteries,
One last point to mention

is the
condition of your batteries. These are
important accessories, and must be
keipt in good condition. Have your
accumulator charged as soon as neces-

Make sure you have enough.
high-tension batteries, and do not try
sary.

to work with batteries that are run
A large fixed condenser of

down.

about 2 mierofarads across the H.T.
will

work wonders in obtaining

a

silent background and make distant
stations appear much stronger in
consequence.
CONSTRUCTOR.]
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A PROTECTIVE UNIT
YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER
By

E. J. MARRIOTT.
This neat unit allows you to control the tone of your
loud -speaker,

Gqiice59cf.:3g9q3 1,1 eeckozo,i,

da

a well-known fact tha-. ir, a
multi -valve wireless receiver employing one or more stages of low frequency amplification, generally the
best results are obtained when one of

IT is

the several small power valves now
procurable is used in the last position,
if not in each L.F. stage, with a fairly
high value of H.T. applied to its
anode, together with an appropriate
negative grid bias.

series with the H.T. battery.

This anode current, with some types
of valve, is very considerable, and care
should always be taken to ensure that
the connections to the loud -speaker terminals are correctly arranged. That
is, the lead from the positive connec-

tion on the H.T. battery should join
to the loud -speaker terminal marked
with a positive sign.

ooczg49w313c39

cmc?3,Es19eoezqs&19,s39

the obvious -reason that while allowing the fluctuating signal currents to
pass through the loud -speaker, it offers
an impassable barrier to the direct
anode current, this taking another
path.
Such an instrument is perfectly

simple to make, and for the benefit of
the novice the writer describes below
the small filter unit which he uses in
his own experiments.
Fig. 1 shows the theoretical diagram
of

this, Z being a good -quality low -

frequency choke, Ci a 1 microfarad condenser, and 0, a fixed condenser,

'which functions merely as a tone control.
Now when the loud -speaker terminal

joined to the anode of the last L.F.
valve in a receiver is connected to the
TO+ L01/125PEAKER

TERMINAL ONSET

Cl

A
-,54

Effect of Wrong Connections
If this is not done, then the steady
current will flow through the loudspeaker in the wrong direction; and
tend to reduce the permanent magnetism of the magnet which forms an

essential part of the loud -speaking
unit, with a consequent reduction in
the length of its useful life, and a

gradual falling off of signal strength.
It is often an advantage if a circuit
can be so arranged that no direct current whatever flows through the magnet coils of the loud -speaker,. and
under these circumstances the instrument can be connected up either way

on strength and frequency, across Z,
and these varying potentials will
actuate the loud -speaker.

Thus we see that while signals will
be heard in the speaker, none of the

direct anode current will flow through
its windings, owing to the presence of
the large capacity condenser C which,

whilst not allowing direct current to
pass, will offer but little impedance to
the fluctuating signal currents.

It might be stated here that the

value from .25 microfarad to 2 micro.
farads being suitable.

Tone Control Condenser
The other condenser, Ca, is given no
value in the diagrams for the following

reason. 0, is merely a tone control,
and various loud speakersrequire
various values here. With some types

no condenser at all is necessary in this
position, whilst with other types Ca is
a practical necessity for pure reproduction. The value of 02, then, must be

decided by the constructor himself,
according to the loud -speaker in use,
and will probably be of from .001 to

Components and Materials
A

Ci

/ M/CROFARAO

Fig. 1.-The circuit arrangements of
the unit are extremely simple.

marked " A " and that
marked "+" to the "+" loud -speaker
terminal on the set, it will be seen
that the L.F. choke Z is in the position usually occupied by the loud-

terminal

speaker windings, and the steady
anode current will flow through it.

Protection Afforded

What the Filter Does

connected up in the usual manner to
the unit terminals so marked.
Now the fluctuating signal currents
will build up potentials, depending

An arrangement which successfully
accomplishes this is called A filter, for

fez

.01 capacity.

To ANODE L.S.
TERMINAL oty..5E7,

round, no regard being paid to the
positive sign.

IS*

value of 0, is not at all critical, any

Arrangement Employed

The Steady Current
Now in any valve set the steady

anode current which flows, even when
no signals are being received, passes
through the windings of the loudspeaker, which is usually connected in

protecting its windings from
heavy anode current.

while

The loud -speaker itself must now be

The components required for this
unit are very few, and can be accommodated, as can be seen in the photographs, upon a very small baseboard.
Those used in the unit shown are as
follows, but, of course, other makes of
good quality can be substituted, if
desired, without fear.
One small baseboard 4 in. x 4 in. x

I in.
One " Success" L.F. choke (Beard
& Fitch, Ltd.).

One 1 microfarad Mansbridge condenser (The Telegraph Condenser Co.,
Ltd.).
One clip -in condenser with mounb
and base (L. McMichael, Ltd.). (The
value of this condenser will vary
according to the loud -speaker used.)
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Two small strips of ebonite, each 2

x 2 x 4 in.

Four terminals, Glazite, screws.
Radio Press panel transfers.

'LA

Constructittm
The construction itself is particularly

Having procured the necessary components; arrange them on the
baseboard in the manner indicated. in
Fig. 2 and in the- accompanying photographs. If you have used makes other
than those mentioned, it may be necessary, of course, to modify the size_of
the small baseboard.
Now screei'the components down in
their correct positions and fix the two
ebonite strips, with two terminals
mounted en each- on opposite sides of
the base.
simple.

L.F CHOKE

0

z

The wiring up can then be carried

out, and if Fig. 2 is followed carefully
no mistake should be made here.
Although there -are only four terminalS, it is a wise plan to use panel
transfers, in order that the connec-

tions to the input side of the filter
shall be correct.

1

and

operate the set in the usual manner.

Sometimes a. distinct improvement in

tone is obtained by the use of such
a unit as that described, and when it
is- intended to have very Tong leads
to the loud -speaker, it will be found
to eliminate much of the trouble
sometimes experienced
conditions.

layout of the components on the small baseboard.

bench,. and when a multi -valve receiver

Having completed the unit, connect
in Fig.

Fig. 2. -This diagram forms a wiring guide and shows details of

venient position.. on the experimental

Improvement in Tone

it up as indicated

®

under these

In Conclusion
The writer himself has made this
unit a permanent fixture in a con -

employing L.F. stages is being used

this unit is invariably employed,

a

band-spenker being nermanently connected to its output terminals.
It is essential, however, in order
to get good results that the few components used shall be of really good
quality; and although in some emergencies the secondary winding of an
L.F. transformer will serve as a choke,
it is not recommended: for general use.
There are, however, several chokes on
the market at quite moderate prices,

and it must not be thought that a
make other than that mentioned will
necessarily be unsuitable.

The

whole

construction

the

can

10

carried out in an hour, and u -hen it in
realised that the kiud-speaker windings are being definitely protected, it
will be agreed that the. time- and money

spent on such a unit will prove well
worth while.

a3E8,@EZ3EgYEgEg%a0,00R,
(3

D,
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TWO MONTHS WITH

THE "MIDGET"
ia
Q
03.
eg
1313cM9cE3cY392.&93q9S.OS3g
(%4

think perhaps you may be
interested to hear of the results I have
obtained with. Mr. Clark's " Midget "
single valve set, described in the May,
1925, issue of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

The aerial is very good as regards
position, "and the set has been in
operation about two months. Up till
now I have heard the following :Bournemouth, " Le Petit Parisien,"
Radiola, Paris,
Cardiff,
Madrid,
Manchester,
Rome,
Birmingham,
Prague,
Swansea,
Hamburg,
Plymouth,
KDKA (short-wave),
Daventry,
also several other stations which I have

still to identify.
This set is one of many Radio Press
sets I have constructed. But for its
size, and taking into consideration the
fact that it comprises one valve only, I
think these results could hardly be
excelled.

p7iotograph of the completed device with the tone -control condenser
clipped in position. This picture may usefully be compared with Fig. 2.
7(4
A

Yours faithfully,

E. L.

Rodwell, Weymouth.
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RADIAX COILS

-maxe... 4a -

FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS.

RADIAX DX. COILS increase selectivity 100 per cent.
Give an auto -coupled tuning circuit without altering your set.
You will cut out the local, or separate two difficult stations to
an extent undreamed of. 5 terminals make it a Universal coil.

Two -Way COIL HOLDER

AND GRID LEAKS

fixing,

pointer. Pat. app.
2725//5 FP/ 0017/0/11,01k,

Coupled, Neutrodyne, etc.
No. 85, 4/6. No. 50, 6f... No. 75, 5,16.
No. 155, 7/6. Set of 4,21/-. Postage extra.

for.

No.

CONSTANT and silent
high resistances need
not be wire -wound, but

Radiax Low Loss Coils

SELENIUM is the Metal

they must be metal,

give you improved titling volume and selectivity

No. 200 .. 43
No. 75 .. 2'.. 1/3
250 .. 4 9
100 .. 2/6
35 .. 116
300 .. 5,3
, 130 .. 2/9
50 ..
Complete Catalogue of Sets and Accessories, 3d. stamps
Palmer Place,
RADIAX LTD.44,AcgsloorjaHy,onen,

Patented, tested,tttaranteed
Anode res. any value, rho.
nite hese, No. 277 .. 4/9
Grid Leak, No. 273 .. 1/9

No. 25

LOW -LOSS

ANODE RESISTANCES

Behind Panel, one -hole
vernier, geared

To introduce, a free chart will be given with each purchase,
showing the many circuits All which this coil can be used-Auto.

ERIC I. LEVER,

33, Clerkenwell Green,
E.C.1
London,

or

In the months to come
The first time you use a "Cyldon"

wo
in
On&

you'll tune in the most truant

station with amazing ease. Never
before will you have experienced

such smooth, silky action. Aml
the months to come will confirm

An enlarged view

of the Rotor that

ensures.firte move-

ment always.

From an experimenter of 14
years' standing:
1

find that the

the wisdom of your choice-a
" Cyldon " will always give perfect service-will never lose its
pristine smoothness of action.

The secret lies in the accurately
grounded Rotor, backed by long

The new Dual Rheostat

experience and perfect workmanship in every detail of construction.

-a " Peerless " product

in every way. Specially
designed to meet the demand for a resistance equally applicable to
bright or dull emitters. It has two wind-

special knob and dial

supplied by you.

make

geared

dials

and verniers unnecessary, in my opinion,

ings-one offering a resistance of 6 ohms,
whilst a continuation of this is of 30 ohms
resista nce. Theresistance elementiswound
on a hard fibre strip under great tension.
One hole fixing is provided, and the terminals are placed in convenient positions.

and I have been experimenting si see
1912."

Complete

with
Dial .as illustrated.

large 4 in. Knob
Capacity
'001 Mfd.
'0005
'0003

'00025

(Pronounced SIL-DON)

Straight Line Wavelength Condenser.

Price

Thecontact arm has a smooth, silky action,

21/-

and all metal parts are nickel -plated.

17/6
16/6

16/.

'0002

15/6

'0005

27/6

May fee send
you also details
our
concerning

Dud Condenser.
TC03,Mfd.
25/.

new " Resicon
Condensers?

From your dealer or sent post free
from the makers.

Precision
s

"CYLDON WORKS,"
SARNESFIELD ROAD,
ENFIELD TOWN, Middlesex
Telephone: Enfield 672,

ideal.

cog THIS 0111
and post to us for free list illustrating Cabinets
as shown in " Wireless Constructor " Sets.

m CAMPBELL ROAD

The

NAME
ADDRESS

as
(Write in block idlers please.)

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., Ltd.
18/20, Normans Buildings,
St., Central St., E.C.1
Trade ettqttiries especially invited.

Mitchell

Send now for full details,

The Bedford Electrical and Radio Co., Ltd.
-

-

-

-

BEDFORD

All communications regarding
advertisements should be
addressed to :

IFOR. C4111111IETS

C

In-

rumentsmade to an

SYDNEY S. BIRD

3/9 PEERLESS 3/a9
DUAL RHEOSTAT

Advertisement

Manager,

Wireilszz Conztructor,"

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephone : City 9911.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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THREE USEFUL TOOLS

O

One frequently has difficulty in obtaining small tools really suitable for the light work associated
with the construction of radio apparatus, and many home builders will prefer to make their own

o

0

8
8
0

toos
l as describedelow.
below.

o

O E388088080 88.08880088888888 0 8 8 E1888888808888088008808
TO the home constructor and experimenter a number of tools
are essential, and some of them

may be made at home with little difficulty. By so doing a saving is
effected, and in many cases the tools
made will be better suited to the constructor's needs than will bought
articles: In the past, I, personally,

have seen a large number of home
constructed receivers, and often the
soldering was extremely poor; there
were signs of flux all over the panel;
and in places the ebonite showed signs

tinned portion is not in the flame pro-

from one end, this being done with

for a very long period.

nary 2 B.A. die in the usual die holder being used.
Next screw the 2 B.A. nut, as far

per, and hence the tinning will last
Construction
In constructing the iron the pro-

cedure to follow is given below.
First square one end of the 31 inch
length of
inch diameter copper.
This should2 be done with the rod in-

serted into a vice. With a centre
punch mark out the centre of the
squared end and proceed to drill a

the rod inserted into the vice; an ordias it will go, on to the steel rod, which
"latter should then be screwed into the

copper bit, the nut 'being tightened

back to hold the copper rod rigidly in
position.

Fixing the Handle
In order to affix the wooden handle
the mild steel rod should be tapered

to a point, as shown in the Fig. 1

6"

diagram, using a suitable file.

The

.pointed end thus formed should be

heated in the -flame of a gas ring or of

a bunsen burner until it is red hot,
when it should be inserted into the

wooden handle, to the appropriate dis-

Fig. 1.-A small soldering iron with a long bit shaped as shown is very

suitable for wireless work.
of the application, for too long a
hole about a inch deep, of suitable
period, of a soldering iron to various
size to be tapped with a 2 B.A. tap.
terminal shanks, etc.
The drilling operation will need some
This is not altogether surprising
care, since copper is not an easy
when one sees the type of soldering
metal to drill, but providing the rod is
iron which is commonly used. Although

to solder in the test room

of a large and well-known instrument
maker's works, I doubt whether 1

could make a much better job with

the type of soldering iron mentioned.
This latter usually consists of a piece
of copper on the, usual handle, all of
the copper being inserted into the
flame when heating the iron.

held securely in a vice undue diffi-

needed :One 31

inch

following

length

diameter copper rod.

-

of

Fig. 2.

Wh!n heating a soldering iron

do not place the tinned tip

in the

flame, but arrange things like this.
surface should be filed smooth. The
bit is now ready for tinning, which
process is effected- by inserting it into

the flame of an ordinary gas ring or

bunsen burner, the filed portion being
covered with a thin coating of flux so
that it does not oxidise, and by taking
a stick of solder, on the end of which
there is a small quantity of flux, with

The great merit of this soldering
iron lies in the copper bit. This is

which the portion of the iron to be
tinned is touched from time to time.

long and has one end, which is tinned,

cut on a slant, as seen in Fig. 1. The
facility with which soldering can be
carried out with a bit shaped in this
manner has to be seen to be appre-

When the copper is sufficiently hot the

solder will run and the end will be

tinned.
A somewhat -more lasting " tinning "
may be effected by rubbing the tinned
surface of the heated iron on the

ciated. The long piece of copper holds

the heat well for some time, so that
several joints may be made before the

it can always be arranged that the

employing a hacksaw, the slanting oval

inch diameter mild steel

inch
One 6 -inch length of
diameter mild steel.
One wooden file handle, such as may
be obtained from any ironmonger.
One 2 B.A. nut.

flame. When the instrument is heated

Tinning the Iron
Having sawn the end of the copper
rod off at an angle as shown in Fig. 1,

rod should next have a 2 B.A. thread
cut on 'it for a length of about inch

inch

iron has to .be replaced in the gas

of taps with a hammer will allow the
wooden handle to be firmly fixed.

The Steel Stem
The 11s

will be
1

steel rod is then held in a vice a couple

culty should not be experienced. The
next step is to tap the 2 B.A. hole, a
taper tap being used for the first cut.

A Home -Made Soldering Iron
The type of soldering iron about to
be described is a distinct advance, and
makes soldering much easier. For its
construction the

tance, after which it should be withdrawn and allowed to cool.
If the

The "side band" equipment at the
Rugby station.

metal of a tin lid on which a small
quantity of flux has been smeared.

The surface of ordinary tins, such as

cocoa tins, etc., is usually covered with
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a ehiny metal surface, a good proportion of which is pure tin. This, there-

suitable width for insertion into the

iron 'than does the average solder.

the two flats be filed to meet in a

fore, forms a better surface on the

various slots .of screws which will be
used. Under no circumstances should

6"

into the edge of the gas flame, and the
colour changes should be carefully
watched. It will be observed that the

metal first turns a pale straw colour
and then to a bluish purple. If the
heads are placed in water when the
blue ooloration begins to appear the
metal will be at a suitable hardness
for general work.

1{346 -

Fig. 3.-A long -handled screwdriver is much more easy to use than
one of ordinary type.

Using the Iron
'Where a good deal of soldering will
be carried out it is well worth while
rigging up a convenient arrangement
to start with. In my own workshop

I employ a large biscuit tie, as seen
in Fig. .2. This is cut in the 'front
to form a rest for the handle of the
soldering iron, the copper bit of which
rests on a crossbar of 43, inch mild
steel, 'fixed as shown. A suitable hole

is made in the back .of the tin, and

through this is, taken the flexible -pipe
of -a 'bunsen burner, such as we generally associate with the chemistry
laboratory at school or college.

A .Useinl Screwdriver
'The average screwdriver employed
by the constructor is usually more

suitable far carpentry than for set

constructional work, since its handle
is generally of a type -which makes 'it
difficult to insert or withdraw a screw
Inserting ar withdrawing
quickly.
screws is considerably :facilitated if the
handle is of Circular cross-section, as

indicated in the diagrams of Figs. 1
The blade of the average
and 3.

sharp edge, as when this is inserted
into screw 'heads there will be a tendency for the driver or the screw to
burr.
The ends of the. metal rods -which are
inserted into 'the handles should be

filed, not to a point as shown for the
metal rod of the soldering iron, but
so that two flats are ,obtained, as seen
in Fig. 4. If the rods are tapered to

Tweezers
An instrument which I would not

be without for a great deal is a pair

of tweezers, which may be constructed

t

1111111111

i"

a point, when screwing .operations are

carried out, there will be a tendency
for the handles to turn round without
the blades.
This tendency must be
counteracted, therefore, by suitably
filing the tapered .ends which are inserted into the handles. The operations of insertion ;are carried out in

asimilar manner to that indicated
for the soldering iron.

Tempering
An important operation is to temper

correctly the 'heads or blades of the,
drivers. After these have been suitably filed into shape the heads should
be inserted -into a buneen or gas ring
flame and should be heated to as near
white %eat as possible. They should
then ibe dipped quickly into cold 'water
and {cktamed with emery paper until
bright.
To temper the blades they
should be reinserted, this time only

Fig. 5.-- Details of a useful pair of twee.

zers which can be made quite easily.

quite easily if two pieces of hard drawn°

phosiffior bronze, 5 inch or so thick,

and 33 inches long, are to hand. A suitinch. The two pieces
should first be cut with a pair of
shears, to the shape indicated in

able width is

Fig. 5 and should then be bent into

the form seen above. The two -wide
ends should then be soldered together,
on which a useful pair of tweezers is

obtained.

These prove extremely use-

ful for the holding of screws which
are to be inserted into somewhat in-

accessible positions, or for picking -up
screws which have dropped into somewhat ungetatable places in the receiver.

Fig. 4.-File the ends of the rods which
fit into the wooden handles in the
manner shown here.
screwdriver is not sufficiently long to
allow the somewhat inaccessible screws

in various sets to be reached easily.
For wireless work, therefore, a long

screwdriver will be found particularly

and I would suggest that
several be made with blades 6 inches
long and ineh,,* inch, and k inch
wide respectively. For :most wireless
useful,

work the driver with the -B3- inch wide

blade proves most useful.

Materials for Screwdrivers
To construct three screwdrivers ...of
the type shown, the following
materials should be obtained.
'Three pieces of silver steel rod
8 inches long and
fo- and
inch
diameter respectively.
Three ;file handles.

For the blade 'of the screwdriver
two fiats Should be .filed, as seen in
Fig. 3, and the edge thus formed
should be taken off so as to be of a

Inductances and the lead-in at Rugby. This station is now in regular
communication with America.
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IS IT THE VALVE ?
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
When a receiving set ceases to function properly one does not as
a rule suspect the valve of being the cause. Filament breakage
is not the only possible source of trouble, as these notes show.

cause varying the amount of grid bias
applied to it also visibly varied the
brilliance of the filament ! 'What had
happened was that the filament had
broken in two places, and that the free
ends had fallen upon the grid, so that
the filament circuit was still complete,
and yet was in contact with the grid.
Noises

Take now the question of noises.
Now, it sometimes happens that one
has attended to all the points which
should remove an annoying crackle in
the receiver, such as the grid -leak,
loose connections, and so on, without
avail. In such a case, before deciding
EADERS of THE WIRELESS CONI \ STRUCTOR have had many articles
giving instructions for finding
faults of various types in complete
sets and components, but I do not

recollect having seen any consideration

of the possible troubles which may be
present in the actual valves used in a
set. There is, on the contrary, a

tendency to assume that a valve is a
valve, and that is the end of it.
Perplexing Faults
As a matter of fact, however, there
are quite a number of faults which do
occasionally take place in the valves
themselves, and these can be decidedly
perplexing upon occasion.
For
example, I recently took a super-

heterodyne round to the house of Mr.

Harris (who lives about half a mile
away from me), the intervening route
being decidedly on the bumpy side,
and although the super was equipped

with shock -absorbing valve sockets, the
valves no doubt received a considerable

shaking in the process. Upon taking
the set out of the oar at the other end,
and fitting it up, only the most
peculiar results could be obtained from
an instrument which had been functioning perfectly ten minutes before.

Trouble with a Super -Het
A great deal of time was spent upon

that the set is bewitched, try the effect
of replacing the valves one by one. It
may quite well be that one of them is

and the cause is sometimes to be
found in the fact that the filament has

come into contact with the grid, so
when you are entirely unable to discover the cause of a complete absence
of signals, even though all the valves

light correctly, try a test which will
determine whether any of the grids
and filaments are in contact.

The invaluable dry cell and tele-

the leads passing up through the pinch

or somewhere in its actual construc-

tion. For example, one of the welded
joints between the supports of the grid

and the grid itself may have been imperfectly made, and a poor contact is
developing here.

Finding the Offender
If you think that one or other of

the valves is causing the noise, it is

easy to find out definitely which one it
is by removing all the valves from the

set and then inserting first one and
then another in the last socket, in
whose anode circuit the 'phones or

Many modern dull emitters are so

only at times, it may quite well be
that it is merely a matter of its pins
making poor contact in the sockets,
and the usual remedy of opening out
the split pins with a knife should be
adopted. This, with the improved

if you try the test between one.. or
other of the filament pins and the
grid pin, after removing the valve
from its socket. There should not be the
slightest sign of a click on touching

the market and also the improvement
in valve sockets, is not such a likely
fault as it used to be.
Defective Valves

valve must be pronounced faulty.

loud -speaker will be connected.
If you find that a valve causes noises

constructed that the scarcely -glowing
filament is not easily visible.
phones method will serve the purpose,

design of valve pins which are now on

these points, and if there is anything
approaching a real indication the

If any valve becomes really noisy in
use,

producing crackling and other

cided to test the various valves, insert-

rectly, had developed some fault, be -

well to return it for examination, since
you will find that the reputable valve
manufacturers are just as anxious to

ing them one by one in Mr. Harris's
test pane/
It was soon found that one of these
valves, although it was lighting cor-

Filament Sag
It sometimes happens that the cause
of an absolute absence of signals is to
be found in a defective valve. I have
known this to happen more than once,

developing an intermittent break in

noises, it is probable that same defect
has developed which the manufacturer

trying to trace the fault, until we de-

replace a defective valve as you are to
have it replaced.

would regard as a just cause for replaoement, and in such cases it is as

A Curious Fault
Upon two occasions recently I have
experienced a fault in valves which I
should not have thought was possible
until actually confronted with it, and

I should like to mention it for the

benefit of anyone who may be so unlucky as to strike the same thing. The
valves in question were both in use in
a power amplifier, one being a D.E.5b
and the other a D.E.5. What hap-

pened was this: a short circuit took
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place across the H.T. :battery, ',RirieIt
did not involve the valves in any way,

neither injuring their filaments nor

A

indeed affecting -their cinouit in any

way except by ouddenty cutting off 4the

H.F., and shorting it paSt them, so
to speak.

A Broken Connection
Nevertheless, -the effect was to
destroy both those valves as far as
useful life was concerned, for although

their filaments lit perfectly, not the

slightest sign of anode current would
pass after the episode. It seemed that
there wns actually a broken conuec-

PERFE

VALVE

C. T.25
5-6

Filament =Volts

Filament Amps. .. .. .25
80-200
Anode Volts ..
Voltage Amplification Factor 9
..
10,000
Impedance..
.. 800
Mutual Conductance

Plate Current Saturation at 50
Volts over 30 milliamps.

15/.111,111

YOU CANNOT
A modern transmitting valve compared in size with Prof. Fleming's

original wireless valve.
tion inside the valve between the anode

itself .and the anode pin, for not the
slightest sound of a signal could be
obtained, and, as stated, a sensitive
rniniammeter gave no sign whatever

of anode current passing. This was my
first experience of a fault of this

nature, but I have heard from others
that the same thing may sometimes

happen if a valve is given a jolt which
just fails to break the filament.

Loss of Ethission

A consideration of possible valve
faults would not be complete .without
taking into account the factor -of lost
emission, which produces faint and in
some cases 'badly distorted signals when

0

-10

obtain the supreme realisation of wirelessthe generous volume, the pure and sonorous

tone or longer distances-unless you use

CLEARTRON VALVES
which are REALLY 'guaranteed, under Cleartron's

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE.
They are ALL Dull Emitters, with lowest current
consumption, and scad.at Standard Prices, 3 2/6.& 15/ -

For 2, 3 and 5-6 v. Accumulators 'and Dry Cells,
H.F. Detector and L.F.
America's foremost Value-alll British made.
Catalogue from your Dealer, or :

the last valve is a dull -emitter powekr
Lost emission generally results
from ill-using the valve in some way,

CLEARTFROINI RADIO

sive amount of anode voltage.
The moral is obvious, but when confronted with the fault it is ;sometimes

Telephone t Regent 2232/2. 'Grams : Cleartron, .Westrand, London.

valve.

such as by running the filament too
bright, or by using a seriously exces-

D

LIIIMIII

ONE CHARING CROSS, LONDON.

a little difficult to decide what 'the
trouble may be. A milliammeter is
really the only effective test, apart

from the substitution method, ead this
always

enable mie to

British

Made

decide
whether any.:particular valve is asst
will

.eh, so that the trouble
quite up to ,s
which is being experiEmcedfrray be laid

Service Advertising

at its door.
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Free

lueprints for All !

a

8

THE SIMPLE CONDITIONS YOU MUST OBSERVE.
It has been decided to supply free a back -of -panel blueprint of any set in this and future
issues of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. Only one blueprint can be supplied to each

reader, and only postal applications (accompanied by the coupon to be found in each
issue) will be considered ; callers will not be supplied. This offer applies only to THE

fl

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, and will obviously be greatly to the advantage of readers.

REMEMBER :-

8

I.

Only one blueprint supplied to each applicant. Extra blueprints are available at is. 6d. each.

2.

Only a postal application for a blueprint will be considered, and it must be accompanied
by the necessary coupon. Callers at our offices will not be supplied.
A coupon only covers the sets in the particular issue in which it appears.
Only back -of -panel blueprints are included in the free supply offer.

3.
fl

tz3

66

Coupons are available only up to the end of the month for which the issue is dated,
i.e., the coupon in this issue, published on May 15, is available up to June 3o.

a
6

0

When ordering state clearly the number of the blueprint you want as well as the name of the set.

c831(afg301;3GV3q3cfacMCYCSIZIgAX3C30Wf190q9(M9f9c73c,iNnOcfMAKAMNAM90e0&a80,83cf3f3e43C3f30
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you are unable

If

j
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1114)

to

obtain your

favourite Wireless Journals from your
Newsagent or Bookseller send a
Promptly delivered
subscription
through the post

MODERN WIRELESS
-

Twelve months

15/-

Six months

-

7:6

-

8'8

WIRELESS WEEKLY
-

Twelve months

Six months

1714

THE WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR

Twelve months

-

8/6

Six months

-

4/3

WIRELESS, The One -Word Weekly
Twelve months

-

13/-

Six months

-

6/6

WIRELESS DEALER

(Obtainable by Trade only)

Twelve months (U.K.) 7,'6 ;

(Abroad) 10/ -

RADIO PRESS LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
J
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SETS WHICH WILL NOT INTERFERE

g

Recently, in the presence of Press representatives, a remarkable demonstration of non -radiating
receivers was given at our Research Laboratories.

a
a
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ADEMONSTRATION of non radiating receivers of Radio

Press design was given at the

Elstree Laboratories of THE WIRELESS

CiaNSTRUCTOR recently to a large

number of representatives of the Daily
Press.

As is well known, the majority of

multi -valve receivers

employing re-

action suffer from the disadvantage

Building, where they operated a loud-speaker.

A Comparison.
For purposes of comparison a two valve,

high -frequency

and detector

receiver was first tuned in to -Birming-

ham, this set being in the Demonstration Building near the loud -speaker

several non -radiating receivers in the
Demonstration Building in turn, ranging from two to six valves. In each
case it was clearly apparent that,
however the specially designed non radiating receivers were handled, -or,
rather, mishandled, it was impossible
to cause any interference, for the ;re-

ception by the receiver in the other
OH.T.+1

tkat, should the set be made to oscil-

late, either by. intention or accident, serious interference can be
caused to near -by receivers.

2

AT

Sensitivity Without Selfishness
With improved methods of reception,
which have been devised recently

C'

ool,uF

by the staff of Radio Press, it is
possible to obtain all the sensitivity
which is required '(and, if necessary, to

2'

still make use .of reaction); in such a

manner that no interference will be

LT

caused even if the set is made to oscillate in the most violent manner.

All the receivers demonstrated on

April 9 have either been recently

published in Radio Press journals, or
are in process of publication.
The system used to demonstrate the
efficacy of these receivers was arranged

to cluPlicate normal conditions, and
yet give a really 'convincing demon -

The Test
In one of the Laboratory buildings
about a .hundred yards away a sensitive four -valve receiver was tuned in
to receive Birmingham. The signals
from this set were then transmitted
through a cable to the Demonstration

The circuit of the "Huntsman Two," a non -radiating aet described in
the March issue of this journal.
building was not affected to -any
mentioned above. This receiver was
audible degree.
capable of causing a normal amount
of radiation, and, when permitted to
As one of the -Press representatives
so .aptly said, "=Once again Radio
radiate, by mishandling, the radiation
Press has demonstrated their sincere
caused a series of "howls " and
and altruistic desire to further the
" whistles " to be superimposed on the
development of the -new art or science
programme being received from MT
of Broadcast Reception."
by the set in the ether -building which
was operating the -loud -speaker.

Personal Tests by -the Press

The Result

Each representative in turn was in-

Birmingham was then received on

A member of
the Research
staff operating
the " Elstree

Six," with
which

it is

possible to re-'
ceive even relay

stations in daylight at full

loud - speaker
strength.

vited to test 'for himself.

He -first
selected any non -radiating receiver he
might care to try. This was connected up to an aerial, had '.phones
were -supplied. On tuning in the
Birmingham station he then lifted one
-earpiece away from -his ear so that he
could also hear the loud -speaker of
the neighbouring -set, and operated the

controls in any manner be pleased.

Even -when the receiver which he -was
operating was oscillating no howls

could be heard -in the loud -speaker,
thus indicating that the aerial as few
yards away remained unaffected.
Pne and all expressed themselves as
being amazed at the progress made in
these designs.

An "'RP." Triumph
After this demonstration the guests
were invited to .fequest .the aneoption
of any particular station, an .extremely exacting test at .any.. time.
Using the " Elstree "Six " Receiver,
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demonstrations which have appeared
in the Press we quote the follow-

ing;-

From The Daily Telegraph:-

Wireless "Howl "-A New Device
The
ingenuity
of
wireless
engineers has been hard pressed for

considerable period in an
endeavour to solve the probleili
some

which has been the storm -centre of
the majority of complaints against
wireless, namely, oscillation and its

accompanying " howl."
It was
stated recently that Sir Oliver
Lodge had developed a wireless set
-which would neither radiate nor
cause interference.
Quite apart
from this " N " circuit of Sir
Oliver Lodge' sets have already
been designed which would reduce
interference even when the receiver
itself was in a state of oscillation.

The latest development in a cir-

Research work in progress in one department of " The Wireless Constructor'" Laboratories at Elstree.
The " Neutroflex Two," by N. J.
designed by the Staff of the Laborastation after station was
received with certainty and without a

Gibson (Wireless Weekly, April 28,

the excessive use of reaction. With
this receiver it is possible to receive
all the B.B.C. main and relay stations
at full loud -speaker strength in broad
daylight.

Reyner, B.Sc.
March, 1926).

tories,

trace of the distortion suggestive of

The B.B.C. Representative
One of the most interested spectators of the work forming the evening's demonstration was Mr. White-

house, of the B.B.C., and his presence
on this occasion gives some indication

of the value which the Engineering
Department of the B.B.C. attaches to
the work at present being done at
our Laboratories.

Purity of Reproduction
Another point of interest was the
wonderful purity of reproduction
which was a feature of the evening's
reception. One of the guests, who,

in addition to being an amateur of
oonsiderable technical attainments
and experience, is also a musical
critic of some repute, remarked that
he had never heard such consistently
true reproduction from a number of

1926).

The " Neutrophase Four," by J. H.
(Modern

Wireless,

The " Elstree Six," by the Staff of
B.B.C. APPRECIATION.

We are authorised by the B.B.C. to
state that they look with favour on

any efforts towards reduction or

elimination of the possibility of
interference from oscillating receivers, and are appreciative of

the research work of this nature
which is being carried out by our
laboratories.

Radio Press, Ltd., at their laboratories in Elstree on April 9, and
the intention to provide the
home constructor with reliable non radiating sets seems to have
materialised. Three receiving sets

were used to demonstrate the new
circuit, viz., a six -valve laboratory
receiver, a specially -designed two valve set (" The Huntsman "), and

a so-called " Torostyle " two-valver.
As its name implies, the last-named
set, perhaps the most interesting
of those exhibited, employs specially designed toroidal coils These two valve sets, as well as the six-valver,
were at different times used to

bring in the Birmingham station,

and in order to make a contrast

between reception results a simple
tuned -anode

receiver

was

also

brought into operation by way of

the Radio Press Laboratories (to be
described in Modern Wireless, June,
1926).

Press Comments
From among the reports

cuit design which lays legitimate
claim to a removal of the above
difficulties was demonstrated by the

of the

contrast.
On a loud -speaker the product of
over -oscillation was demonstrated
by mishandling and the introduction

of the usual howl," and this was
entirely absent, no matter how one
attempted to produce it, on the

varying types of receivers.

Undoubtedly, he said, great attention had been paid by the designers
to every part of the receiver, both for
sensitivity and reproduction.

The Sets Used
The

five

non -radiating receivers

which were used for the demonstra-

tion were:-

The Editor

tuning in an
the "Huntsman

Two" during

the demonstration to Press
representatives

a.

The " Huntsman Two," by Percy

W.

Harris, M.I.R.E.

(the editor)

(THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, March,
1926).

The " Torostyle Two," also by Mr.
Harris (W ireless May 1, 1926).
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several types of the new receiver.
The circuit as designed may certainly claim to have accomplished
its purpose, and in the case of the

reception from Birmingham, and

also that from Brussels, no trace of
interference, except by telegraphy,

arranged in the Radio Press
laboratories at Elstree 'to show -that
it was possible by various means to
eliminate, any danger of " howl-

ing " even with :the most powerful
Two, three, and four receivers.
valve

sets

were

employed,

each

0

(1-9

Some

Lo ! Hear the gentle
lark

of the

newspaper

men with the

Editor inspecting the sets

whose non-

radiat ing

qualities were

demonstrated.

0

0

accompanied

by the valve

" Accompanied by the piano," the

programme said,' but " accompanied
by the Valve and piano " would: be

truer of songs heard on many sets.
Every time the door shuts, or a cart
passes, or someone treads heavily
Ping!" goes the valve and the
best notes Of your favourite melody
are drowned.

But this unwanted accompaniment
can very easily -be stopped-by
floating your =valves in Benjamin
Clearer Tone Valve Holders.
extraordinary success of the
Benjamin,C.learer .Tone Valve Holder
due to the fact that it is perfect
in every detail. No loophole has
The

is

been

-could be detected. Unfortunately,
the conditions in the ether were

not favourable to good reception,
and a more thorough inquiry into
the efficiency of the system under
various other conditions would be

desirable
verdict.

before

giving

a

final

It .says much :for the industry of

the research engineers that they
have succeeded so far as they have

constructing even a

.in

two -valve

set with these undeniable improve, ments, which were obvious even
under last night's conditions of
reception, and was informed that

it was limped shortly to apply the
new

principle to .a one -valve set.

One of the greatest merits of the

.

is that it can :be hum'-

new- idea

poratted into any ordinary -receiving

set at a very small cost.
*

*

From The, Dailal.lt press.

have just .attended a demon-

stration

of -receivers which are
incapable of causing the slightest
neighbouring
interference with
listeners.
The demonstration :had been

embodying a different Class of circuit and in each case it was success 'hilly demonstrated that, 'however-.
they might :be .mishandled, no
interference could result.
Two aerials .,had been ..arranged

left

possibly

where vibrcdietts could
reach the filament-a fact

you can judge for yourself from. the
accompanying brief
its construction.

There are terminal
connexions for the
experimenter and
soldering tags for the
permanent set. The

Benjamin Clearer

within a few yards of each other,

and -one of -these was -used for
-receiving the transmisSion 'from
Birmingham on an ordinary set.
The other was used for -the non radiating sets.
As each was tuned in lo 'Birming-

ham it was made 'to oscillate ;,
violently as ,possible, but not tie
slightest "howl " occurred to

interfere with the reception of the
same

,aerial.

transmission

on the

first

*

From The .Times.
The apparatus,ahowed that, while
it is possible:to ddike full advantage
of reaction, .nonamount.of mishand-

descriptions -of

Tone Naive Holder is

easily cleaned-little
or no dust can collect
in the sockets. The

2/9
each.

springs themselves, as
shown in the lower of
the two diagrams,

form the valve pin
sockets. No soldering
joints-all one solid

metal piece from tags
No
to valve leg.
flexible wire connexions. The spring

supports are not

affected by stiff bus
bar wiring.

2/9 each
Pending.

ling could produce that disturbing
aerial oscillation known as "howling," which interferes so seriously
with broadcast. -reception, and for
winch a -remedy
provided.

has

now been

An article -all manufacturers.`and traders should read.:-

" The Business future of the Radio Industry
By JOHN SCOTT-ITAGGART.
See " The Wireless Dealer " for April 15th.

AR?/S" BEIVAILIIN

MADE

CLEARER T ONEV AWE HOLDER
IANT144ICROPMONIC)

From your Dealer or Direct from

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd.
Brentwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, N.17.
The Benjamin Battery Switch gives

perfect current control, 2/- each.

7,%/111711"-NeiNif7,,m0)-;
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REDUCING INTERFERENCE

0
El

By JOHN UNDERDOWN
How to construct a loosely coupled selective crystal re-

El

ceiver and a cabinet to house it

0 El E E E

El El El El E 0 El El El 0 E

TO dwellers on the coast, more particularly those situated near
commercial stations and busy
ports, spark interference considerably
mars reception. This interference is

of the most serious type with which
the average listener has to contend,
and the problem of cutting it out, or

E

E El 0 El El E El El 0 El E El El El

both are tuned in order that the
selectivity may be as high as possible.

Crystal Damping
By tapping the crystal across part
of the coil only the damping effect
it introduces can be reduced, but, of

course, use is made of only a fraction

of considerably minimising its effect,
is of vital importance.
Now most crystal sets are provided

of the available high -frequency voltage

arrangement is not particularly selective, more especially as the crystal is
usually placed across the whole aerial
coil. The average crystal has only a
comparatively low resistance of the

part of the coil an improvement in
both signal strength and selectivity,

with only one tuning circuit, which

order of a few hundred thousand

across the coil. Despite this latter
fact, however, it has been found that
by suitably tapping the crystal across

the earth to E, whilst C, connected
in parallel by joining A, to E. The
aerial is then joined to A,. The
crystal detector and telephones are
connected across half of La only.

The third terminal A, serves a dual
purpose, namely, that of allowing the

receiver to be employed as a direct
coupled instrument, in which case the
aerial is joined to A whilst the
earth remains connected to E. It
also allows the set to be used as a

The Theoretical Circuit

In this latter
case, of course, A, is joined to the
grid of an H.F. valve, or to one side
of the grid condenser, if a valve detector is employed, and the lower
telephone terminal goes either to
L.T. positive or negative, or to the
slider of a potentiometer. It will be
observed, therefore, that the instru-

The circuit employed in the receiver
is shown in Fig. 1. The aerial coil

on when it is desired to change from a

which is well worth while, can be obtained.
centre -tapped ;coil has
therefore been used in the secondary
circuit, and the crystal detector is
placed across half of the coil only.

L, is variably coupled to the centre tapped secondary coil L the former
being tuned by a .0005 and the latter
by a .00025 condenser. The three terminal arrangement shown permits
of series tuning being obtained with
the aerial joined to terminal A, and

7=7"

El

loosely -coupled tuner.

ment is a very suitable one for a beginner, since it will prove useful later

crystal to a valve detector arrangement.

Special Features

In order that the

full benefits of
employing two tuned circuits may bo

obtained, it is necessary that a coil

Fig. 1.- Two tuned circuits are employed in this set, the crystal being
connected to the centre of L2.

ohms, and, consequently, its introduc-

tion across the tuning circuit makes
the tuning flatter than
would be the case.

otherwise

Also, it is of little use to employ
a low -loss coil with a direct -coupled
crystal set, since the resistance of the

aerial and earth systems may easily
be many times greater than that of
the aerial coil.

Using Two Tuned Circuits
A

considerable

improvement

in

selectivity can, however, be brought
about by the introduction of two
tuned circuits, the effect of the aerial
damping being largely minimised. In
the set about to be described, therefore, two circuits are incorporated, and

A ba:k.of-panel view of the receiver.
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holder which permits of very

loose

couplingbe employed. The type used
in the set is one which must be
mounted on a horizontal panel, and it
has, therefore, been arranged that
the two tuning condensers are ;placed

on a vertical panel.
An advantage of this arrangement
is.that there is no tendency for heavy
eoils to move, when once adjusted,
owing to their -weight. The aerial
coil is accommodated in the moving

coil.holder, whilst the fixed coil holder

takes the secondary coil, -the centre
tapping of this latter being joined
to a flexible lead, which is brought
through the top of the case.
This

. to
letter is of home construction,
it should not be beyond the
ability of the average set builder.

-make

Panel layout
The photographs indicate the neat
appearance of the receiver, and reference to these and -to the panel diagram will show that the aerial con-

denser is placed towards the left-hand
Side of the -panel, the crystal detector

is in the centre, and the -secondary
tuning condenser to the right-hand

The three terminals on the let t -

side.

hand side are .for the various aerial

connections when loose coupling is

employed, and for earth.
On the right are situated the aerial
terminal' for single circuit working
and the two telephone terminals respectively. .It will be noticed that

verniers are iiiacorperated in the two
tuning -condensers, which feature will
be found particularly advantageous
in the event of ,the instrument being
used as a loosely -coupled tuner in
conjunction -..-with a valve receiver.

Components
The actual components used in .the

set., together -with the .makers' names,
-are given 'below 'for the convenience
of the eoustrzettor, But there
little
reason, ,in

most

cases,

why _good

The flexible leads shown here are taken through the top of the cabinet
to the coils.
For
121 in. I)); 5 in. respectively.
articles of other makes shoukl:not be
the sides of the case, material of
substituted, if to hand:in. thickness sherild be employed,
One
" ebonite panel, 12 in.

by 5 in. .by 4 in. (Peto-Scott C.o.,
Ltd.).
One .0005 " Vanicon "-variable condenser (Dubilier Condenser' Co., Ltd.).
" variable con.One .00025
denser (Dubilier Condenser. Co., Ltd.).
One panel -mounting two -coil holder
(Gambrel Bros., Ltd.).
One panel -mounting crystal detector
(Burndept Wireless, Ltd.).
Six nickel -plated W.O. type ter-

minals and nuts.
A quantity of Glazite wire and
rubber -covered flex.
No..4.wood screws, a quan-

tity of joiners' brads, 2 GB.A. stop
pins or screws.

-For -the - C-abinet

The case should -be constructed of
hard -wood such as oak or teak. For
the top, en .which the :coil holder ,is

mounted, and: for, the base, lir in. thick

material will prove suitable; these two
pieces being _12 in. by .41 in. and

two pieces 41 in. by 4-4 in. -being
necessary. -For the back of the case,
any thin' board to hand may be used,

the length being 111 in. and the width
44 in. Two fillets, which are bradded
in position

of the case

so as to allow the back

be flush with -the sides
and top, allow -the back to be screwed
into position when the set is assembled
and wired.

Constructing the Case
The best method of constructing the
case is first to screw the two aide pieces
to the panel by _means of 1.in. No.
wood screws; care being taken to make
sure thatIthe side pieces are, perfectly
square.- The' top of :the cabinet shoold
now be planed so As. to.he.lush with
the top of the panel, end, -.when a good
fit has-been obtained it should be fixed

to the two side pieces by means: of
suitable joiners' brads. -The back
piece can now be trued up . and temporarily placed:in position, when the

't

IR%
V4"

A2

DrucroR

/At&
riL1147

144

21/2'
Ca

CI

3,,
r

12"

3/41'

Y

Fig. 2. It will be seen from this panel -drilling diagram that a symmetrical appearance has been achieved.
Blueprint C1046A.
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Take the
SHORTPATH
to Better Reception
VEEN constructors are continually

seeking fresh methods of obtaining
better results from their sets. There

is now available one simple methodone SHORT PATH to improved results.

FOR BEST

RESULTS
S.P.18 VALVES should be
used as follows :

The unique construction of the "Cosmos" SHORTPATH
valves, whereby the path between filament, grid and anode
is reduced to an absolute minimum, enables results to be

obtained unequalled by any other valve of the one cell
accumulator class.

HIGH FREQUENCY STAGES:

Green

Tuned Anode ..

Transformer Loose Coupling Red 0
Tight Coupling Green

Compare their characteristics with published figures of
other makers :

If set oscillates use Red for all H.F.

S.P.18

stages, especially for dual stage valves.
OTHER STAGES:
TRANSFORMER
COUPLING

RESISTANCE
CAPACITY
COUPLING

Detector

Green

Green

L.F.
(1st Stage)
L.F.

Green

Green

STAGE

0

Red

6

Green

Intermediate

L.F.
(Last Stage)

Red

Red

Price, Red or Green Spot,

1 216
The "Cosmos" D.Ett
Dull Emitter Valve takes

Red Spot

Voltage Amplification Factor (µ). ..
Impedance ..
..
..
..
Mutual Conductance (g) micromhos

S.P.18

Green Spot

7

15

7,000
1,000

17,000
850

`Cosmos" S.P. 18 Valves provide a

I'M O R E

POWER

t GREATER

ECONOMY

SHORTPATH to: -{ FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION
S.P.

18 valves consume 0.3 amps., at from 115 to 1.8 volts. and require

only a single cell 2,volt accumulator. They are recommended for use
as shown in adjoining table.
Obtainable from most Wireless Retailers.

METRO-VICK
SUPPLIES Ltd.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.)
Metro -Vick House, 145, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

0.25 amp, at 14 Volts..
and rs a splendid Dry Cell
Loud Speaker Valve.

12/6

The "Cosmos" Aqj
Bright Valve is a highly
efficient Valve for all
reception purposes.

7/6

Rase you got your copy of " A

Talk to Valve User,?,

776
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RADIO VALVES
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position for the two fillets will be obtained. These latter should be of in.
square section wood. Finally, the baseboard should be fixed by \ means of
brads, it being arranged that an overlap of inch is obtained at the two
sides and in front of the panel.

348

.{

FILLET

--3/8'

Mounting the Coil -Holder
The next step is to mount the coil
holder, for which a drilling template

is supplied By the makers. Reference
to the diagrams and photographs will
show the correct position for this com-

Fig. 5.-No difficulty should be encountered in building the cabinet, as
the design has been made as simple as possible.

from the case, the final leads being

Drilling the Panel
Drilling the panel is a simple operation. A template is supplied for set-

ting out the necessary holes for the
crystal detector, whilst in the case of
the variable condensers the circular
ebonite pieces, which are mounted be-

low the condenser dials, serve for
Fig. 3.- This diagram gives the positions of the holes necessary for mounting the coil -holder on top of the case.

ponent, and it will be observed that

two 6B.A. screws and nuts have been
used to make stops to prevent the
moving coil block having too much
play. The two leads to this latter are
taken through- a I in. or in. hole
drilled in the position shown.

marking out purposes.

The Wiring
The wiring is carried out with Glazite insulated wire and rubber covered
flex, where flexible leads are required,
such as those to the moving coil block

and to the centre tapping of the

The best procedure to
adopt is first to wire the components

secondary coil.

on the panel, which should be removed

To L2 CENTRE TAP

affixed when the panel is screwed into
position.

Testing
If yoUr local station transmits on
the lower broadcasting wavelengths a
Gambrell B1 coil should be inserted
into the aerial coil socket, the aerial'
should be connected to A and A,
should be joined to E and to earth. In
the secondary coil holder (that is, the
fixed block) a centre tapped C coil

will be required, and the lead through
the top of the case should be joined
to the, centre tapping of the coil. If
5XX is to be received the aerial coil
should be an El and the secondary coil

a centre tapped F.

Where numbered coils are used the

To L

To 1-,2

To PLUGS

4

Fir. 4. -The wiring diagram. The leads to the coils are clearly marked. Blueprint C1046B.

III
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aerial coil may be a number 25, 35, or
60, if parallel tuning is used, or a 50
or 75 with series tuning, for the lower
broadcast wavelengths.
For 5XX,
with parallel tuning, a No. 150 coil in
the L, socket is necessary.
In the
secondary socket a centre tapped 60
or 60 is suitable for the 300-500 metre
band, whilst for 5XX a centre tapped

prove particularly suitable for listeners
in coastal areas. Gambrell coils, of the
sizes indicated, were used throughout
the test.

Elstree Tests.
In

common with all receivers
described in THE WIRELESS CON-

STRUCTOR, this set was tested by the

4

4

4

When
every aid
tells

4

When you have
tuned in the carrier

of a distant

4

wave

4

station then it is that

4
4

a turn of your "

senstat " will put that

final edge on your
tuning which nothing else will. With
" Lissenstat" control

A view of the completed set. As shown here, terminals A2 and E are
normally joined by a strip of wire.

your valve is made
sensitive to a touch.

4

250 should be used.
Centre tapped
numbered coils may be obtained from
Messrs. Lissen, Ltd.

Signals from farther
away are brought in

Tuning
Start first with the aerial coil at an

stronger, sharper than
ever before-through a

angle of, roughly, 45 degrees, and tune
on both condensers until the local station is heard. The coupling between

of dead
In your search
for distant stations you
4 can have no better ally.

background

silence.

the coils should then be adjusted to
give maximum signal strength, slight
retuning being necessary on both con-

densers as an alteration to the coupling is made. When interference is
experienced

models :

Lissenstat
Major 716
Lissenstat

Minor 3/6

Lissenstat
Universal

4

,

our

ing are the results:-

Research
The follow-

Design, etc.-Good.
Operation.-Good, the set giving
satisfactory reception on a variety of
aerials. The tuning was sharp, and a
good degree of selectivity is therefore
obtainable.

GOWD'dc93f3ct?3cD';-"P.',,fi9q1i0

g
g

A USE FOR

ed'

0
0

®

than the required transmission, which
makes well worth while the slight loss
of signal strength which may be experienced. The weakest coupling, and
consequently sharpest tuning, is obtained when the aerial coil is practically at right angles to the secondary

wiring guides has come to an
end need not be discarded as
wastepaper, as they can still be
employed for a variety of purposes.

Test Report

LIS SENT
Richmond, Surrey

of

between the coils and consequent re-

coil.

10/6

LISSEN LIMITED,
18-22, Friars Lane,

the coupling

staff

Laboratories at Elstree.

OLD BLUEPRINTS
tuning on the two condensers will g
g
generally allow the interfering signals g
to be weakened to a greater extent og',ocgoo'c,-7-46i:ofs)E36.55a000e

Sold in three

4

loosening

technical

)

VVv4

Tested on a good high aerial at 12
miles south-east of 21,0, that station
was obtained at good telephone
strength, and 5XX was hardly noticeably weaker. The tuning, as was expected; was sharper than is obtained
with a direct -coupled set, and no
noticeable loss of strength resulted

from the loosely coupled arrangement.
The background of interference from
spark '-ransmission was noticeably reduced, and the set should therefore

LUEPRINTS whose usefulness as

up)

Since they are full-size drawings, the
outline representations of the various
components depicted form useful templates and should be cut out as guides

for drilling and layout purposes for
future sets. Drawings of dials,

knobs, etc., from front of panel blue-

prints can be cut out and placed on
the panel intended for a new set to

give an idea of the appearance of the
receiver when completed.
The wording on the blueprints can
utilised for emergency panel
transfers and for other labelling

be

purposes.

W.
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THE LOUD - SPEAKER
AND ITS PROBLEMS
By E. H. BERRY
bike the gramophone, the loud -speaker has successfully emerged

from the days when it was regarded as a " tinny" and music distorting instrument. , Some of the problems of loud -speaker
design are discussed below.

phasise, are not the defects _of manufacture but are the result of compromise in design. The' present design
is based on theoretical considerations
which make it impossible to produce
commercially or even practically an
ideal

THE loud -speaker
many listeners

regarded by

is

as being the
accessory to

least satisfactory
the modern broadcast
installation.

that bad loud -speaker reproduction is
more often than not due to defects in
the receiver or unintelligent operation
of it.
While many listeners are
quite ignorant regarding
how it
works," many others, with justice,
regard it as nothing more or less than
receiver

The

difficulties

with

minor

Although the telephone receiver is

wonderfully efficient, it yet possesses
certain inherent defects which are
accentuated in the loud -speaker,
especially where the large power

necessary to fill halls or big rooms
is to be handled.

Compromise in Design
These defects, I should like to em-

How Loud -Speakers Work
This is only one of the problems
which are encountered in dealing
with the conversion of electrical iminto

pulses

an

acoustical

rents increasing or decreasing the
magnetic pull on the diaphragm. It

will, of course, be realised that as the
magnets are permanent, a permanent

effect.

Probably the most popular and best-

known loud -speakers are of the
electro-magnetie type, of which some
well-known examples are the " Am-

plion " and the " Brown " and other
similar kinds. Of course, net all the
electro-magnetic types are the same,
many of them presenting some impor-

tant modification in their detailed
construction. The usual electro-magnetic type is, as stated previously,
very similar to a telephone receiver

in construction, there being two
electro-magnets which are disposed in
diaphyagm.
close proximity to
These electro-magnets-'*re often cap -

Modern design aims at producing si
pleasing appearance as well as good
tonal qualities. The handsome instruments shown here and in the heading
illustrate this point.

Base of itortv.

-

pull
Quite a good loudWasher

'

speaker for use in
a small room can
be made by

clamping a horn
to
Tight/Jung scrap'
I

Brass strip

of

receiving

How far this is true is a debatable
point, and it should be remembered

a ter4phone
modifications.

model.

obtaining an ideal loud -speaker may
be gauged when it is realised that the
diaphragm alone should possess the
three following properties: it should
be weightless, infinitely large, and
perfectly rigid.

able of adjustment, so varying the
air gap between the poles of the
magnet and the diaphragm.
The magnets are of the permanent
type, but around each pole is wrapped
a bobbin of wire, the two bobbins
being connected in series and the
ends taken to terminals. The output
from the receiver, which is the input
to the loud -speaker, is a series of
minute pulsating currents, these cur-

telephone
earpiece.
a

is exerted on the diaphragm,
and this permanent pull is either

increased or decreased.

Diaphragm Problems
The question of the rigidity of the
diaphragm is solved by reducing the

diaphragm to dimensions of the order
of a circle between one and a -half
inches and three inches in diameter.
If the diameter is greater than about
three inches, the solution of the pro-

her

1

of rigidity becomes almost
incapable of solution on a cheap
commercial basis.
In one popular
blem

B

form the modification, which, it Is
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claimed greatly increases the purity
of reproduction, is to allow the diaphragm to float, as it were.
Instead of being rigidly clamped
about its periphery, it is rigid and
yet capable of movement as a whole,
because the particular construction
includes a wavy spring instead of a
clamping washer. Most loud -speakers
are of the horn type, and in these

particular types, where a small dia-

phragm is incorporated as opposed to
the cone or pleated diaphragm type,
the 'diaphragm is so small that the
inertia of the volume of air which it
affects is insufficient to produce any

OOOOOOO

11,

This photograph,
taken at Elstree,
that our
Research Laboratories have not
shows

neglected the loud-

speaker as a field

for investigation.

real volume of sound unless a horn
is employed. The horn is merely an

artificial way of loading

the dia-

phragm with a column of air. This

but carry a winding which is designed
current.

coluMn of air, being restricted within

to be supplied with a separate direct

the confines of the horn, presents a
much greater degree of inertia than
if the diaphragm was actually open
and allowed to influence the small
natural loading which would result if
no horn were used.

carries the input currents, and, in
conformity with a fundamental electrical law, is attracted into or repelled
out of the annular ring, thus causing
the diaphragm -to vibrate.
A construction of this form is cap-

Horn Design
The horn has been the subject of

able- of exceptionally powerful results,

much research, and in the main it
has been found that it should be
restricted at one end to offer as great
a mechanical impedance to the dia-

The

small

moving

used for addressing an audience of
many thousands.

"Cone" Loud -Speakers
If no horn is employed a much
larger diaphragm must he used, as in
the cone type.
As the mechanical
difficulties of attaining a reasonable
degree of rigidity are considerable, the
" cone" diaphragms are frequently

smaller than is required to produce
the same volume as a horned model
at a corresponding price, although
to lack

of

horn

resonance

effects it is claimed that tonal quality

is superior.
An interesting solution of the
problem of rigidity for cone -type dia-

phragms has appeared on the market.

" Hornless' loud - speakers are now
popular, although many contain an
internal sound conduit.

phragm as possible, and at the open
end this impedance should be as low
as it is possible to obtain. Another
point in design is that it should be as
long

as

possible,

but

for

various

reasons it is impracticable to utilise a
approaching the
ideal length, or even of a length
In another
approaching the ideal.
loud -speaker,
well-known type of
instead of the magnet being allowed to
directly influence the diaphragm, the
magnet attracts an armature carrying
a reed. This reed has attached to it a
conical diaphragm of very finely spun
aluminium, and very good results are
obtainable with this.
horn of anything

The Electro-Dynamic Type
Another type, referred to as the
electro-dynamic, employs a magnet of
circular form in which is cut a fine
Into this air gap
annular air -gap.
fits a fine solenoid which is attached
to the diaphragm.
The- magnets are not permanent

second.

coil

certain speakers of this type being

owing

natural frequency about 3 cycles per

has a reinforced
cone -type diaphragm which is not
restrained about its circumference.
This loud -speaker

The apex is attracted to magnets, and
the whole works as a large piston
working against the inertia of the air
presented to its surface.

Natural Frequency
Another manufacturer has evolved
a very satisfactory speaker of rather
unique type. This merits attention
in view of the fact that it employs a
balanced armature designed to have
a natural
frequency considerably
higher than the mean speech frequency.

Its natural frequency, I understand,
is of the order of 3,000 cycles per

second, resulting in freedom from distortion over that range of frequencies
where distortion is usually present.
and in increased efficiency on the
higher notes.
To obviate this difficulty of the
natural frequency of the diaphragm
or reed being in close proximity to
the usually regarded Mean speech
frequency of 800 cycles per siecond,
another manufacturer has gone to the'
opposite extreme and made the

A Special Diaphragm
It was decided to use in this model

diaphragm which would
the minimum amount of
Many loud -speakers employ
inertia.
diaphragms which require a comparatively great -amount of power to overMuch
come their natural inertia.
research resulted in the use of an
oblong strip of crinkled aluminium
foil, this being stretched between two
a

special

possess

poles of a magnet. When the speech

currents or impulses from the receiver
are passed through it, this peculiar

foil diaphragm. is deflected, and the

resulting vibrations are communicated
to a column of air confined in a horn

and thus as sound to the listener's
The vibrations are similar to those
of a circular diaphragm, but of a
greater amplitude, and it is claimed

that audiences of 30,000 or more have

been entertained with a speaker of

this form.

Friction Arrangements
One of the most interesting types
produced and capable of giving convolume was the Edison
Friction speaker.
This suffered froni certain draw-

siderable

backs, one being that a small motor
was required to operate a moving
cylinder, while the tone was rather
unpleasant.
The principle on which it was based

is that the friction between a metal

and a substance subject to electrolytic
action varies according to the strength

of the current passing between the:
contact points.
Another type was based on a
If a
certain electro-adhesive effect.
conductor bears on certain poor insulating materials, the friction between

the surfaces varies with the applied
potential. If this potential is varied,
then the increased or decreased .fric-

tion will, if suitable apparatus is used,
operate a diaphragm.
Various other experimental types
-are in existence, and it is quite possible, and in fact probable, that it
will be one of these types which will
eventually result in a perfect-or
almost perfett-loud-speaker.
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/
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/
/

Think of every improvement
possible in an H.T. Accumu-

/

lator-and you'll find it here

/

delayed buying your High Tension
IFAccumulator
you have there
is no need to hesitate any longer.

/
/

LABORATORY
METHODS

/
/

THE SMALLEST ERROR 1n calculation
or measurement will negative a complete
experiment. So the scientist trains himself

The new Oldham shown above is a striking advance
over any H.T. Accumulator yet made. If yours is a
multi -valve Set you should at once discard your old
H.T. dry battery with its crackling noises-its constant
expense for renewals and invest in an Oldham H.T.
Accumulator. At once your Set will take on a new
lease of life. You'll get more volume and greater
sensitiveness and save money.

Portable

Accessible

/

/
/

to be exad and uses instruments of the

be

Each 2 - volt unit contained

/

utmost precision.

carrying handle ensures absolute portability. Stout lid and
handsome base completes

No possibility of voltage drop
through acid leakage.

I

Tapped at
each 2 volts

Add to it
as required

/

/

each cell can be
tapped you can use this
Accumulator for grid bias
use. Remember this vital

if you like and add the others,
unit by unit, as you need
them, All units are inter-

In the making of all P Y E produds the
strictest laboratory methods are employed.
Those who design them have a scientific
knowledge of Radio and the most up-todate facilities for original research work.
When the design of a component or re-

/

ceiver has been perfeded its produdion

/

All

20 - volt units can

clamped together. A strong

within a separate glass cell.

wo t km an -like appearance.

Because

feature when choosing your
H.T. Accumulator.

Made with

real plates
Every plate used in this H.T.
Accumulator has been made
under the Oldham Special
Activation Process. Plates will

hold their charge over long
intervals even if left idle.

Start with 60 volts (3 units)

changeable and can be clamped
together for carrying or for use.

A typical
Oldham product

this magnificent
Accumulator at your Dealers'.
You'll appreciate why an
Oldham sets its own standard
for quality. No Oldham has
ever been built down to a price.

.C2 15

£3 13

0
4

/

Examine

100 volts
120 volts

/

is most carefully supervised. By this means
each instrument must attain the same high

£4 11 8

£5 10 0

Solid oak tray 3/6. extra if required.

OLDHAM & SON, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.
London : Hazlitt House, Southampton Bdgs., W.C.2.

/

/

/

standard as the original model. Thus,
when you use P Y E components, the very
peak of efficiency is reached.

/

lid. per volt.
60 volts
80 volts

/

/

W. G. Pye & Co., Granta Works,
Montague Road, Cambridge
Manufa7urers of Scientific Instruments and Radio
Apparatus

/
/
/

SPECIAL ACTIVATION PROCESS.

/
Gilbert dd. 5014.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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MORE APPRECIATIVE
LETTERS

FROM OUR READERS

ever possible.

The Powerful
Powerful
Three -Valve Set

Wishing Radio Press

publications an ever-increasing popularity,
Yours faithfully,
ROBT. PEARSON.

Seaton, Cumberland.

of the results obtained from " The
Powerful Three " receiver, by Percy
W. Harris, M.I.R.E., which I constructed some weeks ago from the
directions given in THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR for April, 1925. It has far

exceeded my expectations as regards
loud -speaker range.
The following
stations have been reoeived on the
loud -speaker : Nottingham, Daventry,
Birmingham,

London,

11anchester,

Glasgow, Sheffield, and Brussels. The
first five of these can be obtained
almost any time. I think this is wonderful in a set which employs no H.F.
valves. With telephones it is possible
to tour the Continent at will. I may

add that my aerial is badly screened
and about 35 ft. long, and I employ a
waterpipe earth. In making future
seta I shall need to do no more than
look through my carefully -preserved

"MOST SATISFACTORY"
SIR,-You ask readers who have

Before it came out
I had made several sets with one detector only, always leaving room for
the addition of amplifiers as required.

This set I completed right through,
however.

My set

Hampton Park,

R A . M .C. (R.).

Hereford.

ecf?9gqiec(LrE),f3
g
D
E2?

gives

good

laud -speaker

strength for Birmingham, Cardiff and
5XX; other stations I have not

bothered about, but could work up
no and Bournemouth. In fact, we

commonly_ use this set now in preference to a four -valve tuned -anode set,

t

Youth and

D

the " Midget "

eq34:43/349

Gl=iTGf.7

Sia,-I am writing to let you know
of my results with the " Midget"

single -valve set described by Mr. A. 'S.
Clark in the May issue of THE WIRE-

The local station
2LS comes in very loud, and I can get
all the other- B.B.C. main stations except Cardiff. I have also picked up
Hamburg, Berlin, and four other
But
unidentified German stations.
LESS CONSTRUCTOR.

what I like about the set most is its
selectivity, for I can get London and

Manchester without any interference

from Leeds. Wishing your -admirable
paper every success.
Yours faithfully,
R. N. Ilisariva (age 14).
Headingley, Leeds.

thought you would like to

with the " Powerful Three -Valve Set,"
described by Percy W. Harris,

M.I.R.E., in the April, 1925, issue of
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. I have
made up a few of the Radio Press sets,
but I find that the " Powerful Three "
is the best yet. I followed the diagrams to the letter; coils were homemade, and transformers were, 1st
stage, C.A.V., and 2nd stage, Ferranti. Valves used are Cosmos 8.P.

000
"TALKS TO BEGINNERS"
-A CORRECTION
By a rather obvious error, the
figures relating to the " Motoring
Analogy," on page 633 of our May

18.

recommend this excellent set when-

F. WANHILL,

Lieut.-Col

know the results.

hear of the results I have obtained

You can rest assured that I shall

Your paper is much appreciated,
and it is now the only one we take.
Yours faithfully,

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR to let you,

"THE BEST YET"

can be followed quite clearly.

mind the most satisfactory of all,

made up the Powerful Three -Valve
Set described - by Percy W. Harris,
M.I.R.E., in the April number of

C. C. ALLEN.

Results are as follows: Daventry
has to be detuned; Belfast, Glasgow
and Bournemouth are all good loudspeaker strength, while Radio Paris

This set, with its ease of tuning, its
cheapness and compactness, is to my
coupled amplifier.

copies of your invaluable paper.
Yours faithfully,

West Bridgford,
Nottingham.

loud.

though if more volume were wanted it
would have to be got by a resistance -

0@00@@Og'63,463)00@@@0&660

"EXPECTATIONS EXCEEDED"
SIR, -I am writing to inform you

the latter being often unpleasantly

With the advent of Summer we shall

be thinking of portable sets, and

" Constructor " readers will be
catered for in this respect in future
issues.

issue, were incorrectly worked outk.
If the cars were separated by a 20th

of a mile and were running at 20

miles per hour, then 400 and not 20
cars would pass the gate in the hour.
The other figures follow from this.
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Build your Super -Het.
with Bowyer -Lowe
Transformers

ures to `Remember

Expert help is given FREE when you build
your Set with these Tested Parts.
It will take you less than .a week to build with these Transformers a Super -Heterodyne Receiver that will bring in
most English and Continental stations at loud -speaker
strength on a frame aerial.
You will hear these stations clearly and without distortion.

Music and speech will be clear and free from background noise.

Selectivity will be so great that stations within a few metres
of each other can be separated.
Start building now. Buy the Transformers and work to the
complete instructions given with each set-remembering that
the TREE help of our experts is at your service if you meet
any difficulty. We make sure of your success. Order from
your dealer or direct.

e9-rif/ /Y
-/'/r

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD.,
RADIO WORKS,

7I

--

J67.,

\\\

II \\1\

-

rtper33rs

LETCHWORTH
CONSTRUCTOR'S

" Evening papers-Evening papers !

containing principal com-

The lusty shouts of the Paper Boy
re-echo through the streets as he
hurries up one, and down the next,
whetting an appetite for the latest

KIT

ponents with all panels
drilled ready for assembly.

Full particUlars on C I 0
application -

-

ALL

MODEL HI COUPLER

or C 1

Range 250-530
500-2,000 M. -

.

news.

ear

bF FOUR
TRANSFORMERS

The leading wireless journals of today have endorsed in the strongest

£4

of terms the claims of Six -Sixty
Valves-in fact, our simple statements are modest compared with

SET

INTERCHANGEABLE
BASE

to take either range 4/_
of Model III Coupler

the "exceptionally good
results" obtained.
For the above circuits the most suitable Neutralising Condenser to use is the

For the radio enthusiast who uses a small
or medium-siz-d Loud Speaker, we can

GAMBRELL

confidently recomm,nd the S.S.2 L.F. (green

NEUTROVERNIA CONDENSER

disc).

For real purity of tone this valve is

second to none, and in addition to consuming
only .3 amps filament current it works at

such a low temperature that the life of the
Valve is immeasurf bly increased.
Prov. Pat. No. 23126/25.

S.S.2 L.F.

Price 5/6

(Green Disc).

MINIMUM CAPACITY 2 micro micro farads.
MAXIMUM CAPACITY 38 micro micro farads.
Only occupies 9/16 in. panel space.
One hole fixing (5/161n. diameter).
Only 6 revolutions
of the knob which does not screw in or out. Capacity is varied in proportion to rotation of the
knob (six micro micro farads to each revolution). No back -lash. Ebonite di -electric (impossible to short). Terminals arranged for clamped or soldered connections. All enclosed-dust and
damp-proof. Definite stops at maximum and minimum positions.

Then there's the S.S.7-a real Power Valve,
combining a wonderful purity of tone with
unequalled volume, and consuming only .1
amps film -tent current. With this valve

Voltage 2.0 volts
Consumption .3 amps.,

II your dealer cannot supply write to

GAMBRELL BROS., LTD

76, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S. W.1.

PRICE 14/ -

100 % EFFICIENCY H -T BATTERY

there is absolutely no glow whstever
from the filammt when operating at the
correct voltage, indeed there is no valve
that can boast of a longer life because

there is no valve that operates at
lower tinperature.

a

For PERFECTION OF QUALITY
insist on SIX -SIXTY VALVES.

Experimenter's Ideals realised. As tested " Modern
19.24., etc.
Brass Termivalled,

Wireless," April,
(unmet

Giant Unit Dry Cells (compare standard cell),
300% capacity,
volts. 6o volts in leatherette
case, 1416. In polished oak box, as tested, 19/(1.

Carriage, I/O. Spare cells, Ill- doz. plus carriage.
Each cell replaceable. Sample cell, etc., free.
Numerous repeat orders. Prompt delivery. Direct

only from maker, saving 50%.

C A FINCH ETT (Dept. C), Old Armoury, Oswestry.

S.S. 1.7
giczs full perticuLeaflet

Ycur Dealer

lars.

will be pleas d to
order Six - Sixta

Valves for you if
is out of stock.

lie

The Free Blue Print Service
Coupon
is to be found on page 792

SIX Better
-SIXTY
VALVES
by. Six times Sixty
"X" .

tf

ed K'JT F/ZNYA

02 .A.FAva j

F

"te

'

The Electron Co., Ltd., Triumph House, 089, Regent Street, London, Ir.,

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIREL7SS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Now build or Power

N.

Many thousands of

"The Super Seven"
By
PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

This set has to its credit the reception
of 28 British and Continental Stations
at full Loud -speaker Strength in one
evening.

With it you are able to

eliminate the local station completely
even at close range.

Having only two tuning dials, once
preliminary adjustments have been
made, manipulation of these two knobs
and the occasional rotation of the frame

aerial is all that is necessary to tune in
station after station.

5/-

Price

home constructors
take their initial step
into wireless with

The
Envelope.
information given is

Dual Receiver

found by them to

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

Designed by

be precise, complete
and concise. Little
wonder that they
now define Radio
Press Envelopes the

This handsome and economical Three Valve Receiver will give Loud -speaker

results from B.B.C. and Continental
Stations, and is sufficiently sensitive to
receive American Broadcasting when
conditions are favourable. It employs
what is known as the reflex principle,

easiest method of
building a more
comprehensive receiver.

in which one of the valves performs
two functions, and in this way three
valves are made to do the work of four.

The

Nett

two new R.P.
illustrated
Envelopes
here contain every detail

Price

2/6

Nett

and every piece of help-

Complete constructional details and
full instructions for operation are
included in this envelope, together with
full-size Blue Prints of wiring and

ful advice which may

panel layout, etc.

ceivers described.

0.0

The Three -Valve

the aid of an R.P.

Complete constructional details and
full instructions for operation are
included in this envelope, together with

be necessary for the
successful construction
of the powerful re-

two full-sized Blue Prints and four
sheets of photographs.

'''**
Obtainable from all Newsagents, Booksellers and Bookstalls, or direct from

RADIO PRESS LTD., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2
00
"h,,1

0

'
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0 00

0 0. 0
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Apparatus
IA

I

ni Mill lin

1111

kited

-1
ilmimeuno

For " The Wireless Constructor" at our Elstree Laboratories.
reproduction.

High Resistance Potentiometer

Audio Transformer

resistance potentiometer
AHIGH
has been received from Messrs.

5 to 1 ratio low -frequency transTHEformer
sent in for test by Messrs.

the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., for test
and report. The resistance element is

graphite, with a sliding carbon
brush contact mounted on an insuof

lating moulding. A removable cover and
The
indicating dial are provided.

total resistance of the potentiometer
was 50,000 ohms, and it was found to
be silent in operation, and well made
and finished.

Neutralising Condensers
condensers have

NEUTRALISING
been submitted for test by
Messrs. A. F. Bulgin & Co. The
sample tested consisted of a circular
ebonite base carrying a small cylinder

of insulating material, from the top

of which projected a slotted rod. This
rod could be adjusted by means of the
key supplied to vary the capacity of
the condenser. The component was
found to have maximum and minimum
capacities of 2.6 and -0.3 micro micro -

farads respectively, and should prove
useful in neutralised H.F. amplification circuits.

" Tungstone " Accumulator
NivE have tested a 12 -volt, 50 -ampere (actual)
accumulator
hour

manufactured by Messrs. the Tung stone Accumulator Co., Ltd. On discharging at 3 and 6 amps., it was

recommended.

suitable for use with a detector and

good quality was maintained in the
second stage. It can be thoroughly

the plates were in excellent condition.
This accumulator is so constructed
that any single plate can be easily
renewed. It can be thoroughly recommended for its robust construction and
ability to withstand heavy discharges
and rigorous treatment.

"Biro" Multi -Valve Switch

Burner Insulator Co., three types
being available. The sample tested is
L.F. stages, and incorporates

2

" Varley " Anode Resistance
Messrs. the Varley Magnet

number of contacts actuated by a

spindle and a cam device. The switch

-L. 'ROM
Co.

(proprietors, Oliver Pell Control Ltd.) we have received a number
of their Varley wire -wound resistances.

They are of standard size, and may
be had in various values, with or without clips and base.

On test, each resistance was found

to be exactly of the value specified and

perfectly silent in use as an anode resistance in a resistance -capacity L.F.
amplifier. These resistances are well
made and finished, and
thoroughly recommended..

can

be

Junior "Ideal" L.F. Transformer
Junior model " Ideal " transTHEformer
manufactured by Messrs.
the Marconiphone Co., Ltd., has been

tested for TEE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

This instrument was found to produce
a high degree of amplification, whilst

Robust construction is a feature of the
Baltic fixed air condenser.
was found to be satisfactory electric-

ally, and provides an easy and con-

the quality of reproduction was in
every way satisfactory. The trans-

venient method of

as a general-purpose instrument.

other uses also.

air -dielectric condenser
AFIXED
has been received from Messrs.

hours, as against the maker's 50 a.h.
rating, while even after severe tests

low

for controlling the
INTENDED
number of valves in use in a
multi - valve receiver,
" Bice %'
switches are made by Messrs. the

Fixed Air Condenser

found to have a capacity of 90 ampere

its

Brandes, Ltd., is of shrouded type,
standing 3 in. high, and has both terminals and tags for connecting purposes. On test, it gave excellent
quality and amplification above the
average in the first stage, while very

former can be thoroughly recommended

A sketch of the Varley wire -wound
anode resistance, mounted on a standard base.

Considering

price its performance may be considered very satisfactory indeed.

the Baltic Radio Co., Ltd. The plates
are of stout sheet brass mounted
between two ebonite end plates 11 in.
square. It was found to be of rated

capacity, while losses were negligible.
This neat and compact component
would appear to he especially suitable
for short-wave work.

Ormond L.F. Transformer
(NNE of the L.F. transforiii-ers made
%--/ by Messrs. the Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd., has been tested at our
laboratories with good results. It is
of open type, and gave good, quality

controlling the

number of valves in operation in a
set. It can be put to a number of

Valves
EVERAL valves have been submitted for test by Messrs. Radio
Valves, Ltd. Those of 3.5 volt .5 amp.

S

type and 4

volt .7

amp. type are

general-parpose bright emitters, and
on test came well up to standard in all
three positions in an H.F., detector,
and L.F. set.

Two 3 volt .06 amp. valves also gave
a good, performance. All the valves
showed a satisfactory uniformity, and
their current consumption agreed with

the makers' rating.
" Cosmos " Anti -Vibration Valve
Holder

" COSMOS" anti -vibration valve

holder has been sent for test by

Messrs.

Metro -Vick

Supplies,

Ltd..
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The

socket .is

mounted

spiral

on

springs fixed to a circular base, stops
-being provided to limit the movement
of the socket during the insertion and
removal of a valve. On test its insulation resistance was found to be infinity, while it gave adequate protec-

tion from shock and vibration to a
dull -emitter valve.

struction are good.

Finish and con-

.` Lisenin " Tags, Plugs and Sockets
PADS; tags, plugs and sockets have
kJ'

been received from Messrs. the

with coloured insulating
These accessories are very

are fitted

neat and well -finished, and the grip
device was found to give a very good
electrical and mechanical joint.

30 ohms, the dull- and bright -emitter
portions having resistances of 23 and
7 ohms respectively. The rheostat is
exceptionally quiet In action and
robustly constructed.

Russell's Hertzite

Sterling "Least Loss " Condenser

kSAMPLE of Russell's Hertzite
crystal has been tested by us for
Messrs. the L. G. Russell Laboratories.

1%.STERLING " Least Loss " variable condenser has been sub..
mitted by Messrs. the Marconi -

washers.

It is of fairly coarse structure. On
test it gave very satisfactory results,

phone Co.. Ltd. It is a brass vaned

many sensitive spots being located with
ease.

Lisenin Wireless Co., these accessories

"Ondia " Wavemeter
MESSRS. GOODCHILD & PARTNERS, LTD., have submitted

for test an " Ondia " wavemeter for
the 25 to 25,000 metres range, this
wavelength band being covered by the
four coils supplied. As an absorption

wavemeter it was found, to be accurate, while it satisfactorily fulfilled a
number of other useful purposes. It
is compact, simple to operate, and free
from hand -capacity effects, and should
prove of great use to amateurs.

This Ediswan 30 -ohm rheostat is a
very compact component.

being intended for use with flexible
battery and other leads. 'she tags.
and plugs are fitted with coloured insulating sleeves and incorporate a novel
" Positive Grip " device, consisting of
a brass cone and nipple. The sockets

" Universal " Rheostat
VROM Messrs. the General Electric
Co.,

Ltd., we have received a

The resist" Universal " rheostat.
ance elements are wound on a square
insulating rod bent into a circle, a
projection being provided at the
The
junction of the two windings.
total resistance was found to 'be

Pye grid leaks are fitted with stoat
wires for making soldered connections.
instrument, the fixed plates being

insulated from the aluminium endplates by means of Pyrex glass. An
g to 1 reduction is given by special
friction gearing. The efficiency was
of a high order and the mechanical
design excellent, no side or end play
being perceptible in the bearings.

"h44.." Transformer
THE "M -L" low -frequency trans-

former made by Messrs. S.
Smith and Sons (M.A.), Ltd.,
has been tested for THE WIRELESS
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A substantial circular
core is a feature of this transformer,

mounted bead on an auxiliary spindle,
which causes the " fixed " coil block

CONSTRUCTOR.

which is barrel -shaped and partly
shrouded.
The reproduction was

to move through a small arc. A
switch which allows the reaction coil
to be shorted or its connections reversed at will is also provided. The
construction and finish of this coil
holder are good, and an adequate

clear and fresh with no sign of rough-

ness, and the instrument appears to
be

stoutly

finished.

and

constructed

well

vernier .control is obtainable.

"Camden" Mansbridge Condensers

Pye Grid Leak

-THE CAMDEN ELEC-

MESSRS.
TRICAL

CO.'S

leaks have been submitted for

Mansbridge

GRID
report by Messrs. W. G. Pye &

type fixed condensers are of the usual
size and shape and enclosed in
grey metal cases. On test their
insulation resistance was found to be

The sample tested was rated at
2 megohms and on test was found to
have an actual resistance very dose to
this. The leak is of familiar shape,

Co.

infinite, while they stood up satisfactorily to a voltage of 500. These

but rather short, a stout wire being
provided at each end for soldering

condensers are good specimens of their
class and can be recommended.

Ediswan Rheostats
and dull emitter type file,
DUAL
went rheostats have been sent

test by Messrs. the Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd. Both rheofor

stats are of circular form, with the

This component is strongly
constructed, remains constant in value,
and can be recommended.
purposes.

" Erla" Balloon Circloid Couplers are
so wound that they have no external
field.

medium

fine

structure, possesses a

large number of sensitive spots, and
is of convenient size for mounting
purposes.
A special catswhisker is
provided with it.

"Erla " Fieldless Coils
coils have been received

TOROIDAL
from Messrs. 0. G. Vokes & Co.
They are known as " Erla " Balloon
Circloid Couplers, and on test were

found to be practically fieldless. One
coil was intended for aerial coupling

"Lewcos" Coils
Messrs. The London Electric
FROM
Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd., we
have received several of their new
" Lewcos " plug-in coils. These Ere
wound with special Litz wire, the
layers being separated by corrugated
celluloid and fastened to the' standard
plug by a celluloid band. The coils
were found to be extremely efficient,
robust in .construction, and pleasingly
finished, and can be thoroughly recommended for use.

"Quality " Two -coil Holder

A"
made by Messrs.
Engineering Co., Ltd., has been tested
QUALITY"

two -coil

holder

The

Goswell

at our laboratories. Both coarse and
fine adjustment are obtainable, the

latter by means of an eccentrically
Corrugated celluloid is
separate the layers of
" Lewcos" coils.

used
wire

A special dial is a feature of the
Igranic variometers.

and the others for H.F. stages.

Ib

was found that absolute stability was

obtained over the whole 200-500 metres

band, while a satisfactory degree of

H.F. amplification resulted.
The
coils are robust in construction, have
a satisfactorily low H.F. resistance,

4.

and are provided with brackets for,

to

in

fixing purposes.

" Keystone" Universal
Transformer

usual type of rotating -contact arm,

and provided with terminals. In the
dual rheostat the contact arm can be
changed from one resistance element
.to the other by pressing the rheostat
knob, thus allowing the arm to clear
a stop. The dual rheostat elements

mESSRS.
LTD., have sent us one of their

resistance of 33 ohms. The motion of

split pins are mounted on 0. strip fixed
to the tube, these being for connecting

THE PETO-SCOTT CO.,

" Keystone " Universal Transformers.

It consists of two windings of insulated wire on an ebonite tube 4 in.
long and 3 in. in diameter. Five

had resistance of 37 and 7.5 ohms,
while the dull -emitter pattern had a
both was smooth and noiseless, and
the finish good.

"Silverex " Crystal

purposes and plugging into a holder.
The component can be used for a
variety of purposes, but is especially

SILVEREX " crystal made by
Messrs. Sylvex, Ltd., has been
tested with excellent results at
The crystal is of
our laboratories.

factory results were obtained in use
in aerial tuning and H.F. coupling circuits, and the H.F. resistance was
found to be low.

intended for H.F. coupling.

A"

A photograph of the Peto-Scott
Universal Transformer.

Satis-
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" Atlas " Variable Condenser
" Atlas ''

.0005

variable con-

AN denser manufactured by Messrs.

H. Clarke R Co. (Manchester), Ltd.,
has been tested. It is of low -loss construction and provided with a clearly
marked metal dial. The H.F. resistance was satisfaCtorily low and the

small flake could be broken off the
insulators. They can be thoroughly
recommended.

" R.I." H.F. Anode Reactance
THIS anode reactance, made by

semi -transparent tubing fitted with
teirininals, a length of wire being

carried inside. The tubing was found
to 'have excellent insulating properties
and not to ignite easily, while it could
be bent to any desired shape if warmed
by steam. The wire fused when made

to carry a fair current, and the component is a novel attempt at solving

This

Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd.,
is intended for H.F. intervalve coup-

condenser is strongly constructed and

ease carrying a front panel fitted with

the problem of safeguarding a set from
lightning.

(with a .0003 condenser) wavelengths

Lamplugh Anode Reactance

insulation resistance infinite.

efficient and can be recommended..

It consists of

ling.

a barrel -shaped

a switch arm and studs, and coves

Igranic Variometers

ALN anode reactance has been sub-

mitted for test by Messrs. S. A.
Lamplugh, Ltd. This consists of a

TWO variometers have been sent for
test by Messrs. The Igranic
They are conElectric Co., Ltd.
structed on similar lines, the windings
being self-supporting, but protected by
a tubular case of insulating material.

into which may be plugged
various anode units, carrying a
disc,

spindle to which is fixed a reaction.

It was found that the lower
from 220 to 600 metres, while the
coil.

wavelength unit, covered it, range of

The type B variometer was found to
have a tuning range of from 260 to
450 metres, while the BL type (intended for long -wave work) covered
the 700 to 2,400 metres band. Both
models are soundly constructed and

second unit was suitable for 5XX.
This component is well -constructed
and neatly finished, but the size of the
reaction winding could be slightly
reduced with advantage. It gave good

results as an H.F. coupling and the
knob and pointer proved useful to
indicate the amount of reaction in

efficient and can be thoroughly recommended. A special graduated dial and
knob is provided with each.

use.

" Salient " Soldering Flux

" Nick -o -Time " Tunometer Coils

WE have received a tin of soldering

Cutters," Ltd. This flux is crimson

Messrs. Radio Instruments' H.F. anode
reactance is a one -hole fixing component.

It was used
successfully to tin a piece of dirty

of from 200 to 4,000 metres.

flux

from

Messrs.

"S.

A.

in colour, semi -transparent,, and of a
jelly -like consistency.

brass and proved suitable for making
wiring joints. It spluttered very little

and had no effect on the insulation
resistance of the panel. We can

fixing

dial provided. The component came
successfully through all tests, is very
well made, and can be recommended.

recommend this flux, since it is nonacid and results in a sound joint being

" Neutrovernia " Condenser

made.

GAMBRELL

"Hobbs " Aerial Insulators

One -hole

is employed and a knob and

BROS.,

mESSRS.
LTD., have submitted for test
a " Neutrovernia "

condenser.

The

THE
TVNOMETER
WORKS have sent us several of
their " Nick -o -Time " Tunometer
some being of continuously variable
type and others fixed inductances. All
iff ESSRS.

".11-

consist of a flat spiral winding laid
in a groove cut in an ebonite disc,
standard pin and socket mounts being
In the variable type a
attached.
metal arm carrying a grooved wheel
which engages with the winding allows
the inductance in circuit to be varied.
All these coils are well -constructed and
highly finished, while their high frequency resistance was low. The

contacts of the variable models were

HOLLOW porcelain aerial insulators

have been sent in by Mr. J. A.

Brassington, Jun., for test.

They

are made so that the aerial wire is
carried inside, while an eye for the
halyard is formed at one end. By this
means a large insulating surface is

provided, while the inside of the insulator will remain dry under the
severest conditions.
On test, with the halyards and insulators made soaking wet, the insulation

resistance was found to be infinity,
while with the roughest usage only a

.----

A sectional drawing of
Messrs.Gambrell Bros.'
neutralising condenser,
the " Neutrovernia."

ar.t.

/0,00.4

change from the minimum capacity of
about 1 micro-microfarad to the maxi-

of 28 micro-microfarads is
accomplished by the rotation of a long
insulating handle, which causes a brass
cylinder to slide inside another. Six
complete revolutions are necessary to
mum

cover the capacity range.

On test,

this neutralising condenser gave every
satisfaction, the movement being
smooth and easy. The mechanism is
completely enclosed in an insulating
case.

" Ne'er Fail " Lead-in Fuse
T is claimed that the " Ne'er Fail "
lead-in fuse, made by Messrs.
The Ne'er Fail Manufacturing Co.,
acts as a lead-in and a fuse box simultaneously. It consists of a length of
-11-

" Hobbs " insulators are of hollow
plrcelain construction.

.4,416i41;'"11"1*

noiseless in action and fine tuning was
possible, combined with good signal
strength and selectivity.

Vernier Rheostat
SUBMITTED

by

Messrs.

King

Quality Products, Ltd., a King
Quality Vernier Rheostat has been

at our laboratories. The
ordinary 6.5 ohm resistance element
is wound on a fibre strip, while the
'vernier winding is a single turn. The
vernier spindle passes through the
hollow main spindle and it was found
tested

that the total

;variation obtainable

with the vernier was .15 Ohm. The
rheostat was found to be exceptionally
noiseless in use and to carry .8 ampere
without undue heating.
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FURTHER NOTES
ON THE USEFUL

H.T. ACCUMULATOR UNIT
. .................

......

........

.

....

In the January issue of this Journal Mr. H. J. Barton-Chapple described a home-made H.T. accumulator unit,
and below he gives further details regarding its use and treatment.

IN the January, 1926, issue of THE
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR I gave the

necessary details to enable the
home constructor to make up an
accumulator high-tension unit from

sheet lead, the plates being " formed "
by periodic charging and discharging.

Holding the Charge
One or two readers have written to

me complaining that the unit does
not appear to hold its charge for a
long period, and, consequently, I felt'
that a short dissertation on a few of
the possibilities involved would prove
helpful.
Constructors should be warned that
the very nature of the method adopted

for forming the plates does not lend
itself to the expectation of a full service from the unit at the outset; the

whole secret lies in allowing the plates
to become heavily coated with active
material.

Care at the Start
It was for this reason that I stated
at the end of the article that the same

care should be exercised with this unit

as with all other accumulator units,
especially Ar the first month or so,
but after a thorough formation this
source of high-tension voltage will be
found to function well.

Holding the Paste
To keep the formed material in
place, I have found it almost essential to make the deep serrations on
a

Charging Rate
selves, and, if placed in the hands of
a charging station, it is necessary. to
see that the correct charging current
is used. During the early stages those
with home charging facilities are advised to give the battery a half-hour's
" boost," three-quarters of an hour
before it is put into commission.
It is essential to prevent the
charging current from exceeding the
60 milliamperes specified

originally,

and a value somewhat less than this

may even be found desirable. A
heavy current causes the formed

material to fall from the plate surfaces, and this, of course, must be
guarded against.

00

O

000000l

Readers possessing D.C. electric mains
can attend to the battery charging them-

000CDOG
.

2

fieOCD®
L, , v.
st," .......

Fig. 1.-The suggested revised layout of
the unit. Except for the moving of the
terminals no structural alterations are
involved.

the plates as suggested in the original
article, and, if the vice -jaws are at

all worn, the lead can be placed bemetal rasps, and then put
in the vice, with pieces of wood to

tween

protect the rasps from the metal jaws.

Cutting into the lead surface with a

penknife, as one correspondent sugge,s,ted, does not give the same degree
of surface increase and adequate hold

for the formed material as is necessary for satisfactory operation.

Effect of Sediment
Should any formed material fall to
the bottoms -of the tubes, the fin.
clearance allowed will prevent the
plates shorting; but if the dimensions
have not been strictly adhered to,' the

individual cells will discharge when
not in use, should the base of the tube
become " silted up."
The positive and negative plates
must not touch at any point throughout their length in the tubes, and

the material employed for separating
the plates needs to be properly shaped
and of reliable quality.

Evaporation of Electrolyte
If the acid shows signs of evapora-

A photograph of the road from the top of one of the huge masts of the
Rugby Station taken at the dizzy height of 820 feet above ground level.

tion owing to exposure in a warm

situation, fill up to the required

level only with pure distilled water,
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as, if tap water is used, the impurities
are sure to set up local notion.
A layer of oil on the top of the electrolyte will be found useful also.

lead to trouble, and the battery will

tioned in a very satisfactory manner.
The procedure adopted was to cut

a number of small local cells on the
surface of the plates, and the active

fairly close spirals round a. mandril,

Traces of impurities in the lead will

not hold its charge due to local action.
Any metallic impurities present form

. .

might be in the

. we

studio-

will be no uncommon remark now the Watmel Auto -Choke

has come into being. Never before has there been such an ampli-

fying instrument. Though building up whiepers into voluminous sound, never does it sacrifice tone for volume. The
secret lies In the patent core and specially balanced windings.
Ask your Dealer for a demonstration and send to us for descriptive booklet-" Straight as a die."

Complete with Condenser and fixed reststante. Bright Farts heavily nickelled. Price

18/6

.

-

with the connecting piece between the
two electrodes. shaped as before, to
provide the necessary support on the
sides of the glass tube. These were

A Suggested Alteration
Another possible source of trouble

the article, and the battery worked
quite well.

may be traced to the piece of ebonite
or other insulating material which has
been utilised to enable the terminals
to be screwed in place. Dirt may col-

lect on this strip, and thus cause a
leak between the terminals in question.
To overcome this, an alteration in

the assembly of the two -volt cells is
suggested. This will be made clear by
reference to Fig. 1, which- shows the
top of the battery box. In the initial
case the lead electrodes and tubes were

London, E.C.1

Telephone: 71190 OLERKENWELL.
Lancashire & Cheshire Representative:

Mr. I. B. LEVEE, 23. Hartley St., Levensholme, Manchester

CO/LED LEAD

gains ever offered.
600 Illustrations of a

ELECTRADIX

RAD:08,
Ueper Thames St. E.C.4
Paris Ad.

172-lidtPoweriralver2/6
This is a REAL power valve-British
Made-Radion Guaranteed-and far less
money than other leading makes. From
untied dealers or direct.
Nr. Macclesfield. CHESHIRE

REPAIRS
Headphones, Loud Speakers and Transformers
rewound and reconditioned.

IIII

Magnet
Co.,

Coll Dept.,
IIIWoolwich,

IN

tors :

Oftee-

Pelt

Control

III

broadcast

from

all

Subsequently these settings

were

again tried, and the transmissions re-

ceived.

Birmingham

and

Bourne-

mouth have been received at good

strength, while in the relay band it

This will

for stations this set will prove very
interesting, 'owing to the ease with

was noticed how easily several tram missions could be found and resolved.
Radio Belge came in at usual strength,
but with a background hum, which has
been' present recently, and Radio
Berne was also brought in. For the
constructor who wants to hunt around

prevent any leakage taking place if

which

'original ebonite strip.

RADIONS Ltd. -

A customer writes: ''-thanks
system.
to the excellent manner in which it was
reconditioned, the results achieved have been
ProPrPVARLEY

In eliminating the local station when
trying to receive a more distant transmission -take care not to cause the set
to oscillate, but follow up with the reaction condenser any adjustment made
to the tuning control. Madrid was
heard at fair strength during the first

were at opposite ends of the same
long side of the box.
In the modified arrangement it will
be seen that the assembly is such that
cells 1 and 30 are against opposite
sides, and two small pieces of ebonite
can now be placed in position to ac-

dirt is found to accumulate on the

mutations. Write for free book.

EQUAL TO NEW !

when

inserted so that the first and last cell

commodate the terminals.

rtanroN: save yon money but beware of

and returned the jean day on the C.O.D.

especially

Other Stations Heard
has

obtained good results by adopting
this method of construction.

of unique apparatus.
Send 4d. stamps

vo"

reception,

listening to a band or similar item.

.)TR/P

Fig. 2.-One correspondent

wonderful selection

criI

phone

stations was the order, but in spite of
this it was fairly easy to find the carrier waves of several stations.

That our Summer
Catalogue contains
the finest Radio Bar-

0 ce0',ere'

(Continued)

simultaneous

FROM MEI

Atk,.

SELECTIVITY WITH A
SINGLE VALVE

The first evening upon which the set
was tried happened to be ono when

YO CAN TAKE IT
010

formed in the manner indicated in

tests, while subsequently several British
and Continental stations were received.

Telephone : 475 Heaton Moor

:0

up the sheet lead into strips about in.
in. wide, and these were coiled in

material is wasted, since local currents
eddy round the small cells so formed.

THE WATMEL WIRELFSS CO., LTD.

332a, Caswell Road

on a unit of this type he found that
the manner indicated in Fig. 2 func-

positive and negative plates made up in

Impure Lead

g

An Interesting Suggestion
One correspondent informs me that
during the course of some experiments

Cracked Tubes
Take great care when handling the

glass .sample tubes so that they do
not crack, and thus allew the electro-

lyte to leak away, and render use-

less the cells so affected. Two sixty volt units can be conveniently mounted
on a tray with handles, with sawdust

at the bottom of the tray to absorb
any of the dilute acid, should it be

spilt or escape throligh a cracked tube.
I have purposely stressed all the
possible sources of trouble with a unit
of this nature, and, if attention is

,given to the details mentioned, difficulties should be removed.

the
eliminated.

local

station can

be

Elstree Test Report
This receiver was tested by our

Elstree Laboratories, 12 miles from
21/0, as well as by the designer, -with
the results given below : Operation.-Simple.
Selectivity.-By choosing a suitable
aerial coil the set could be made selective, Newcastle and Birmingham being
received while London was on.
Valves. - General-purpose valves
-functioned satisfactorily in the set,
but D.E.5B and D.F.A.4 type valves
gave slightly better results.
General. Owing to the small num-

ber of controls, this is a splendid set
for the beginner.
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WONDERFUL LOW -LOSS

STRAIGHT LINE
FREQUENCY.

A 3 -VALVE SAFETY SET --continued.

C=ONDENSERS_
carefully for it), there is

nothing

further to do in the way of neutralising.
If, however, you are 'using a
P.M.4 or one of the other valves of

the small -power type, you will invariably hear this " plop ". of oscillation.
When you have found the point, screw

dOwn the upper plate of the neutralising condenser a few turns and turn
the second condenser backwards and
forwards again.
You will probably find the area over

which the " plop ' occurs' has been
reduced. Go on adjusting the neutralising

until a point is
reached (probably when the plates are
separated by a 1/16th of an inch)
where rotation of the secondary concondenser

denser backwards and forwards will
fail to find any " plop." This is the
most sensitive state of the set. In
making the adjustments, do not let
the two plates of the condenser touch,

or you will injure the H.T. battery,
and if H.T. negative should be con-

nected to L.T. positive, you will burn
out the valve filaments. As a safety
precaution it is as well to put a piece
of waxed paper or mica between the
two plates to prevent them coming
into actual contact.

The Local Station
Once this neutral point has been

reached, leave the neutralising condenser as it is, connect the aerial and

earth and rotate the two dials until
you pick up the local station. If you
are within eight or ten miles of a

broadcasting station, you will probably
be able to hear the station quite easily

on the earth lead alone, and up to ten
or fifteen miles from a broadcasting
station you should get good loudspeaker results with fifteen or twenty
feet of wire hooked round the picture
rail. Be sure to use the value of grid
bias specified by the maker of the valve

you are using for the note magnifier.
Having found the local station, try

,placing the switch arm of the aerial
coupler on the different studs. For
each change of stud, retune the first
condenser. One of the studs will give
better results than the others, and

when you have found this point leave
the set permanently so adjusted. Make
a final adjustment of the filament re-

sistance for best signals, being sure
not to turn it on more than is necessary for good signals.

No Radiation
Used on an ordinary outdoor aerial,
you will, of course, get far better results, but once you have neutralised
the set in the way indicated, you need
have no fear of causing disturbance to
your neighbours. My own teats of the
receiver showed that using .06 ampere
valves or P.M. 4's, good loud -speaker

strength for the average room, with

Including knob and dial as sketch.
, With Vernier.

aerial consisting of fourteen feet of
wire suspended six feet above the in-

.0003 7/11

approximately ..7 miles.

Supreme SELECTIVITY. Each station has a CLEAR TUNINGSPACE.
CROWDING entirely ELIMIN-

excellent quality, was obtained on an

strument. The distance from 2L0 was

.0003 5/11

.0005 6/6

ATED. SIMPLIFIED tuning. DIS-

Distant Stations
Used on an outdoor aerial, medium

loud -speaker

results were obtained
from Rome without interference from
London (while that station was working), and after 2L0 had closed down
loud -speaker results were also obtained from Madrid. Birmingham,
Newcastle, L'Ecole Superieure and a
number of Continental stations were
obtained at really good 'phone
strength and at times of sufficient
strength to give loud -speaker repro-

duction suitable for a small room.
Although

8/6

.0005

WITHOUT VERNIER,

not primarily designed

for use on an outdoor aerial, the
above tests are quoted as an indication that there is a big reserve of
sensitiveness in the set, sufficient to
give a full measure of loud -speaking
with the smallest indoor aerial within
ten or fifteen miles of a broadcasting
station.

A Family Receiver
Once the set has been adjusted and

tuned it can be turned on or off by
any member of the family simply by
pulling out or pushing in the switch.
The batteries can all be left connected
until a recharge or a replacement is
needed, as neither L.T. nor H.T. current is consumed when the switch is
" off " (in). The tuning positions will
remain constant unless the wavelenh
of your station is changed, so that this
set is truly a family receiver.
For Daventry, a second aerial coupler will be needed for this waveband,
and for the transformer a No. 150 in
the left and a No. 200 in the right, or

the Gambrel] equivalents.
The neutralising condenser adjustment need
not be changed.

Elstree Test Report.
The following is a summary of the
report- made on the receiver by The

-

Wireless Constructor laboratories:
Operation. -Very simple.
Selectivity. -By suitable choice of

the tapping on the aerial coupling

coil the receiver could be made fairly
selective.
Reproduction,

etc. - Good loudspeaker strength on London, even on
au indoor aerial. Tone clear. No
sign of oscillation over whole tuning
range once the neutralising condenser
was properly- adjusted.
Stations Recetved.-London, New,

castle, Bournemouth, and nearly all
the other main B.B.C. stations, and
many Continental stations.

TINCT and DEFINITE Radio reception. PRECISION workmanship.
POST 6d. SET.
HEAVY BRASS VANES. Pigtail
connection to rotor gives silent working.

CALLERS !

SPLENDID
CHEAP
LINES,

POST ORDERS not less than 5/- in value plus 9d. FOR
POSTAGE will be executed from THIS COLUMN FULL
POST LIST FOR POSTCARD.

capacity. 2v. 40 amp.,
7/11 ; 2 v. 60 amp, 9/6 ; 2 v. 80 amp., 12/6 ; 2v. 100 amp.,
ACCUMULATORS. -Ignition

15/11; 4v. 40 amp., 15/6; 4v. 60 amp.,18/11; 6v.

6 v. 80 amp., 85/11. SPCIAL CHEAP
LINE. -4 v. 40 amp., 13/11 ; 4 v. 60 amp., 17/11 ; 6 v.
60 amp., 25/11. EBONITE PANELS, 8/16. -For crystal
seta, 6 x 6, 1/-; 7 x 5, 1/2 ; 8 x 6, 1/6 ; 9 x 6, 1/9. EBONITE PUT TO SIZE. -While you wait, or posted. Beat
60 amp., 27/6 ;

"Grade A" 571.6 at Id. in.,

at id. sq. in.

Special

Price Large Stmt. AMERICAN TYPE VARIABLE CONDENSERS. --.1.69, Loss Model, Square Law, with knob
and dial, .0008, 4/9; .0005, 4/11. With Vernier, 1/- each
extra. AMERICAN TYPE BOXES, all hinged lid, and
baadsiard. Solid Oak, 12 x 8, 10/6 ; 16 x 8, 16/11 ; 18 x 8,
19/11. Wood Covered Leatherette, splendid value, 12 x 8,
8/6 ; 16 x 8, 11/6 ; 18 x 8 12/6.
Many others stocked
for callers only. HEADPHONES. 4,000 ohms. -N. K.

Standard pattern, 8/11.

ERICCSON

Bowyer -Lowe, Magnum, etc.

BRASS PARTS. -Terminals,

CONTINENTAL

4000 ohms. sample for 8/11. L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Standard Ormond, 12/11. " Kay -Ray," 5.1, 7/11 ; Croix,
6-1, 4/6; Wates' Supra Pattena, 7/11. COIL PLUGS. Ebonite shaped brass sides, g for 1/2, with fibre, 2 for
Standard 2 for 1/-; " Kay- Ray " Low Loss
1/8.
Nickel sides, 104. ; Back of Panel 2 -way coil stands,
2/8. 4/11, 5/11. 2 -way standard ext. handles, 1/6,
1/9. All makes stocked.
H.T. BATTERIES Special
60 volts, 8/6, 6/9, 8/11. 66 volt Empire, Zaza, 6/11
ea.; 9 volt grid bias, tapped If various makes,
PLUGS
1/9, 1/11, 2/-. All EVEREADY stocked.
AND IACIES.--Single open, 1/4; Single closed, 1/11;
Double C., 2/6; S. Fll., 2/2; D. Fil., 2/11; Plug, 2/e.
VALVES. --For Unidyne Circuit, Phillips 4 -pin, 8/11;
Thorpe ff,4 (6 -pin), 8/11; 5 -pin Valve Holder, 11-.
RAIllO MICRO Power 4 v., aril. SPECIAL. " .06," 6/1L
DUT011.-.06 3 to 3.5, 7/6 ; Power 4-5,9/6. D.O.C. WIRE
lb.. 20 g., 9d. ; 22 g., 10d.; 24 g., 11d.; 26 g., 1/-; 28
6., 1/1; 80 g., 1/2. Tin Copper round, lb., 16, 18, 20,22,
1/- reel. Bus Bar 1/16 square 2 ft. lengths, 2 for 24.
VALVE HOLDERS. -Cheap line, 8d.; Ebonite standard,
1/-; Excelsior, 1/-; Anticap, 1/-; Baseboard Nickel
legs, Rd., 10d., 1/- each; Lotus, Benjamin, Sterling,

nut and washer, W.O. Pillar, phone, doz., 1/-. Nickel

Ditto, doz., 1/0. Studs complete, x 4, doz., ed. Valve
sockets, doz., 1/8. Spade or Pin screws, doz., 84. Spade
tags, doz., Sd. Nickel Soldering Tags, doz., ed. Spades,
Red and Black, 6 pairs, 1/8. Switch Arms, 1 in. arm
Brass, 9d.; Nickel, 101d.; Ditto 11 in., arm, 6d. and ed.
Battery Clips, ed. doz. Ormond screws, 4 and 6 B.A.
with nuts, ed. doz. CRYSTALS. Shaw's genuine Hertzite,
84.. 11-. AERIAL EQUIPMENT. -Insulated Rubber
Stranded Lead-in, per 10 yds., 1/3. Lead-ln Tubes, 84.,
104., 1/-. Twin Flex. Marone, 12 yds., 114. Ditto, Red
and Black, 12 yds., 1/6, Miniature twin silk, 12..yds., 1/-.
Heavy stranded Lead-in, 6 yds. 2/-. Copper Indoor, 49
strand aerial, 100 ft., 1/6, heavy, 2/S. Insulated hooks,
6 for 6d. Copper Earth Tubes. Climax Pattern. 2/1.1.
BATTERY BOXES 63-v. Metal take 14 batteries, 8/9.
Leatherette ditto, 2/11. Both fitted clips. Battery Testers,
4d. Bullseye Bulbs, 84. SUNDRIES. -Adhesive Tape, 4d..
8 drills, 1/8. 5 spanners, ad. Taps 0, 2, 4, 6, B.A., 1/11.
Screwdrivers, 84. Breast drills. 0-1 chuck, 8/11. Screw
Wander Plugs, 3d. pair. Extra quality, 914. and ed. pair.
Valve windows nickel, 9d. and ed. Basket coil holders,
1016.. 1/-. 6 ft. phone cords, 1/-, 1/3, 116. Loud Speaker
Cords, 1/6, 1/11. Empire Tape, 12 yds., ed. Panel
bracke,ts 6 in., 10d. pair.
DETECTORS. -Enclosed,

1/-. 1/3. 1/6, 1/9. " Kay -Ray" kflortmeters, 2/-, 2/3.
Ditto, Permanent, 2/6.

COILS. -Mounted inductance,

25, 1/-; 35, 1/4; 50, 1/9; 75. 2/-; 100, 2/- 160, 2/4;
200, 2/8 ; 250,2/10 ; 800.3/2. MOUNTED AIRSPACED.
-25, 1/2; 35. 1/4; 80, 1/8; 75, 1/11; 100, 2/-; 150,
2/6; 200, 2/10; 250, 8/-; 800, 9/S; 400, 3/6. Set of

5 O'Keefe Patent unmounted 28. 85, 50, 78, 100, 1/9 set.
FILAMENT HU . -" Kay -Ray " Dual, 8/6 ; 6 or 30 ohms,
2/-. Potentiometer, 2/8.
VA/410101TEMS.-Ebonite
Ball Rotor. 8/11. Standard. 1/9. 1/11.
WEST END STOCKIST of Ormond Bowyer -Lowe, Brunet,

N. lz K. Dubilier, Edison Bell all makers leading lines.
Sets of Parts quoted for cheaply. Make out list. Bend
for particulars of our exchange department.

-Hours 94
Sat. 9-9
Sun. 11-1
Phone
Gerrard 4637.

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, Lisle St.,
Leicester Sq , W.C.2.
Back of Daily's Theatre,
Nearest Tube, Leicester Sq.
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Buy It To -day! 1/6
To possess the Radio Press Year Book is to have at your

11

elbow the facts and figures essential to your

hobby.
The brief summary given here gives only a very
slight indication of the value of this book to you.

SPECIAL ARTICLES BY EXPERTS.
LISTENING TO AMERICA. By Capt. A. G. D. WEST, M.A.,

WHAT IS COIL RESISTANCE? By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.
(Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
Discussing the best size of wire to use for your tuning coils,
this article gives much additional information hitherto very
difficult of access to the ordinary reader.

H. L. CROWTHER, M.Sc.

Valve Section.

B.Sc., known to all as the B.B.C. engineer in charge of the
reception and relaying of American broadcast.
SOME FACTS ABOUT VALVE FILAMENTS. By Capt.
GETTING THE BEST FROM YOUR AERIAL. By Capt.

JACK FROST, of the B.B.C.
Is your aerial as efficient as it can possibly be ? This article

will give you numerous hints on its erection, insulation, and
other practical matters.
MAGNIFICATION. By Capt. H. J.
LOW -FREQUENCY
ROUND, M.C., M.I.E.E.

The name of Captain Round, of the Marconi Company,
is familiar to all, and articles emanating from his pen are at
once authoritative and practical. This combined technical
and practical knowledge is compressed into a brief talk on
this important phase of Radio Reception.

CONTROLLING

OSCILLATION

IN

H.F.

AMPLIFIERS.

By Major JAMES Itomissots, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.
The causes and effects of oscillation in the H.F. stages
give experimenters much thought and worry. Careful study
of the facts set out here will help you to solve these problems.

USEFUL DATA.

Full particulars of all the leading types of valves are given
in this section. Their working characteristics are given in
detail, and the respective makers' curves are included for the
first time between two covers.
Call Signs.

We have here collated the most up-to-date and comprehensive list of Amateur stations yet published, and a quantity
of useful miscellaneous information In the most practical
form for ready reference.
Wireless Calculations Made Easy.

This section places at the disposal of all the few calculations which may be considered essential to the proper enjoyment of wireless as a hobby.
Workshop Section.

Soldering, wiring, drilling-in fact, every operation in the
construction of a receiver is described in this section. In
addition, much useful data on drill sizes, wire tables, etc..
is included.

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Booksellers and Bookstalls or direct
from Dept. W., Radio Press Ltd., Bush House. Strand, London, W.C.2.

RADIO
PRESS
LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

.
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THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

TERMINALS
THE six terminals on the new R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer are
so arranged that they allow you to choose over a range of
ratios and three impedance values, which means that you can
be absolutely certain that this transformer will be suitable for
any valve or any circuit you may have in use.
Most people think their set the best until they hear something better.
They are told by all the technical Press that the quality of reception may
be improved by using transformers of different ratios, in certain stages
of the amplifier. To prove this yourself, means purchasing several
transformers, which is costly. The new " R.I." Multi -Ratio Transformer
will solve the problem for you once and for all. For an extra 2/6 you

get not only a transformer of equal efficiency to the well-known standard
" R.I." model, of which some 600,000 are in use, but, in addition, the opportunity of trying the effect of six other ratios, with any type of valve
available.
TRY IT YOURSELF ; do not just believe what we tell you. You will
learn more about the possibilities of improving reception by an evening
spent with the new Multi -Ratio Transformer than by any other method.

Price 27/6
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